esa
european space agency

agence spatiale europ6enne

The European Space Agency was formed out of and took
over the rights and obligations of, the two earlier
European Space Organisations; the European Space
Research Organisation (ESRO) and the European
Organisation for the Development and Construction of
Space Vehrcle Launchers (EIDO) The Member States
are Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, lreland, ltaly, the Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the United
Kingdom Canada is a Cooperating State

L'Agence Spatiale Europ5enne est lssue des deux

-

Organisations spatiales europ6ennes qui I'ont precedee
de recherches spatla/es
(CERS) et l'Organisation europ6enne pour la mise au
point et la construction de lanceurs d'engins spatiaux
(CECLES) dont elle a repris les droits et obligations
Les Etats membres en sontr I'Allemagne, I'Autriche,
la Belgique, le Danemark, l'Espagne, la Finlande,
la France, l'lrlande, l'ltalie, la NoNege, les Pays-Bas,
le Poftugal, le Royaumi-Uni, la Suede et /a Suisse Le
Canada beneficie d un stalul d Etat cooperant

l'Organisation europ6enne

In the words of the Convention: The purpose of the
Agency shall be 10 provide for and to promote for
exclusively peaceful purposes, co operation among

Se/on /es termes de la Convention: l'Agence a pour
mlsslon d'assurer et de d6velopper, d des fins
exclusivement pacifiques, la coop4ration entre Etats

European States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their being used

europ6ens dans les domaines de la recherche et de la
technologie spat/a/es et de leurs applications spatiales,
en vue de leur utilisation a des fns scientifiques et pour
des systemes spatiaux op6rationnels d' applications :

for scientific purposes and for operational

space

applications systems,

(a) by elaborating and implementing a long-term
European space policy, by recommending space

(a)

objectlves to the lvlember States, and by conceding
the policies of the lvlember States with respect to

other national and international organisations and
institutions:

(b) by elaborating and implementing activities and

(c)

programmes in the space field;
by co-ordinating the European space programme
and national programmes, and by integrating the
lalter progressively and as completely as possible
into the European space programme, in particular

as

regards the developmenl

of

(b)
(c)

applications

satellites;

(d) by

elaborating and implementing the industrial
policy appropriate to its programme and by
recommending a coherent industrial policy to the
Member States

en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre une politique
en
recommandant aux Etats membres des oblectifs en
matiere spatiale et en conceftant les polittques des
Etats membres d I'egard d'autres organisations et
institutions nationales et internationales;
en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre des activitds et
des programmes dans le domaine spatial;
en coordonnant le programme spatial europaen et
les programmes nationaux, et en int6grant ces
derniers progressivement et aussl compldtement
que possible dans le programme spatial europ6en,
notamment en ce qui concerne le d6veloppement
de sate//ites d' a pplications :
en elaborant et en mettant en oeuvre la politique

spatiale europeenne d long lerme,

(d)

industrielle appropri6e e son programme et en
recommandant aux Etats membres une politique
in

is directed by a Council composed of
representatives of Member States The Director General

The Agency

d u st ri el I e co

h6rente

L'Agence est dirigee par un Conseil, compos' de

represenlal ve

representants des Ftats membres Le Diecteur general
est le fonctionnatre ex6cutif sup6rieur de I'Agence et la
repr4sente dans tous ses actes

The ESA HEADQUARTERS are in Paris

Le S/EGE de I Agence esf a Parls

The major establishments of ESA are:

Les principaux Etabllssemenls de I'Agence sont:

THE EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH AND
TECHNOLOGY CENTRE (ESTEC), Noordwijk,
Netherlands

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN DE RECHERCHE FT DE
TECHNOLOGIE SPATIALES (ESTEC) Noordwijk,
Pays-Bas

THE EUROPEAN SPACE OPERATIONS CENTRE
(ESOC), Darmstadt, cermany

LE CENTRE EUROPEEN D'OPERAIIONS SPAI|ALES
(ESOC), Darmstadt, Allemagne

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

ESRIN, Frascati, ltaly

is the chief executive of the Agency and its

Charrman of the Council:
Director General:

A

A

Fodotd

Bensoussan

legal

President du Conseil.
Directeur g6n6ral

A

A

Bensoussan
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The ESA Council at Ministerial Level
Edinburgh, 14-15 November 2001

The Director General's Proposal for ESAs Policy
and Programmes

Space services are part of
everyday life. W broadcasting,
weather forecasting, protection

of the environment,

financial

services, and car-navigation all

rely on globally

operated

satellite systems. At the same
time, space is a vital tool for
scientific research, serving the
advancement of our under-

standing of the origins of

life,

Firsf-class science
Even with a continuing decline in the budget for
science programmes, the European science
missions have achieved significant results in the
last six years:

-

the development of the Universe,

and the complexity of

the

terrestrial ecosystem.

-

Soho has explored the Sun's internal structure,
providing insights into the workings of the solar
nuclear fusion reactor and the solar dynamo.
Cluster is giving us a comprehensive vision of
space weather.
ISO has discovered the ubiouitous oresence
of water molecules in the Universe.

XMM-Newton has greatly expanded our
understanding of the composition of the
enormous high-speed jets emitted by young

A. Rodotit

The resources offered by space also contribute
significantly to meeting many of the challenges
facing the Europe of today. I am thinking here
of:

SIATS.

A large share in the World market
Worldwide expenditure on space is estimated
at around 70 billion Euros in 2001. The public

-

safeguarding and furlher improving the wellbeing, security and prosperity of every citizen,

-

protecting the environment and ensuring

sector still accounts for a very significant
proportion of that spending, though the

-

sustainable development, and
preserving Europes cultural identity, diversity

commercial sector is moving rapidly towards a
share of about 50%
.
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in short, becoming 'the most competitive and
dynamic knowledge-based economy in the
World'.

To meet these challenges, Europe must do
more than continue to exploit space effectively,
drawing wherever possible on the results
already achieved. lt must also strive to improve

the overall efficiency of the entire European
space sector, which includes the effofts of
scientists, industrialists, public agencies (national
as well as ESA), and service companies.

Within this challenging environment, the
European space community is already producing
value for Europe. I am thinking in parlicular of:

Out of total public expenditure of about 38 billion
Euros, the United States' share stands aI 76%,
the figure for Europe being just 14o/o, equally

divided between ESA and the national
programmes. The rest of the World spends
1Oo/o

of the total.

Although in interpreting these figures account
has to be taken of variations in purchasing
power from one country to another, the fact is
that Europe's investment is about one fifth of
that of the United States. Even so, Europe has
been able to secure a steady increase in its

comoanies' share of the World commercial
market - although the USA had a start ol
almost ten years.
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In the early eighties, Europe launched

-

a large share in the World market for space

-

rastructure and services
major contributions to public-service provision
for citizens.

commercial payloads at all and was completely
out of the market for commercial satellites, a
market that had come into being some seven
years before. Today, twenty years on, thanks to

inf

no

the edinburoh ministerial council

substantial public investment in developing
Ariane and building the first European

Programme management

of the global commercial launcher
market, and
27% of the global commercial satellite market.

The evolution of mission cost per tonne is a
good indicator of ESA's increasingly effective
management of space - and in particular
satellite - programmes. Mission cost per tonne
has been in steady decline since the early
eighties, falling by about 40%, with a roughly

European companies have been equally

stable level of risk and innovation in the various
programmes.

communications satellites (ECS and Marecs),
European companies have gone on to take:

-

560/o

successful in the telecommunications-services
marketplace. They currently account for about
28o/o of the overall market and are increasingly
globalising their business with the acquisition of
large overseas international operators.

Public-service provision for citizens
There are at least three areas in which the
contribution of space to the everyday life of
citizens is both evident and, increasingly, vital.
The first is meteorology. Even though Eumetsat,

the Agency that operates

meteorological
services, is currently a non-profit organisation,
studies ooint to an indirect return on investment

in excess of 8. Through the Meteosat and
MetOp satellites, which ESA and Eumetsat
have been jointly developing for a number of
years, Europe is also contributing, together with
the USA, Russia, China. India and Japan, to a
global network disseminating meteorological
information all around the World.

The second example is the use of Earthobservation data for disaster monitoring. The
International Charter on Space and Major
Disasters, initially signed by ESA and CNES,
and later by ISRO, CSA and NOM, seeks to
provide a unified system for acquiring space
data and delivering it to people dealing with
natural or man-made disasters.

The third example is the contribution being

to the information-society
infrastructure, providing a complementary but
nonetheless impodant means of access to the
Internet, and its enabling role for new services
such as telemedicine and distance learninq.
made by space

This in turn means that ESA has, over the last
fifteen years, demonstrated its ability to put
progressively larger payload masses into space
per year, a clear pointer to the growing throughput of the entire European space sector. No
such positive trend is to be found in the NASA
programmes.
Technical management

It is important to underline that better
pedormance in programme management has
been obtained by ESA maintaining product
quality. The following are just a few indicators
demonstrating the technical quality of the
Agency:
ESA has never had any catastrophic satellite
mission failures (compared with a 30%
failure rate in NASA programmes).
ESA has negotiated insurance premiums at
about 50% of market rates.
ESA satellites usually exceed their estimated
and planned lifetimes (for instance. ERS-1).

-

Last but not least, I want to underline the recent
recovery of our Artemis satellite, which, together
with the earlier recovery of Soho, testifies to the

excellence of our technical teams.

lnternal efficiency
A lot of effoft has been devoted to improving
the Agency's internal efficiency. Two indicators
confirm the gains in efficiency that have been
made.

The first is the amount of budget managed

per staff member, For programmes directly
managed by ESA, the chad shows a steady
rroqrlrr innroaco nf R )o/^ in rononi rraarq

These enormously valuable results were
achieved through the combined efforls, at
European level, of the scientific community,

compared Io a 2.2Vo increase obtained by
NASA. This has been accompanied by very
tight cost control applied to ESA programmes.

industry and the space agencies.

The second indicator is the deviation
What specific contribution has the European
Space Agency made to the emergence of such

first-class capabilities and the achievement of
such outstanding results? | would like to focus
on what I see as the three main strands of this
soecific ESA inout:
Programme management
Technical management

-

Internal efficiency.

of
programme costs at completion from the costs
initially estimated. Comparing the status of
overruns on major ESA programmes in 1997
2001 clearly demonstrates the
and
effectiveness
the efforts devoted by
managers at the Agency to proper control of all
programmes, while at the same time organising

in

of

industrial competition and an acceptable
of contracts. Here

geographical distribution
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again, if we compare our results with the data
coming from NASA, we can be more than
proud of our achievements.
I

have perhaps taken too long over showing the

results of the European space sector and the
Agency in recent years. But I find it important.
when you are about to decide on the future
qn2ce SeCtOr and On new
nf thc Fr rronoen
vs, I vvuv

investments

for

Europe,

for you to

feel

convinced of the absolute necessity of these
investments and of ESAs dedication to efficient,
responsible use of taxpayers' money.

This crisis is, indeed, a great test for Europe
and does require a political response. The
increasingly close links between the European
Union and ESA will enable Eurooe to use soace
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common foreion and
security policy oblectives. Technology is not an
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integrated with other technologies, will prove
essential and even critical in the context of these
policies. International peace and security are
essential values to be preserved and space can
make significant contributions to this crucial
objective.

I would like to stress that all the reported
achievements have been made possible by the
continuous efforls of each and every Agency
staff member and the intelligent support
received from our Member States.

The Agency is now at a crossroads: it has to
operate in a rapidly evolving space and
industrial sector. European citizens have new
requirements, and users have new demands
with regard to space. Moreover, the context in
which space activities are conducted is likely
to be dramatically changed by the events of
11 September.
A few years ago, ESA initiated a comprehensive
assessment of how it should evolve to meet the
challenging demands of the future. This has

already led to impodant results - first of all in
the new relationship with the European Union.

We are very proud that space has become
firmly established on the European agenda and
delighted that the President of the Commission
will be addressing the ESA Council today.
Additional effort is now required to make space
one of the pillars of tomorrow's Europe and to
make ESA the Space Agency of Europe. This
will translate into additional tasks for ESA. In
order to maintarn the quality of its work in

to these new demands. it will be
necessary to slightly increase the general
budget. This Council will hopefully give a clear
response

indicaton in that direction, together with full
support to the programmatic lines aimed at
providing services to all European citizens

I would like to come back to the events of
11 September, tragically echoed on Monday,
since they have potential implications for the

Agency We have to consider whether those
arraniq
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question, or whether they simply mean that
those policies have to be pursued in a number

of

additional directions? The Agency has
already staded deliberations on the matter, but
it is too early to present conclusions. just a few
preliminary observations

Within the complex situation emerging from the
September events, it is furthermore evident

that worldwide inequalities will have to be
addressed in greater depth. Space systems
have contributions to make in reducing
inequalities: providing means

education

and

of

conveying

information, supporting

sustainable development, improving water and
natural-resource management, enabling
prevention, forecasting and management of
natural and man-made hazards.

Most of the programmes proposed today for
your attention address ttrese issues. They are
essential to the future of Europe. Decisions
need to be taken now to ensure that Eurooe
can use space to implement its policies in an
independent manner. You,Ministers, are today
called upon to take those decisions, supporting
the programmes and giving the Agency the
means to execute them successfully. @osa
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The Programmes and Budgets

The Programmes tabled for decision in
Edinburgh covered the Level of Resources

EARTH OBSERVATION

(Science and General Budget), Earth Observation,

Earth-Observation Envelope Programme,

Telecommunications and Satellite Navigation,
the International Space Station, Launchers and
the starl of a new European long-term initiative
for the robotic and human exploration of the
Solar System.

EOEP-2
The EOEP implements Earlh Explorer Core and
Opportunity missions and also funds mission

exploitation, instrument redevelopment and
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Explorer missions such as Cryosat, the Gravityf

ield and steadv-state Ocean Circulation

LEVEL OF RESOURCES

Explorer (GOCE), the Soil Moisture Ocean

The Level of Resources determines the funding
available for the basic activities of the General
Budget and for the Science Programme.

Salinity (SMOS) mission and the initiation of full
implementation of the Atmospheric Dynamics
Mission (ADM-Aeolus) are major achievements
of the first phase of this programme. The
second phase, EOEP-2, will give the Earth

General Budget

The General Budget covers corporate

and
administrative costs, technical activities such
as the basic General Studies and Technological
Research Programmes, plus Earthnet and
Education (funding of fellowships, etc.).

The total of Member State contributions to the
General Budget for the period 2002-2OOc
amounts Io 775 MEuro

Science Programme

The funding for the next five years should
COVCT:

-

the maintenance of scientific missions already
launched (Hubble Space Telescope, Ulysses,
Cluster-ll, SOHO, Huygens/Cassini, XMM-

Science community and industry a stable
outlook whereby one new mission will be
launched each year. lt will also cover the
oreoaration of Earth Watch missions.

The financial commitments received from
Member States for EOEP-2 amount to
926.44 MEuro for the period 2003-2007.

Earlh Watch Programme
The Eadh Watch initiative will include a number

of

Earth-observation missions supporting
public and private-sector applications such as

mapping, natural-resource management, major
risks and security. geology, etc. Eafth Watch
will also cover the requirements of the Global
Monitoring for Environment and Security
(GMES) initiative, currently being drawn up with

-

Newton)
approved scientific missions in the development

phase llntegral. Bosetta. Mars Express.

particular global change, natural and man-

-

Smad-1, Herschel-Planck), and
new missions under study or to be chosen

monitoring of treaty commitments.

and initiated within this period (i.e. the
Cornerstones BepiColombo, GAIA and
LISA

-

with Smaft-2, and the Solar Orbiter fleximission)

tha
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made hazards, environmental stress and
The following financial commitments received
from Member States for Earth Watch Slice-1
cover the period 2002-2006:
- GMES service elements: 83 MEuro.
- Thematic LX-band SAR element based on

The total contribution received for the Science
Programme tor 2002-2006 amounts to 1869

the joint proposal from the British and German

MEuro.

TerraSAR: 25 MEuro.

space agencies IBNSC/DLR) for Infoterra/

11
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Consolidation of the infrared element based

on the Spanish CDTI Fuegosat

proposal:

The full Galileo system will consist of some 30
satellites in medium Eafth orbit at 24 OOO km

altitude, and the associated ground infra-

9 MEuro,

structure. The cost of the overall Galileo project
is estimated at some 3 BEuro. Financial schemes
for the deployment and operational phase are
currently being finalised.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

in Telecommunication
Sysfems (ARTES) Programme
Several actions/projects have been identified to
further increase the competitiveness of
European industry in satellite telecommunications, many of which are continuations and
amplifications of ongoing activities within ESA's

Advanced Research

ARTES Programme:
ARTES 1: Preliminary Studies and Investigations
Funding Ior 2002-2006: 27.22 MEuro

HUMAN SPACEFLIGHT AND MICROGRAVITY
ISS Exploitation Programme Continuation

The objectives of the Programme are to
develop European operational capabilities in
the key areas required for long-term human
space exploration, to build up the knowhow
necessary to master the operation of a
complex human outpost in space, and to

ARTES 3: Satellite Multimedia (also covering

suppon exploitation of the ISS by the European

mobility and inter-satellite links)
Funding for 2002-2006: 213.3 MEuro

user communrty.

Exploitation Period

4:

1 (2002-2006) covers

ARTES 5: Advanced Systems and Telecom-

activities such as partial funding of the first
Ariane-S and full orocurement of the third
Ariane-S for the ATV, plus ATV procurement
activities, including the first production unit.
Period 1 of ISS explortation is composed of
fixed and variable cost activities.

munications Equipment (consisting of
technology, user segment and in-orbit

The finances available for this programme

demonstration)

amount to 846,69 MEuro.

ARTES

ESA/lndustry Telecommunications

Partnership (dealing with part of the technology
and user-segment activities)
Funding for 2002-2006: 165.3 MEuro

Funding lor 2002-2006: 53.85 MEuro
ARTES 8: Large Platform Programme
Funding for 2002-2006: 133.85 MEuro

Human Spaceflight Studies, Technology and
Evolution Preparation (STEP)
The objectives are the improvement of existing
ISS services, the reduction of operational costs

Additional funding for the ARTES programme yet
to be allocated to specific activities: 350 MEuro

and the oreparation of future infrastructure
capabilities. lt is conceived as a framework
programme structured in periods of three

Galileo Programme
Europe's global navigation system, Galileo, is a
joint initiative of the European Commission and
ESA and will deploy a full constellation of
navigation satellites by the end of 2008, with
superior technical and operational capabilities
compared with the American GPS and Russian
Glonass systems.

years, with contributions on a 'pay as you go'

After a Definition Phase (end 1999

-

end 2000)

devoted to overall system design, Galileo is
now entering its Development and Validation
Phase (2001-2005). The in-orbit validation of
the system is based on the deployment of a
limited constellation of three to five satellites
and a representative ground-control segment
qI
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is expected from the

Union in December.
12

The first three-year period

of

activities
(2002-2004) is funded wilh 12.4 MEuro.
ISS Commercialisation Utilisation Programme

to lay the
foundation for commercial utilisation of the lSS,
to stimulate commercial utilisation to generate
revenues and thus reduce the contributions
payable by participants in the ISS exploitation
programme, and to promote the image of the
ISS in order to attract a larger community of
This Programme is designed

USETS.

This Programme will be submitted for approval
when the overall ISS situation is clarified.

ESA's contribution to the Galileo Development
and Validation Phase is 527.87 MEuro. A similar

contribution

0asrs.

European

ISS

Additional Flight Oppoftunities Programme

This Programme's objectives are to maintain

and develop an active and

experienced

the edinburgh ministerial council

European Astronauts Corps, offering further
flight opportunities. The Programme, which

Ariane-S Plus
The objective of this Programme is to ensure

envisages the procurement from Russia of four
Soyuz flights to and from the ISS in the period

that Ariane-S evolves and remains comoetitive

2003-2006, will be submitted for approval

pedormance and versatility, and bringing down
the launch price.

connection with

the submission of

in

the

on the World market by increasing its

European astronaut policy in Spring next year.

The Ariane-S Plus Programme has been
ELIPS Programme

The Programme's objectives are to maximise
the benefits to society of ISS utilisation, to
promote European competence and competitiveness in the life and physical sciences, to
pursue basic scientific research in the life and

broken down into three steps. The first step,
decided at the Council Meeting in June 1998,
covered the first year of activities. The second

was decided at the Council Meeting

at

Ministerial Level in May 1999 and covered the
initial development of the Vinci engine, initial

physical sciences and also industrial and
commercial applications in space, and to set

ground segment upgrading and

up a coherent framework for European activity

existing upper stage, together with completion

in this area,

of the Ariane-S ESC-A version (first launch

The financial envelooe for Period 1 of the

planned for mid-2OO2), raising its lift capacity
to geostationary transfer orbit to g tonnes.

Programme (2OO2-2OOO) amounts

to

full

development of the versatile version of the

166.52

The third step will round off the Programme,
and will see the completion of Vinci engine

MEuro at 2001 economic conditions.

development, completion of the ground
segment upgrade, and completion of the

LAUNCHERS
Ariane-S Research and Technology Accompaniment (ARTA-I) Programme
The objectives of the ARTA-S Programme are

to

Ariane-S ESC-B version and its first launch
(planned from 2006), bringing the GTO lift
capacity to 12 tonnes.

maintain the reliability and level of
qualification of the Ariane-S launcher through-

The completion of the Ariane-S

out its operational lifetime, to eliminate any
design flaws and weaknesses that might

699.14 MEuro (2001 e.c.).

appear during operational use, and to improve
knowledge about the functional behaviour of
the launcher in flight.

of the ARTA-5
Programme (2003-2006) is funded with

The four-year extension
302.97 MEuro (2001 e.c).
Ariane- 5 I nfrastru ctu re

This Programme, covering the fixed costs of
the ELA-2 (Ensemble de lancement no. 2) and
ELA-3 launch complex facilities, covers the
period 2002-2004.

The three-year extension is funded

Programme

has

a

Plus

budget allocation of

AURORA PROGRAMME

a European long-term
plan for the robotic and human exploration of
bodies in the Solar System, in particular those
holding promise of traces of life, the Aurora
Programme activities will be pursued in co-

Aimed at developing

ordination with Eurooean and international
partners. Relevant technologres and mission
scenarios will be developed in the three-vear
preparatory period.

The overall financial commitment for the first
with

three-year period is 14.1 MEuro (2OOl e.c.)

131.45 MEuro (2001 e.c.).

Guiana Space Centre, CSG (Centre Spatial
Guyanais)

The agreement on CSG management

and

funding has until now covered the upkeep and
operating costs of the Centre's range facilities
to ensure long-term stability of the strategic
investment in Europe's assured access to
space.

The new proposal covering CSG's fixed costs

for the five-year period 2002-2006 has a
budget of 423.2 MEuro (2001 e.c.).
t.t
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ESA Press Release
'15 November 2001
The Ministers responsible for space affairs in the countries that make up the European Space Agency - its Fifteen
Member States and Canada - today concluded a two-day meeting in Edinburgh of the Agency's ruling Council by
endorsing the next stages in a series of ongoing programmes and committing to new initiatives that will help keep
Europe at the forefront of space science and technology, Ealrh monitoring from space, telecommunications, satellite
navigation, launchers, human space flight and planetary exploration.
In particular, ESA and its Member States made significant progress in shaping a range of future-oriented programmes,

with major decisions aimed at enhancing Europe's role in the space sector.

The Agency signalled its strong commitment to closer cooperation with the European Union. A first Resolution
highlighting the imporlance of a balanced, ambitious space programme serving Europe's citizens was adopted
unanimously.

The Members agreed on a Declaration embodying financial commitments for the development of Galileo, Europe's
satellite-navigation system. ESA now looks forward with confidence to the European Union Transpot't Ministers' approval
of their contribution to Galileo at their December meeting. Galileo is a major component of Europe's transport policy and
will be deployed in parlnership with the business sector. lt will offer a wide range of independent navigation services for

commercial and private users, and promises to generate new commercial services in areas such as road-vehicle
navigation and air-traffic control.
Fudher collaboration with the European Union will focus on the Global Monitoring for Environment and Security (GMES)
Programme, which will address such issues as global change, natural and man-made hazards, environmental trends
and monitoring of treaty commitments. Earth observation is today an essential resource for surveillance of the
environment and the management of natural resources. GMES and a number of other Earth-observation projects were
approved as the first elements in a series of applications missions within the Agency's Earth Watch initiative.
The Delegations also decided to back a programme that will see the Ariane launcher, which for many years now has
held more than half of the World market for commercial launches, evolve in terms of power and versatility. ESA is
confident that Ariane will remain the World's number one choice for carrying commercial satellites into orbit. The
European strategy for independent and affordable access to space is based on the provision of competitive European
launch systems. The Ministers stressed that to make that strategy work the right balance has to be struck between the
respective roles, responsibilities and financial commitments of the public and private sectors. Restructuring of the
launcher sector in Europe would be another key factor.
Concerning the ongoing discussions in the United States on the future configuration of the International Space Station
(lSS), the European Ministers sent a clear message to the ISS partners confirming that ESA will fulfil all of its obligations,
and by the same token expects NASA to keep to the International Treaty. ESA's main focus of interest is an intensive
scientific research programme calling for specific onboard resources, one being the presence of full-size crews. One of
the Resolutions passed by the Ministers, concerning ISS utilisation, provides the financial resources required by ESA,
but makes release of the final 60% conditional on NASA's confirmation of the original agreement.
The Science Programme is the backbone of ESA's activities - its highly successful missions have made Europe a World
leader in space science. The outcome of the meeting ensures that science at ESA will remain a European flag carrier,
contributing to our knowledge-based society.
Telecommunications satellites provide services that enhance many aspects of our lives, and Europe already provides
more than a quarter of the World's commercial platforms. The ongoing ARTES Programme will lead to new services and
offers the prospect of continuing commercial success in a rapidly evolving market.
Europe now needs to exploit the strategic potential of space systems more effectively to further its scientific, economic,
social and political objectives. The Ministers acknowledged this in Edinburgh by renewing and expanding ESA's
mandate to establish closer ties with the European Union.

14

the edirburgh ministerial council

The process of wedding the public policy objectives of the European Union and the capabilities of the European Space
Agency got undenivay some years ago. ESA is increasingly committed to closer cooperation with the European Union
to fudher its aim of putting space at the service of European citizens, and also to focus attention on space at the highest

political level

in

Europe. Pursuing these goals, ESA and

the EU are now engaged in the development

and

implementation of a truly European space policy. The foundations of that policy were laid in November last Vear, when
the ESA and EU Councils endorsed a joint document on a European Strategy for Space.

As Europe grows, ESA is bound to grow too: the recent accession of Porlugal, the interest expressed by Greece in
becoming a Member State, and the intensifying cooperation with Central and Eastern European countries, all testify to
the continuing vitality of the Agency and its programmes.

The cooperation extends beyond Europe, with last year's renewal by Canada of its long-standing Cooperation
Agreement with ESA and an expansion in the Agency's joint work on facilities and programmes with the United States
Japan and ESA are also working together closely in Earlh observation and science. The existing cooperation
arrangements with Russia will be furlher developed in areas of benefit to Europe. Ventures involving emerging spacefaring nations - notably in the Asia-Pacific region and in Latin America - are also on the ESA agenda.

Outstanding space programmes are only possible with a strong technology base, which is the key to the
competitiveness of European industry in World markets. The Ministers sought therefore to underline the importance of
deriving maximum benefit from technology, with measures to encourage technology transfer and spin-off.
The Ministers expressed appreciation for ESA's effor.ts in coordinating communication and education programmes and
in encouraging young people to widen their career horizons. They urged the Agency to make European citizens more
aware of the knowledge and benefits they can derive from European-led space research.

',,

;l;,,;,;,;11.

The closing Press Conference: from right to left, Minister Edelgard Bulmahn of Germany, who chaired the Edinburgh Ministerial
Conference, Mr Antonio BodotA, ESA Diector General, and Mr Franco Bonacina, ESA Spokesman
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down to earth

Down to Earth
- Everyday Uses for European Space Technology
P.

Brisson & D. Raitt

Technology Transfer Programme, ESA Directorate of Industrial Matters and
Technology Programmes, ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

J. Rootes
JRA Technology Ltd., Marlow, United Kingdom

has been the primary requirement for

lntroduction

of

using
technology, expertise, know-how or facilities for

spacecraft systems. Wherever possible, early
designers sought out tried and trusted

a purpose they were not originally intended for
by the developers. Technology transfer thus
implies that a technology developed for one
sector is then used as a spin-off in a totally
the
often results
different area.

materials and comoonents with which to make
their spacecraft, and most of these were
themselves spin-offs from the European and
US defence and weapons industries developed
after the Second World War.

Technology transfer is the process

lt

in

commercialisation of products through
licensing or the improvement of products and
processes - though this usually takes a couple
of years to happen.

Every year billions of dollars are spent on research and development
activities in virtually every technological sector. Sadly, although many
such activities have a wide potential of application, the results of this
research are still a long way from commercialisation. However,
companies, research organisations and academic institutes are now
waking up to the fact that it has become increasingly necessary to
exchange, transfer and license the technologies (including software)
and knowledge they have developed in order to access new markets
and revenue streams. On the other hand, it also becomes ever
apparent that companies need to acquire new technologies,
pafticularly the leading-edge technologies being developed within the
space industry in order to exploit their ideas and create new products.
Where space is concerned, it is worth bearing
in mind that much of the technology that lies at
the heart of spacecraft and their systems has
its origins on the ground - the earliest space
systems were based on established 'terrestrial'

technologies. What space programmes have
done over the past 40 years is to invest in
raising these technologies to new levels of
performance and capability - and this is the
benefit that is 'soun off' to us here on Earth.
The reason, as is made only too clear by the
occasional costly failure on the launch pad, is
that space exploration is a complex and risky
business. lt is also very difficult to get into
space to fix equipment when it breaks down,
and it used to be impossible before the advent
of the Shuttle. From the outset then, reliabilitv

What soace research has done has been to
develop and perfect these technologies to

unorecedented levels such that the
technologies can be transferred to new and
often highly beneficial applications down on
Earth. The range

of these

applications

is

enormous and organisations have established
special programmes to facilitate technology
transfer and commercialisation.

ln the framework of its research

and

development (R&D) activities, ESA spends

some 250 million Euros each year and,
recognising the enormous potential of the
know-how developed within its R&D activities,
set up a Technology Transfer Programme over
ten years ago. The Programme saves money
by adapting space technologies, systems and

know-how to other non-space users and
applications. lt maximises the return on
investment in space research conducted by
ESA for the benefit of its Member States and
minimises the duolication of research between
the space and non-space sectors. In addition,
the Programme provides opportunities for
researchers to collaborate with other
organisations, thus allowing the possibility for

two-way transfer - both through spin-off from
space to non-space sectors and 'spin-in' of
technologies developed in non-space sectors
which might be relevant for space.

Over the past ten years, ESA's Technology
Transfer Programme has achieved some
remarkable results:
21
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- more than 100 successful transfers of space
-

-

technologies
over 120 million Euros received by companies
making the technologies available
15 new companies established as a direct
result of exploiting space technologies
nearly 2500 jobs created or saved in Europe
a portfolio of over 450 space technologies
available for transfer and licensing.

This article provides

a few examples

junction (STJ) diode is being developed, which
can also register the colour of the photons information of great interest to astronomers and
biomedical researchers alike. Researchers at
the University of Wales College of Medicine are
now developing
genetically
range
engineered 'rainbow' proteins, programmed to
change colour when they bind with a particular

a

of

chemical in a living cell. This research has
exciting implications for our future health. For

of

example, a potentially cancerous cell will change

successful transfers of space technologies that
have been achieved in Eurooe and Canada
over the past few years.

from red to green, or from red to blue, and the
next generatlon of cameras will be able to

record this, providing scientists with more
valuable information for the fight against the

Applications for Health and Fitness
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A healthy outlook

How nosy can you get?
In a different application, technology that

Using technology that enables astronomers to
probe the distant reaches of the Universe - and

with

a

little help from the glow worm

-

emulates our sense of smell is now being used

to detect

infections. The human nose is
- it can detect and

biomedical researchers can see deeo inside a
living cell. Like all modern optical instruments
used by astronomers, the Hubble Space

as informing and enhancing the experience of

Telescope's Faint Object Camera

eating, our noses also act as early-warning

(FOC)

developed by ESA, exploits detectors called
'charge-coupled devices', or CCDs. These are

of lightsensitive 'pixels', which convert impinging light
into an electric charge that can then be used to
generate an image. Today, CCDs are found
everywhere - in digital and video cameras, for
example, and in the office photocopier but
those employed in the Faint Object Camera are
silicon chips consisting of arrays

extremely sophisticated

distinguish a huge range of odours and, as wel.

devices by helping to sense danger or decay. lf

you smell gas at home, it is usually easy
enough to locate the source. This is not quite
so easy to do in space, however, and this is
why ESA supported the development of
sensors to act as gas detectors on space
stations such as Mir.

-

rather special in that they can detect single
particles of light (photons).
These CCDs are controlled by special software,
which ESA subsequently licensed to a British

company specialising in making CCD cameras

for biomedical applications. The

company

supported the work of medical researchers in
the UK who were using some novel techniques

for 'observing' the workings of living cells.
Inserting a bio-luminescent protein extracteo
from glow worms into a living cell illuminates
the cell's activity. The luminescent molecules
attach themselves to calcium ions (thought to
be the cell's 'messengers'), which can then be
followed visually as they move around the cell,
Using the CCD detector, cells can be seen

processes involved. Arrays

of

sensors can

imitate the different types of olfactory receptors
found in our noses. Processing electronics then

convert the signals from the sensors into
patterns and store them for future recognition.

Typical 'electronic noses' employ many
different types of sensors and sampling
devices. The University of Manchester Institute
of Science and Technology (UMIST) in the UK
was contracted by ESA to produce a gassensing device for monitoring vital safety
functions on Mir - the air quality, in particular
any contamination resulting from leakages, and
also signs of any fire break-outs.

in real time and, in an early

In 1994 the technology was transferred from
UMIST to a company called Aromascan (now

experiment, the response of a seedling being

Osmetech plc). Osmetech employs sensors

touched by an ice cube was noted. This ability
to observe the innermost workings of a cell is
important in understanding and controlling

arrays of up to 48 individual detectors. The way

responding

disease, and is the focus of much of the current

work.
The story does not stop, however, with CCDs.
The technology is moving on and a new type of
light detector called a superconducting tunnel
22

Scientists studying how smell works in humans
have employed electronics to mimic the

made of conducting polymers arranged

in

the polymers are arranged is unique

to
Osmetech and enables each element on the
array to have a different conductive property.
These multiple sensors can detect a range of

distinctive smells and odours. Osmetech
realised that there were many potential
applications for the electronic-nose technology.

down to earth

behind the familiar children's toy of the same
name. The advantage of this system is that the

Figure 1. The Osmetech
core sensor array

load can be easily varied by changing the
flywheel or altering its diameter. Users can also
impact' in their
determine the amount
training. Unusually. astronauts in space are
encouraged to do high-impact exercise as it
maximises body strength while minimising
bone loss at the same time.

of

For

example, when

micro-organisms

Having successfully designed equipment to
meet the needs of the space industry, YoYo
Technology is now turning its attention to
terrestrial applications such as sports training
and medical rehabilitation. The eouioment is
used by the Swedish Olympic athletics team,

metabolise. they emit volatile components
often possessing a characteristic smell, which
the Osmetech sensor array technology can

and also employed in odhopaedics to aid the

elotani Tho cnmnanrr rocnnniqod ihat fho

connections in damaged muscles. A variant of
the equipment is also being developed for use
in home gyms, a market wofth many millions of

sensor arrays could therefore detect the
nroeon^o
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|.,r aogr rwa vr
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recovery of stroke patients. lt is proving
particularly useful in re-establishing nerve

moulds such as those causing urinary tract
infection (UTl), infections that result in women

Euros worldwide.

going into early labour, bacterial throat

Materials for Vehicle Security

infections and pneumonia. These sensors can
now be incoroorated into automated multisample instruments for use in a hospital
laboratory or at the doctor's surgery.

Fabricating a defence against thieves
Vehicle manufacturers are continually looking
for ways to improve reliability and safety.
Technology originally designed for space

can

aoolications

fit in the weightless environment of
space requires special kinds of exercise
programmes and equipment. ln space.

developments. Belgian Spacelink partners
(Spacelink is the ESA Technology Transfer

Keeping

everyone can manoeuvre objects they would
not have a chance of lifting on Earth, but the
downside of this is that the body does not get
the exercise it needs to keeo in too condition.
Being in space is an extremely demanding
activity, and a huge amount of attention is paid
astronauts' well-being and fitness,
particularly as missions get longer and longer.
Engineers and doctors are working together to
design equipment and exercise programmes
suited to the specific needs of space travel and
weightlessness.

to

YoYo Technology based in Stockholm, Sweden
hqq dorralnnod

a machino

dacinnarl

l^

moaf

these unusual requirements. With support from
the Karolinska Institute, the Swedish Space
Corporation and the Swedish National Space
Board, YoYo has developed equipment that
uses the inertia of flywheels to provide
resistance. The Fly-Wheel Resistance Exerciser

differs from the normal eouioment found

in

gyms because it provides 'two-way' resistance.

The user is required to pull the cord from a
flywheel and at the full stroke the flywheel
begins to wind the cord back in. The user has
then to resist this by pulling back on the cord.
In effect, this is the same principle as that

contribute

to

Keeping fit with a yoyo

such

Programme's network of technology brokers)
introduced a French textile manufacturer to a

consodium who needed to tackle road- and
rail-transporl theft across Europe. Theft from
lorries and haulage containers is a growing
oroblem. with those vehicles whose sides are

Figure 2. One of YoYo
Technology's flywheel-based
exercrsers
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made of fabric being padicularly vulnerable to
attack. Cargo containers spend a lot of time
unattended in loading or storage depots and

their tarpaulin covers, while light

and
convenient to use, offer little protection against
the knives of vandals and thieves. By 1996, so
serious had this problem become that three
companies, a French manufacturer of haulage
containers, a Belgian plastics and composites
company and a large Belgian rail/road haulier,
joined forces with CRIF a Belgian collective
industrial research centre - as the main focus of
research to develop a new protection system
for containers. The work was suooorted under
the European Commission's CRAFT scheme.

-

The initial studies pointed towards the
development of a better material for fabric
screens, which would retain the advantages of
lightness, flexibility and ease of cleaning, while
offering great strength and resistance to attack.
But where to find such a material? As part of its
ESA-sponsored work, the Spacelink network

surveys non-space companies throughout
Europe to determine what kind of technology
they might need. lt was through this
mechanism that the Belgian Spacelink partner

Creaction circulated the requirement

for

a

vandal-resistant textile and got a response from
a French company Soci6te Ari6geoise de
Bonneterie which, following the success of its
flame-proof textiles used on the Ariane rockets,
had modified its knitting technique to create a
flexible fabric from steel wire that was extremely
difficult to cut and well-suited to the aoolication.

By December 2000, research was completed
and large-scale testing had begun. Parcouri, a
consortium of eight European companies that
includes a Dutch multinational oroducer of
vehicle covers and a French SME specialising
in coach building and kit fixing systems, is now
Figure 3. A Formula-1 racing
car with carbon brakes

developing a vandal-resistant alternative to the
standard tarpaulins currently in use. Within an
existing global market of 120 000 units a year,
current predictions for the new material show a
healthy potential market opening of 7000 units
annuaily.

Hot brakes and airbags
Two French companies are also showing how
vehicle safety is being improved with space
technologies. Composite materials composed
of a carbon matrix reinforced with long carbon
fibres can withstand high temperatures, and
are very resistant to wear. These materials were
originally developed for use in the extreme

conditions found in the nozzles of rocket
motors. The develooers realised that brakes

made from such comoosites were more
reliable, reduced vibration, and caused less
pollution than traditional braking systems fitted
on planes and road vehicles. Messier-Bugatti,
based in France. oroduced a novel carbon
braking system for use on aircraft such as the
Airbus and now suoolies one third of the world

market for carbon comoosite brakes for
commercial olanes with more than 100 seats
(over 230 planes were equipped in 2O0O alone).
Similar systems have also been employed on
Formula-1 racing cars, heavy goods vehicles
and passenger trains.

-

Another important safety feature - the airbag
has contributed a great deal to safe car travel in
recent years, saving many lives and helping to
prevent serious injury in collisions. Today, the
device is considered to be one of the most

important safety features since the seat belt
was first introduced in the 1960s. When an
impact above a certain force is sensed, the

airbag inflates: an igniter

activates

compressed-gas capsules and these fill the

bag with an ineft gas. The whole inflation

down to earth

process occu's wiLhin a spl t-second and Lhe
bag is competey deployed in less than one
secnnd - fasl a^or rnh 16 ggyg the driver, AS
'nost new cars use such sa[ety devices. tne
market for the pyrotechnic charges is large,
The French company SNPE Propulsion is using
its knowledge in the field of soiid propulsion for
qn:no ler rnnhorq tn daeinn anel dorrolnn iho
pyrotechnic charges used in airbag gas

generators

a-d

seaL-belt righteners. SNPE
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in one out of eve'y 'ou' salety devices
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organ sations, DLB, RIVA, ONERA and lSL,
have joned with the Universtes of Karlsruhe,
Bochum and Milan to create 'HOPE', a handhe d multi-sensor and-mine detector lt
consists of a metal detector, a radiometer and

a ground-penetrat on radar. The aim s
reduce the number

of false

to

alarms when

doloal nn minae +n qnoorl rrn tho nrnnocc enr]
mprove safety for operators The 5 million
furo development is being partially tunoed by
the Schweizer Nationafond, the ESA Technology
Trans'er Programme. ano rhe European Un;on,
with a further 50% from industry,

to

lmprovements for Seeing and Feeling
A cracking solution

an ESA technology effort, set out to
develop a ground-penetrating radar in support
o' a proposed prog'amme Lo exp ore the
Moon, Now, the same technoogy is showing
great promise in two new life-saving ro es - in
preventing mining accidents and in detecting
landmines. As computer processing power
increases ano becon-es cheaper, eve/ more
G nger,

complex SlQl.ls prs6sssi^g can be applied to

radar signals and. by careful choice of
fron ronciac
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maintain their integrity.
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In

some areas where the rock s ha.d, fine c.acks
aan loael tn tr rnnol nnllri
-, ,-,lse ano a pner-omeron

known as 'rockburst'. Unti now, all that miners
d rely on was experience and intuition to
tell them what is hidden beneath a rock
s-rface. so a mear-s o' assessing lhe .ock

So far, the results are very promising.

conditions and the integrity of underground
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Based on the work

of Ginger,

RST Radar

The

from the ground in horzontal slices: advanced
off-line techniques can then be employed to

Systemtechnik of Swtzerland and MIRABCO of
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cracks in the walls and roof of mine drifts. The
radar can look through netal mesh ano spray
on linings. lt can identify cracks from a few
millimalrcs n a donlh nf rrore tnan One melre
A hano reld CRIS p'otolype r-as been field-

Bosnia has successtully detected sn-all land
mines to a depth of 40 cm

tested and has successfu ly met all design

targets. Future work will concentrate on
ner'ectira -he dev ce for use in the harsh
underground environment.

Finding land mines
Gro-nd-oenetraring radars hold ouLgrear hope
in another area Anri-personnel land mines lave
become virLually undetectable and they carry a
hrgh torl in te'ms of injuries ond lrves each year.

Now, four industrial partners, Vallon, RST,
Spacebe and Bats, and four research
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piece of meta or rock A prototype system in

A human touch
However, seeing rs o-ly one se^se

-

feeliag is

another To help n the construction and
maintenance of the Internationa Space Station,

the Canadian Space Agency has

been

nf iho Qnanial
Dr
rrnnco
navtorn|c
l\/.nipJlatof
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(SPDN/) ThiS
is a two handed robot which is essenlially an
extension of the astronauts' own limbs. Until
recently. these augmerted limbs acked one
critica' feature - a sense of Lo-chl Without a
sense of touch. macf-ines can acciderLalty
ennrd net'nn tho doriolnnmoni
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have drastic consequences.

Although

I

Figure 4. The Hope detector,
and an anti-oersonnel mine
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automated vision systems have been under
intensive development for several years, tactile
sensing technologies are still rare and relatively
primitive.
Recognising this challenge, Canadian company
Canpolar East developed KINOTEX a novel
sensor that imitates human touch and can be
applied like a skin or sleeve to cover entire

-

robotic limbs. Described as a 'deformable
integrating cavity', the sensor consists of a
sheet or block of polymer foam with an optoelectronic transducer embedded in it, When the

foam is deformed, its optical properties are
altered, generating a signal in the transducer.
Normally arranged in arrays, these sensors can

detect and interpret contacts at many points
over the surface of the machine. Because they
use light to detect change, KINOTEX sensors can
be very small and are immune to interference

that excite the very vibrations that impede their
oerformance.

Sensors are used to detect unwanted
vibrations and, through a control loop,
electromechanical actuators are used to cancel

them out. The active damping of a truss
structure using piezoelectric actuators was
successfully demonstrated as early as 1989
and attracted ESAs interest. This early success

led to several collaborations with European
aerospace companies and research
laboratories. A first in-orbit active-damping
experiment was flown in 1995. A leader in the
field, the Universit6 Libre de Bruxelles, created
a spin-off company in 1999 called Micromega
Dynamics which specialises in active vibration
control.

radiation. They are also very responsive,
sensing minute amounts of pressure and

Micromega is also investigating active-damping
technology to control long cable supports like
those used in Space Station construction and
suspension bridges. Cable-stayed bridges

reacting extremely quickly to change.

already span 750 metres and in future may

Canpolar East is aware that KINOTEX could
have many commercial uses and is adapting
the technology in partnership with a number
of other organisations. One of the first

exceed 1000 metres. These structures are very
flexible and, as a result, they are sensitive to
wind and traffic-induced vibration. To improve
their structural damping, Micromega places an
actuator at the end of each cable. The actuator,
obeying signals from an associated sensor

from such sources as

electromagnetic

companies to market an application is Tactex
Controls. Their KINOTEX touch pad measures
the pressure and position of fingers placed on
its surface, so a musician can 'play' it like an
instrument. The touch oad can also be used to
control mixers and other sound processors,

and in 2001 it won an award for 'Most
Innovative Product' from a leading music-

system, exefts a force that counteracts and
cancels incoming vibrations. Cable structures
are increasingly seen in large construction
projects, including guyed towers and the roofs
of large buildings, and their integrity is widely
taken for granted. Active-vibration damping,
based on space technology, offers a safe route

industry publication. Tactex is also developing

to sustaining even larger and lighter structures

touch pads for the computer-games market.
Many other industries are also implementing

with the same degree of confidence.

KINOTEX products. For example, car
companies have acquired the rights to develop
pressure-sensitive car seats that help increase
safety. The KINOTEX sensors are also being
considered for incorporation into energyabsorbing bumpers to determine the severity

of

crashes and detect collisions with

Stirred but not shaken
Another technology developed

to

protect

satellites and space structures from vibrations
during launch is making life a little quieter on
building sites. The reason why concrete mixers
are so noisy is because mechanical shocks
occurring in the mixers due to the rough

oedestrians.

contact between the gears and the driving
crown cause the tank to vibrate and act like a

Getting Rid of Bad Vibes

bell. Edil Lame, an ltalian concrete-mixer
manufacturer, has been investigating various

Disturbing cables
Anti-vibration technology developed from

possible technical solutions

space platforms is finding wide application

in

the building construction and instrumentation
markets. In space, problems with very small
vibrations are padiculady acute and since
satellite instruments usually focus their
attention on small objects at very great
distances, any local disturbances become
greatly accentuated. These same instruments
must often rely on motors and moving parts

to

reduce the

noise. Unfortunately, these solutions have not
proved to be reliable, mainly because of the
poor conditions in which the systems have to

operate (dust, water, weight

of the

mixed

materials, etc).

D'Appolonia, the ltalian representative of the
Spacelink Group, found the answer in space

technology. The French company Artec
Aerospace had developed the SPADD (Smart

down to earth

that further development was needed to
produce a marketable product - a strong, costeffective device that could be mass-

Figure 5. CAD image of a
SPADD-equipped concrete
mtxer

produced. The work was carried out by Ops
Automation with suooort from ESA
c andrv the
nroiect r:r
Lr rv Yrvjvv(
vv rlminated in 2OO0
with the patent application on the

=

design.

In parallel with the design of the
sensor, the company also developed an
intelligent signal-processing unit, which
could analyse the frequencies of the
characteristic vibrations

to

protect
satellites and space structures from
PAssive Damping Device)

-

vibrations during launch. Aftec had
already seen the potential tor adapting

':,' the technology for damping systems
needed in a range of other applications,
including electronic circuit boards and tennis
racquets. D'Appolonia made the introduction
and, based on the successful results of a
feasibility study supported by the ESA

Technology Transfer Programme, a contract
has now been signed between Artec and Edil

Lame for the manufacture and marketing of the

first batch of 1000 SPADD deviges. Edil Lame
exoects to introduce the SPADD device into
between 3O0O and 5000 concrete mixers oer
Vear.

Good vibrations
In yet another exploitation, tiny sensors from

space are helping

to warn of

potentially
catastrophic equipment failure caused by
vibration. The German company Ops Automation

recognised the need for a vibration detector
that was robust and inexpensive and could be
applied to a wide range of industrial machinery.
At the Hannover Fair in 1998 the company
noticed the tiny sensors exhibited by another
German company called Mirow. These had
been developed for the aerospace industry and
were based on piezofoil technology - transparent

plastic films that develop an electrical charge
when a mechanical stress is aoolied. The effect
depends on direction, so piezofilm sensors are
excellent at detecting pressure fluctuations,
vibrations or force chanqes.

that occur in

a

machine. lf any defects occur, such as
the machine's bearings breaking up,
the noise changes.
the
combination
vibration
detector and the noise-analysis unit
that gives operators advance warning
impending machine failure. Called
VIBROSYS, the system is now being used in a
variety of applications, such as monitoring the
huge numbers of pumps employed in the
petro-chemical industry, and in many other
machines used
various processing
companies. Based on its successes. Ops

lt is
of the

of

by

Automation, now

a

public company, has

created 20 new jobs and is expected to have a
turnover of some 20 million Euros bv 2005,

Water Purification and Management

Purification by simulation
We take it for granted that the water flowing
into our homes is clean and safe to drink.
However, to maintain its quality, waterengineers are continually looking for better
ways to remove impurities, and advanced
software developed for space engineering is
helping to keep harmful bacteria out of our
water suoolies.

One serious biological contaminant is the
common parasite Cryptosporidium. lt is found
in water drawn from farmland where sheep
and cattle graze and it causes serious illness
in humans. Since the bacterium cannot be
safely eradicated by chemical means, water
companies have to rely on a multi-layer filtering

system known as rapid gravity filtration usually the final physical removal process in
water treatment. The efficient management of

the whole process, especially the filter beds

The sensors were extremely sensitive and
reacted quickly. They had been employed by
Mirow and the Technical University of Berlin to
sense, for example, pressure changes that
indicate what is happening to spacecraft as
they pass through the Earth's atmosphere. Ops
Automation realised that oiezofoil sensors had
potential as industrial vibration detectors, but

through which the water passes, is therefore of
paramount impodance to the water industry.
In order to optimise the operation of their water

treatment plants and so reduce the risk of
Cryptosporidium contamination, the UK water
utility Yorkshire Water decided to model the
filtration process on a computer. They asked
27
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the

advanced

control-

software company Cogsys to
develop a suitable simulation

programme

that

would

explore the ideal working

conditions

in

different

environmental scenarios. To
develop the program, the

company used an in-house
computer tool ESL (European
Simulation Language), which
is well-suited to modelling
highly complex systems. ESL
robust simulation
software package which was

is a

Space works to water works

many
engineering applications over
20 years or more. Now, the

When we turn on the kitchen tao we don't stoo
to think about how the clean water reaches our
homes. Extracting, treating and distributing
water across whole nations is a complex
business. A single water utility company may
have responsibility for literally dozens of
reservoirs, pumping stations and treatment
plants, all of which are required to operate as
an integrated network in order to meet the
public's demands for constant fresh water. With
the privatisation and amalgamation of water
utilities across Europe, individual companies
have been forced to cut costs and devise new
and ever-more labour-efficient ways of both
monitoring and controlling their waterdistribution networks. One of the problems they
have had to address has been the wide
geographical spread of the individual facilities,

in

same advanced software
system that was originally
used for space simulation is being used to help
ensure that our drinking water is kept free from
unwanted bugs!

Filtering out impurities
Also in the quest for purer water, a recycling
system developed to supply astronauts with
drinking water has helped a leading bottler of
spring water to clarify a cloudy problem. Water
is one of the heaviest consumable items on

manned spacecraft, and

on

long-duration

missions the crew will consume many litres. To
help reduce the amount of water that needs to
be launched from the ground, ESA engineers

have developed an innovative automated
filtration system to recycle waste water into
drinking water, The waste water may include
the condensation that forms on the inside
surfaces

springs can be discoloured as a result of high
concentrations of minerals. This is a particular
problem for water obtained from springs fed by
hydrothermal wells. Trials carried out with the
technology showed that the ESA filtration
system was highly efficient at removing these
minerals and other imourities. The same
filtration technology is now being considered
for recycling waste water on ocean cruise liners.

developed for ESA and has

proved itself

Figure 6. Clean water, one
of life's essentials!

bottler of spring water. The company
concerned was looking for a filtration
technology to help it overcome problems at
several of the wells it was using as a water
source. Water extracted from some natural

of the spacecraft, effluent from

washing clothes and dishes, and also water
discharged from experiments and the lifesupport equipment.

The needs of water comoanies and utilities
actually correspond quite closely to those of
satellite operators who, ever since the start of

space exploration, have needed to devise
systems to enable them to remotely monitor
and control spacecraft many miles from Earth.
Now, these water companies are also tapping
into satellite-tracking technology to operate
their facilities remotely.

One of the challenges of recycling waste water

from a variety of sources is that it is difficult to
anticipate what impurities will be present. lt

may contain, for instance, volatile organic
compounds and pathogenic microbes, both of
which are notoriously difficult to remove. The
system developed by ESA has proved to be

highly effective

at removing all types of

a series of
out the various

contamination. The system uses

membranes, which filter

impurities from the waste water as it is pumped
through them. Although currently configured to
meet only the astronauts' needs, the same
conceot can be used to treat several hundred
litres of waste water per hour.

Such has been the success of this system that

it attracted the interest of a maior

Eurooean

Science Systems is a UK company that first
developed satellite-tracking systems in the
early 1980s. Via telemetry links, data may be

downloaded, system status monitored and
routine commands enacted, allowing the day-

to-day operation of the satellite to proceed
largely free from the need for human
intervention. Science System's desire to
diversify into new markets, coupled with the
privatisation of the water industry in the UK and the consequent release of investment
funds - led to the development of
complementary computer-based systems
which could be used by water companies.
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems, as they came to be known,
have now been successfully adopted by

down to eadh

several water companies, including Welsh

resulting electromagnetic pollution. Quickplan

Water, Thames Water and Lyonnaise des Eaux.
Like the spacecraft orbiting the Earth, many

draws upon multiple maps and a powerful
graphical interface to create a 3D image of the
territory, with colour coding that clearly

water-company sites now operate highly

effectively unmanned. Their status and
serviceability are constantly monitored, and
their routine operations controlled remotely
from a central operations centre serving several
sites.

Applications to Mobile Devices

identifies regions where radio-frequency power
levels are above
below the desired
thresholds, This successful transfer of spacebased expertise has provided a powerful aid for
planners of radio systems to reduce their
environmental impact and improve the
servicing of our seemingly insatiable demand
for new services.

or

Checking the waves

text and

Mobile phones are just the latest contributors

Un-wired for

to the sea of electromagnetic radiation in which
we are all immersed. The nature of the cellular

pictures
The need for wireless eouioment in manned
spacecraft is further helping to drive the
development of truly mobile technology on
Earth. The mobile phone has revolutionised

system means that many base stations are
needed to provide coverage of the areas
served, and their effectiveness is strongly
affected by local conditions. The need to offer
users a good servrce must be offset against the

to limit stray radiation and protect the
public against possible effects from prolonged
need

exposure. From

a

practical point

of

view,

effective management of this electromagnetic
pollution requires tools to optimise the radiofrequency levels generated by base-station
transmitters, and software designed to test the
electromagnetic compatibility
satellite

of

systems has been further developed to
optimise cellular-phone networks.

For many years an ltalian company, Space
Engineering SpA, has been developing
techniques to analyse and model electromagnetic fields from spacecraft antennas and
their effects on nearby equipment. These checks

on antenna performance and electromagnetic

compatibility, which

are vital to

avoid
malfunctions in sensitive onboard electronic
systems, have formed part of several space

projects. On Earth, propagation of the veryshort-wavelength signals used for telecommunications can be badly affected by the
presence of buildings, trees or even rainfall. In
1993. the company successfully turned its
satellite expertise to modelling the complicated
conditions experienced by mobile receivers in

urban locations, and

in 1998 Space

Engineering spun-off TeS fteleinformatica e
Sistemi srl.) as a separate company. The aim
of the new company was to exploit the knowhow derived from the space work in the rapidly

and wireless,
handheld devices can combine many different
features, including a connection to the Internet
and text messaging. Now the frontiers of
wireless technology are expanding even further
with a new wireless communications standard
called 'Bluetooth', which has been developed
by consortium
leading electronics
personal communications

a

of

companies, which includes 3Oom, Ericsson,
lBM, Intel, Lucent, Microsoft, Motorola, Nokia
and Toshiba. Bluetooth is a tiny microchip
which incorporates a radio transceiver that is
built into a variety of digital devices such as

mobile phones, personal digital assistants,
printers, fax machines, personal computers,
laptops, digital cameras, stereos and headsets,

allowing them to be connected together
without wires or cables. In the next few years
Bluetooth will be built into hundreds of millions
of electronic devices worldwide.

ESA quickly recognised the
unique value of Bluetooth
for space exploration, where
wireless connections between

spacecraft equipment and
astronauts are the ideal

solution. ESA

sponsored

Parthus Technologies, an lrish
company, to develop a wireless
technology based on Bluetooth
that could easily be embedded

into a variety of spacecraft
equipment. Parthus is a world

in

expanding commercial communications market.

leader
the design and
development of the integrated

The resulting system, Quickplan, has
developed to fulfil the needs of both

been
radio
system developers and environmental agencies.

circuits and software that

The system can calculate and display radio-

design that can be used as a

frequency field levels across a highly complex
urban environment, indicating both the
optimum location of transmitters and the

wireless applications

underpin mobile devices. The
result was BlueStream, a chip

basis for

a wide range of
- not just

for spacecraft operations

but
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also for computing and global positioning
systems Parthus' approach of integrating
BlueStream with other complementary
technologies also helps to overcome one of the
main challenges of wireless technology, namely
power consumption. Today, Parthus' BlueStream

chip design is the most widely

licensed

Bluetooth technology in the wireless industry,
with four of the top ten wireless semiconductor
companies integrating it into their products.
Fudhermore, BlueStream accounts for some
35% of Parthus' revenues

Since the cars rely only on solar power,
designers have to take into account factors
such as weight, aerodynamics, robustness and

safety. In addition, since solar cells

do

not

function well at the high temperatures found in
the deserl, a system has to be developed to
cool the cells (as well as the driverl). In order for
the car not to be too heavy, the bodywork must
contain a lot of plastics and composites - but
the very low weight also requires a system to

prevent the car being blown off the road by
extreme gusts of wind

The competition participants vary

from
multinational companies to high schools and
universities. This November, a team from The
Netherlands, consisting of students from
the Delft University of Technology and the
University of Amsterdam, entered the race and
won in a new world record timel ESA expertise
in spacecraft technology (padicularly batteries
and fuel cells) was orovided to the team. In
addition, one of the unique features of NUNA,
the Dutch entry, was that their vehicle was

Figure 7. An Ericsson
Bluetooth module

NUNA, powered by space technologies
The World Solar Challenge is the biggest race

in the world for vehicles powered purely by
solar energy The race, held every two years,

Figure 8. The solar car
designed by the Alpha
Centauri team

crosses the Australian continent north to south
(Darwin to Adelaide) - a distance of over 3OO0
km. The first World Solar Challenge was held in
1987 in order to show the world the potential of
solar power. The best solar cars perform
extremely impressively, being capable of
speeds in excess of 150 kph and travelling the
3000 km for a total sum of just over 6 Euros about 50 times more efficient than an averaqe
family car!

partially powered by solar cells provided by
ESA, which were actually flown on the Hubble
Soace Telescooe. The Dutch team also used
new cells designed by the people who
nrnrlr
rnod tho nollc fnr l-lr rhhla srand
ihorr
ara
rv
tr rv'
sr v
Prvvuvvv

among some of the best performing and most

efficient solar arrays ever designed (see 'ln
Brief' for a full race account)

Prime Movers
Creepy crawlies
The fact that laboratory experiments on the
International Space Station (lSS) have benefited

from ESA research will come as no surprise.
But would you have thought that the
same applies for crawlers used in oil
pipelines? As a Space Shuttle flight
typically lasts less than two weeks,
{anilitioc
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experiments onboard are generally

used only for short periods.

By

contrast, on the ISS the experiments
are likely to be used for many years and

consequently their design has to be
fundamentally different. ESA has led

down to earth

a

the development of new design concepts to

has created

improve safety and reduce the time required for

overcomes these disadvantages. The device
called SPACEGEAR was developed for use in
satellites and uses an arrangement in which

the astronauts to carry out equipment
maintenance and calibration.

One of the companies helping ESA was
Norwegian-based Prototech. By studying the
design of ESA's original Spacelab facility for the
Shuttle, the company was able to significantly
improve the reliability, accessibility and
pedormance of experiment modules for the
lSS. For example, the pressure tubing used for
the Spacelab experiments has been replaced
by a novel compact manifold system. Other
operations such as the exchange of fifters,
calibration procedures and leak testing have
also been imoroved.

new form of gearbox that

one bevel gear 'nutates' with another instead of
rotating. The gear ratio is determined by the
difference in the number of teeth of the fixecr
and moving gears and not,
with

as

conventional gears,

on the ratio of

their
circumferences. By applying the principle of
nutation twice, very high reduction ratios of up
to 3000 can be achieved. The design, which
combines two pairs of gears, makes any ratio
possible with the same simple configuration.
Because the design ensures that at least two
teeth are in contact at any one time, loadings
are reduced and materials of lower strength
may be used.

Prototech's activities were not confined to

space applications, however. The company
also designs and manufactures equipment for
the inspection of offshore pipelines. The
repercussions of faiiures may be as critical in

these operations as they are in space, so
Prototech exploited its technology originally
developed in collaboration with ESA to improve
the reliability of tools for pipe inspection. One
example is the redesign of a crawler (called a
'Pipecat') used to pull ultrasonic inspection
tools through oil pipelines. The crawler uses
two sets of pads - one is pressed to the tube
wall while the other set moves foruvard. Using
the same design techniques as for space
systems, the number of failure points was
significantly reduced, and the redesigned
system was made more compact and reliable.
This has resulted in significant savings for the

oil

companies

in

terms

of

The SPACEGEAR is particulady suited to
electrically-driven automotive components
where high reduction ratios are required but
space is at a premium. Using nutator
technology, smaller, faster electric motors can
provide the same level of mechanical power as

their conventional counterpads. At present.
such mechanisms and their electric motors
typically cost from 200 Euros for a small car to

2000 Euros for a luxury car. The European
automotive industry produces about 15 million
cars per year, offering a potential market of 4.5
billion Euros. Stam is exploring materials for
mass manufacture both metal and plastic
and is dev-eloping a computer program for
designing nutating-gear systems.

-

-

Gonclusion

equipment-

maintenance and retrieval costs.

The first 40 years of space spin-offs have given
us smaller, faster computers, exotic materials

Gearing up for lower speeds
In a less-specialised environment, many
everyday appliances rely upon small electric
motors to operate them - video recorders, car

enhance our everyday lives. Spin-offs from the
next 40 years are likely to reflect the increase in
importance of prolonged, manned space
missions and miniaturised satellite systems. As

window winders and seat adjusters, tape drives
and CD players all have them. Often the
required shaft speed of the motor is quite low
provide significant power, small
but,
machines work best at high speeds. To reduce
the speed of rotation and so gain an increase in
output torque, or twisting power, a gearbox is
needed just as in a car. lf the difference
between the speed of the motor and its load is

may be expected, the type of spin-off we get
from space tends to reflect the types of space
missions being mounted. in the past, ESA has
concentrated on Earth observation, communications and space science missions, leaving
manned spaceflight largely to the USA and

and

to

great, conventional gears may need several
stages of speed reduction. This leads to power
loss, noise and expense. Unfortunately, large

increases in output torque also cause large
forces on the teeth of conventional gears, so
larger teeth and better materials are needed.

a

host of advanced technologies to

Russia, and the high level of spin-off of imaging
and communication technologies and analytical
software from European programmes tends to
reflect this. In the future, ESA's involvement in
the International Space Station (lSS), the planned

Mars missions, the increased emphasis on
small satellite clusters and robotic exploration,
together with the inexorable drive towards the
goals of 'smaller, cheaper, more efficient' space

to new and ever more
exciting technology-transfer opportunities. @esa
systems, should lead

Drawing upon the apparent gearing effects of

nutation, an ltalian space company Stam srl
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A New Generation of Space X-Ray
lmagers that Could Help Fight Cancer
A. Owens, T. Peacock, M. Bavdaz, C. Erd, D. Martin
Science Payloads & Technology Division, ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Nethedands
P. Underwood
ESA Directorate of Technical and Operational Support, ESTEC, Noordwijk,
The Netherlands

S. Nenonen, H. Anderson, H. Sipila
Metorex International Oy, Espoo, Finland

X-ray imaging is an essential tool for a wide
range of disciplines. from astrophysics to

material science. Whilst

the majority

advanced

of

applications rely on film, phosphor storage
screens or other analogue integrating formats,
the future development of this field lies in the
exploitation of spatially resolved spectroscopy.
Commercially available systems generally utilise
secondary detection media, such as phosphor
plates or scintillator conversion layers.

A new generation of X-ray imagers for future space-science missions
is being developed by ESA in cooperation with European industry.
These devices were initially intended for X-ray astronomy and remote
planetary sensing, but have now been found to have immediate
applications in clinical radiology. In particular, the devices are ideally

suited for the imaging of low-density, low-contrast media such as
breast tissue, making them invaluable in the diagnosis and clinical
support in the fight against cancer.

a number of
to resolution and light

However, these methods have

shorlcomings related

do not lend themselves easily to

techniques employing differential absorbtlometry
Whrle astrophysics has pioneered the utilisation
of semiconductor detectors based on silicon at
soft X-ray energies (below 10 keV or longward
of 1 Angstrom), the hard X-ray band (10 to 200
keV) has proved pafticularly difficult to develop
and has remained relatively unexplored. This

band is important because it bridges the
transition between thermal and non-thermal

emission processes predicted to occur
throughout the galaxy. By coincidence. this
band is also of crucial importance in medicine
and encompasses all the main energies used in
clinical radiology. However, while astrophysics
can, at least for now, use data from lower X-ray

energies

to

interpolate

the underlying

lucky, since the human body is essentially
opaque below 1O keV. In fact, all clinical
investigations are carried out in the hard X-ray
region, for example at 20 keV for mam-

collection efficiency, and consequently they do
not offer much improvement in imaging
performance, in terms of 'detective quantum

mography, 60 keV for thoracic radiography, and
140 keV for nuclear medicine tlable 1),

efficrency' (a figure of merit describing
system's ability to resolve imaging detail

Table 1 shows the key X-ray energies used in
space sciences and medicine. Even though the
two disciplines are literally worlds apad, they
clearly share a lot of common characteristics
and an X-ray imager designed for space

a
in

weak signals) over more traditional film-screen
systems. Additionally. such systems do not
make use of 'colour' information and therefore

Table 1. The various space and clinical applications of X-ray imaging
Space-science radiology

X-ray energy (kev)

Earth observing (Auroral)
Planetary

o.2-7

X-ray astronomy
Hard X-ray astronomy

32

high-

energy physics, medical applications are not so

|

-zu

0.1
1

-1 0

0-200

Clinical radiology
Mammography
Dental

Thoracic
Nuclear medicine

X-ray energy (keV)

17-20
60-70
50-70
30-300

new generation of x-ray imagers

science can also

be used for

medical

applications. However. observationally the
similarity ends. Astrophysicists. for example,
need only [o observe for a longer time to
improve image quality - in other words the
higher the dose the better. In medicine. the
converse is true, in view of the risk to the
patient. Therefore in clinical radiology other

l.- " -l.-'"
Paraboloid
Surface

-l

H!perholoid
Surtace

ri

methods have to be found to enhance contrast
whilst simultaneously reducing dose. The
simplest solution, however, is also the most
beneficial to astrophysics - simply detect each

-i

Opl ca A\

s

photon with 100% efficiency and record its

CS Pixelated Detector

energy, arrival time and position.

It has been clear for some time that the next
major step forward in this region of the
alanlrnmannalin enor1l;gp1 Will be made
through the development of an efficient imaging
detector, operating at room temperature, which
convefts X-rays directly into electrical signals
whose amplitudes are proporlional to their
energies or colour. Alternatively, one may think
of this as an X-ray camcorder. The potential
market is enormous, not only for space
sciences, but also in all branches of medicine,
particularly mammography. general radiography, fluoroscopy and nuclear medicine.
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demonstrated in astrophysics by ESA's XMM-

Newton

and NASA's

Chandra

X-ray
observatories. which have produced some of
the first very high resolution 'colour' images of
the X-ray sky using silicon charge-coupled

devices (CCDs). As an example, Figure 2
shows two images of the Crab Nebula, the

remains

of an

exploded star known

as

a

supernova remnant. An old star, at the end of
its life, exploded in 1054 AD leaving behind the
diffuse gaseous nebular we see today, together
with the core of the star - known as a 'pulsar'
qnccificalhi 2 neutron Star. The event
^r mnre
was memorable because Chinese astronomers

and probably the ancestral Pueblo

n' 'loa"
PUlJdl.
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the use of an X-ray
telescope and imaging

detector

Indians

recorded it. The left-hand image of Figure 2 is
an optical photograph showing the expanding
nebula with its characteristic filamentary
structure. This is known as a synchrotron
nebula The light we see is simply the radiation
from energetic electrons. spiralling in the
remnant's magnetic field. The electrons, in turn,
are accelerated by (and beamed out of) the
nan+ral
ltlOl
UUI

Figure 1. The

astrophysicists' approach to
soft X-ray imaging through

qr rnarfirqf
ilror ou|'Jul

conducting camera. also developed by ESA.

Figure 2. The Crab Nebula at

optical (left) and soft X-ray
(right) wavelengths. The red

dot indicates the position of
the oulsar

-

the remnant of a

dead star which powers the
nebulae through electron
iniection
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astronomers observed this pulsar in visible light
in early 2000 using the William Herschel
Telescope in La Palma, Spain. The camera
pedormed pulse phase spectroscopy on the
light beamed from the tiny pulsar, only about 10
km in diameter, with unparalleled precision (cf.
ESA Bulletin No. 98).

By contrast, the right-hand image of Figure 2
shows the central portion of the nebula viewed
at soft X-ray wavelengths. The structures seen
at these wavelengths are considerably hotter
and are not at all apparent in the optical image.
A swirling disk of hot pafticles and jet-like
structures blasting out,from the central pulsar
are clearly visible. By using the spatially

resolved colour information

in this

image,

astrophysicists are now able to disentangle and
isolate the energetically different emitting regions.
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Planetary
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o

detection efficiency, (b) a wide enough bandgap to ensure room-temperature operation,
(c) a time response matched to the expected
photon fluxes (potentially up to 10 million
photons/mm2/s for diffraction-enhanced

imaging),
response

and (d) a uniformity in spatial
in excess of 99.99% (a precision

dictated by the dynamic range required for lowcontrast imaging, e.g. mammography). Of the
available materials suitable for hard X-ray
detectors, comoound semiconductors are the
most promising, and in particular gallium
arsenide (GaAs). lts band-gap is high enough
that it does not require cryogenic cooling, but
low enough that sub-keV spectral resolution is
achievable at hard X-ray energies. The former
attribute is highly desirable in a number of
applications, e.g. intra-oral radiography, while
the latter quality, when coupled with the

of semiconductor
detectors, offers real advances in fluoroscopy.

.o)

o

The key material requirements for future
systems are: (a) high density to provide high

inherent fast resoonse

10-1

.o

propriate for say intra-oral applications. These
very practical considerations are cruciai for the
widespread use of new diagnostic instruments
in medicine.
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Figure 3. The calculated

detection efficiency for three
GaAs detectors (blue curues)
with thicknesses of 40
microns (a), 325 microns and
1000 microns (c), compared
to conventional silicon (red
curves). The horizontal solid
lines indicate the energy
ranges of interest for spacescience applications. The
vertical dotted lines indicate
the peak tube energies
commonly encountered in
clinical applications, such as
mammography, thoracic
radiology and nuclear
medicine. The important
point is that a system based
on GaAs and specifically
designed for astrophysics
applications is also optimally
designed for medical
applications

Whilst the current generation of semiconductor
devices based on silicon has provided sub-kev

energy resolution near 1 keV they are only
sensitive in the UV and soft X-ray bands up to
-10 keV because of the low absorption power

of silicon (cf. Fig. 3). For

example,

it is

impossible to acquire the X-ray image shown in
Figure 2(b) at energies above -10 keV with

ESA's XMM-Newton, simply because the
telescope and the silicon CCD detectors lack
efficiency at these energies.

Another point of note is that silicon detection
systems require cooling to achieve low noise,
which in turn means that the devices are quite
bulky. For example, XMM-Newton's siliconbased CCDs are cooled passively by large
radiators dumping the heat to space so as to
achieve an optimum working temperature of
minus 100'C. Clearly, this system is inap-

Room-temperature operation is also an
important consideration for X-ray systems
designed for planetary exploration, since heat
rejection is a real problem, especially for probes
exploring the inner planets. The constituent
elements of GaAs have high enough densities
that its hard X-ray responsivity is much more
closely matched to the spectral output of the
standard X-ray tubes than either classical film
or silicon-based detectors. This is illustrated in
Figure 3 which shows the expected quantum
efficiency for three thicknesses of GaAs imager
as a function of X-ray energy, compared to
silicon. All three thicknesses shown are under
active development by ESA.
Note from Figure 3 how quickly the response of

silicon (red curves) falls-off with energy above
10 keV in fact a factor of 10 more than for
GaAs (blue curves). The lower solid horizontal
lines in Figure 3 indicate the energy ranges
of interest for astrophysics and planetary
fluorescence studies, while the vertical dotted
lines indicate the peak tube energies commonly

encountered in mammography, thoracic
radiology and nuclear medicine. As can be
seen, the 40 micron device is particulady well
suited for planetary applications, whereas the
325 and 1000 micron devices would be suited

for astrophysical and clinical applications.
Specifically, a 325 micron device would have an

efficiency at 20 keV of over 98%. This should
be compared Io 1% for radiographic film, or

60% Ior film-screen combinations. Thus. bv

new generation of x-ray imagers

default, an imaging system developed for ESA's
planetary and astrophysics missions could
have immediate medical applications. In fact,

since medical imaging requirements

are

generally more stringent and global than those
for space sciences, they make good yardsticks
for future mission studies.
The Science Payloads Technology Division and
the Agency's Directorate of Technical and
Operational Support have worked for a number
of years with industry (Metorex International Oy

of

to

develop GaAs arrays for
astrophysics and planetary applications,
Finland)

beginning with an extensive monolithic detector
programme designed to probe basic material
and technological issues. Steady progress has
been achieved, with average room temperature

full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) energy
resolutions at 60 keV decreasing from -1OVo
keV at the start of the programme to -1 lo eY at
the present time. The FWHM is a very useful
figure of merit for characterising a spectrometer
system and essentially describes its ability

n+ semi-insulating substrate
using the same chemical vapour-phase
layer onto an

deposition (CVPD) techniques developed for
the semiconductor industry. To reduce leakage
currents, a 10 micron thick p+ layer was then

deposited directly onto the epitaxial

layer,

forming a p-i-n structure. This layer was then
patterned by etching, to create a 5 x 5 pixel
structure surrounded by a guard ring (see

x

figure). The pixel sizes are 250
250 micron2,
with an inter-pixel gap of 50 microns. The guard

is 200 microns wide and is used to control
surface leakage currents. The chip was bonded
to a ceramic substrate and coupled to a twostage Peltier cooler capable of cooling the array
to -40'C. Two pixels were actually instrumented,
contact with the chip being achieved by wire
bonding. Measurements from 5.9 to 98 keV
were carried out at HASYLAB, yielding room-

of 660 eV
FWHN/ at 5.9 keV and 380 eV FWHM with only

temperature energy resolutions
modest cooling (-40'C).

to

resolve colours. The FWHM is usually
expressed in terms of a percentage or.
alternately, in units of energy (keV). For both
space science and medicine, 10% is good, 1%
is excellent. As a precursor to producing large
arrays, we have also produced a series of
small-format pixel arrays. Information on this
material-science and detector programme
can be found at: htto://astro.estec.esa.nllSAgeneral/Research/Detectors_and_optics/home.
html.

Detailed measurements are routinely carried
ESTEC's laboratories and in close
cooperation with synchrotron research facilities:
HASYLAB in Hamburg (D), BESSY ll in Bedin
(D) and ESRF in Grenoble (F). These key
European facilities are three of the few in the
world that can produce highly monochromatic
X-ray beams extending from 0.1 up to 100 keV

out in

From a space science point of view, they
provide the 'cleanest' X-ray sources with which
to calibrate satellite-borne detectors, whereas
from a medical point of view they allow
scientists to experiment with advanced imaging
techniques designed to reduce patient doses
whilst also improving image contrast. In both
cases, the information acquired can be used to
better interpret astrophysical and planetary Xray maps.
Figure 4 shows the first small array produced.
The purpose of this phase of the research was
explore array fabrication techniques,

to

Figure 5 shows a second-generation device
produced in essentially the same way as the
5 x 5 device. ln this case, a 4 x 4 array was

patterned on thicker (325 micron) epitaxial
material. However, unlike the previous device,
all pixels were instrumented and read out by

individual hybrid resistive feedback preamplifiers mounted directly onto an aluminiumnitride substrate along with the chip. To ensure
low noise, the input stages utilise state-of-thelow-capacitance tetrode FETs, also
mounted directly on the substrate, but closer to
the array. The mechanical layout of the chip,
hybrid preamplifiers and substrate is shown in

art

Figure 5.

padicularly masking and etching, as well as
possible implementations of the readout and

The optimum performance in terms of energy
resolution was found for pixel biases of +50 V.

front-end electronics. The array was fabricated

although the device would operate satisfactorily
for biases as low as +5 V The leakaqe currents

by growing an ultra-pure 40 micron epitaxial

Figure 4. Nomarski
photomicrograph of the first
array produced. The device
is 40 microns thick and has
a pixel size of 250 x 250
microns. The bond wires to
two instrumented pixels and
the guard ring are clearly
visible. This early prototype
allows the array-processing
techniques to be rapidly
developed
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Figure 5. Left: Photomicrograph of a second-

generation4x4GaAs
detector assembly. The
device is die-attached to the
substrate, which in turn is
mounted on a two-stage
Peltier cooler.
Right: Photograph of the

completed GaAs
arraylhybri d/su bstrate
assembly. While such an
array is too small for space
science or medical
applications, it does allow
issues related to pixel
performance and inter-pixel
communication to be
studied. Note any largeformat device would also
use a dedicated ASIC rather
than specific components
for the electronic readout
chain of each pixel
Figure 6. A surface plot of
the spatial variation of the
gain (i.e. the fitted centroid
position) across the 4 x 4
GaAs array measured at
HASYLAB using a 15 keV
20 x 2O micron pencil beam.
The spatial sampling in X
and Y was 10 microns

were low enough to permit room-temperature
operation (RT), with typical FWHM energy
resolutions of 600 eV at 5.9 keV and 7OO eV at
59.54 keV (pulse width = 550 e\4. The energy

resolution was found

to

improve with

- +5"C, for
example, typical energy resolutions of -410 eV
FWHM were found at 5.9 keV with an electronic
noise component of -390 eV FWHM. At
59.54 kev the corresponding resolutions
were 640 eV The spatial uniformity of the
array was tested explicitly at HASYLAB using
a 15 keV 20x20 micron pencilbeam, normally
incident on the pixels. The beam was rasterscanned across this area with 1O micron spatial
resolution in both dimensions. lt was found
that, apart from a slight depression in these
parameters directly under the bond wires, their
spatial distributions were very uniform over the
surface of each pixel and the array. In fact, the
average non-uniformity is typically no worse
than 1% and is consistent with a flat response.
Specifically, the variations seen in the gain
across the arrav are consistent with the
exoected statistical variations alone to a level
that would satisfy the uniformity requirements
decreasing detector temperature. At

-

of low-contrast imaging. The fact that both the
count rate and centroid responses are zero in
the inter-pixel gaps, with no evidence of cross-

it should be possible to
replicate isolated and identical pixels, and thus
potentially mega-pixel arrays. Figure 6 shows
the resultant map of the 4 x 4 pixel array when
illuminated with 15 keV X-rays.
talk, proves that

Given that small arrays have demonstrated
excellent performance, designs for practical
applications in astrophysics, planetary remote

sensing and medical imaging can now be
considered. Figure 7 shows the first of these
attempts,

a32x 32 pixel array,

produced as a

technology demonstrator for a planetary mission.
As with the 4 x 4 array, it was fabricated on 325

micron-thick epitaxial material. The left-hand
image in Figure 7 shows the photo-lithographic
mask, which contains the patterns of three 32
x 32 arrays and a large variety of small-format
arrays and monolithics. The smaller devices are
used to evaluate the quality of masking,
lithography and etching as well as assess the
electrical and isolation propedies of potential
detectors via lV measurements, X-ray testing

and microscopy. The right-hand image

in

Figure 7 shows a Nomarski photomicrograph
of a single 32 x 32 pixel array after dicing from
the wafer.

9

Previous studies have shown that the o-i-n
structure could produce near-Fano-limited
performance in monolithic and small-format

a

arrays by drastically reducing leakage currents.

E

This in turn allowed the use of increasingly
lower noise preamplifier designs, read-out
through the p+ contact and positively biased
via the n+ contact to ensure the efficient

sb
-:S
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collection of holes. While such an
approach is acceptable for research and
development using small arrays, any practical

application requires modifications to this
structure for large-format arrays as well as

new generation of x-ray imagers

Figure 7. Left: The

lithographic mask used to
produce the large-format
array. Note that a wide
variety of smaller arrays,
monolithics and test
structures are also
produced on the same
wafer.

Right: A photograph of the
array after dicing and prior
to electrical probing and
bonding of individual pixels

\
changes to the readout. lt will be necessary to
illuminate the arrays through the n+ electrode.
Since each pixel in a large-format device must
be read out individually, with its own electronic
chain, the packing density is prohibitive for
conventional electronics. Instead, the Division
is developing a custom-built microchip to do

this. The device is known as an 'ADolication
Specific Integrated Circuit' or ASIC, which will
be flip-chip. bump-bonded to the pixelated
side of the detector. To avoid excessive X-ray
extinction in the n+ layer, this layer will have to
be substantially thinned or removed. Whilst the
thinning process is being developed, the

material and electronics

development

such excellent pedormance figures that serious
clinical applications can now be considered. In
particular,
good
demonstration
performance at room temperature, coupled
with the fact that standard integrated-circuit

of

the

fabrication techniques can replicate isolated
and identical pixels, means that practical largeformat compact cameras are not far away. The
next key step is the coupling of the current, or
even larger format, arrays with a readout
system based on ASIC technology, leading to
the volume production of compact X-ray
cameras for routine radioloqical orocedures.

reading out the pixels via wire bonding to the

An example of such a task is the detection and
treatment of breast cancer. This cancer is best
treated when detected at a rather early stage in
itq dovalnnmant
in vu,
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layer.

For the initial tests, four pixels were
instrumented. The preliminary characterisation
of the detector over the energy range 5.9 to
100 keV was carried out at ESTEC and
HASYLAB. Typical FWHM energy resolutions
of around 300 eV at 5.9 keV and -550 eV
at 59.5 keV were recorded for all four pixels
aI +24'C. For comparison, the electronic
system noise was measured to be -280 eV
FWHM. The resolutions were found to decrease

with decreasing temperature to -250 eV at
5.9 keV and -500 eV at 59.54 keV at
-+5'C. Below this temperature, there was no
statistical improvement in resolution. Note,
these results are representative of all pixels. lt
should be noted that the expected Fano noise
at these energies (the limiting resolution given

by the physics of the

to spread into to the
lymphatic node system from a primary tumour.

A compact X-ray camera based on a

large-

format GaAs array would allow the physician,
through radio-isotope imaging, to determine
the location of those nodes that are malignant.
The GaAs array shown in Figure 7 is entirely

suitable for this task. In the event of the
detection of ductile carcinomas, the device
could be used for staging, i.e. to assess how
far the disease has spread by probing the
auxiliary lymph nodes, as well as pin-pointing
diseased nodes for surgical removal, in real
time. Whereas present commercially available

devices locate such tumours to a spatial
accuracy of several millimetres. the array
shown in Figure 7 would have a worst-case
accuracy of 250 micron and, depending on
statistics, potentially a lot

higher.

@esa
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process) is -130 and 410 eV, respectively.

Conclusion
This GaAs sensor research and development
programme, originally intended for astrophysics
and planetary exploration missions, has yielded
37
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ISO and Asteroids
T.G. Mueller & L. Metcalfe
ISO Data Centre, Space Science Department, ESA Directorate of Scientific
Programmes, Vrllafranca, Spain

We are currently at the end of ISO's 3.5 year Post-Operations Phase
and the stad of the 5 year Active Archive Phase. Final automatic bulk

processing of the observations has concluded and all observations
are publicly available from the ISO archive.
Here, in addressing ISO's observations of asteroids we attempt a
complete overview, from the original scientific ideas - to the current
results - to what can be expected in the future. ISO has delivered a
wealth of new and unexpected results concerning asteroids, but the
archive still has many hidden treasures. In the near future, ISO's midand far-infrared data, in combination with other observations, will
provide new advances in our understanding of the Solar System and
new insights into the interrelations between meteorites, asteroids,
comets and interplanetary material, all of which play fundamental
roles in the Solar System's history and evolution.

Introduction"
ISO was the world's first true orbiting infrared
observatory Equipped with four sophisticated
and versatile scientific instruments, it provided
aslronomers with a facility of unprecedented
sensitivity and capability for the exploration of
the Universe at intrared wavelengths from 2.5
Io 240 microns. The Solar System programme

comnrised nnlv

ahor

tt

the

of al

science
mission, and
astronomical community's expectations
1.4o/o

observations made by the

ISO

were not very high in relation to asteroids,
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of our
neighbouring objects in great detail, both in-situ
many satellites have studied several

and during close flybys - so what could be
expected from a 60-cm telescope circulating
just outside the atmosphere?
Now, however, the ISO results are on their way
Lo making
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a big impact on our knowledge of

objects on our celestial doorstep . Spectacular
results regarding the 'life element' water in the
Universe - not least its unexpecte6 6's66ysry in
large amounts in the higher atmospheres of all
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Bulletin No. 104, in November 2000. Here we
naintain the Solar System thene. presenting
ISO's results on asteroids.

.19

ISO was an ESA spacecraft launched on
November 1995 and operated in orbit
until 16 May 1998, carrying instruments funded by the Agency's Member States
(especially the countries of the tnstrument Principal Investigators (Pls): France,
Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) and with the participation of
ISAS and NASA. Additional information on lSO, including results galleries and how
retrieve data, can be found by following links from the ISO Home Page
(www.iso vilspa esa es); news items are also posted aI www.sci.esa.int

to

Previous ESA Bulletin articles have addressed:
- The ISO Mission
A Scientif ic Overview (ESA Bulletin No 84, November 1 984)
- The First Results from ISO (ESA Bulletin No. 86, May 1996)
- Looking Back at ISO Operations (ESA Bulletin No 95, August 1998)
- The ISO Data Archive (ESA Bulletin No 98, June 1999)
- ISO's Astronomical Harvest Continues (ESA Bulletin No 99, September 1999)
- ISO and Cosmic Water (ESA Bulletin No 104, November 2000)

-
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These small pieces of rock (by celestial
standards) have diameters of up to several
hundred kilometres, with the majority orbiting
between Mars and Jupiter. Some asteroids
collisionally and gravitationally scattered into
Earth-crossing orbits have made it in recent
years into the newspaper headlines. The ISO
-^^'
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IUJUILJ
IUJJ 'mmediate iournalistic

observations (olus about 4000 calibration

interest, but appear more and more in scientific

The accuracy of ISO's pointing system was at
the arcsecond level and allowed the tracking of
Solar System targets up to apparent velocities

observations) of targets ranging from objects in
our own Solar System right out to the most
distant extragalactic sources. In addition to the
dedicated observations, ISO obtained other
serendipitous data in parallel during slews of the
satellite or during long pointed observations.

I

at specialised conferences, by
of the fundamental contributions that

journals and

virtue

they make to a deeper understanding of these
imoortant constituent bodies of the Solar
System.

Asteroids receive light from the Sun and what
we see of them through amateur telescopes
(and under certain circumstances also with the

naked eye) is purely reflected light. Typically,
however, only 10% of the incident light is
roflontorl hrr iho aciornirl
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roci
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I vvl
,Y
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vv,,

absorbed and re-emitted as thermal radiation in
the infrared. lf we could see with our eyes in the
thermal infrared (and subject to the assumption
that the atmosphere would be transparent at
such wavelengths), we would see a completely
unfamiliar sky: hardly any stars, but thousands
of bright asteroids forming a nice band in the
onlintin nlano - tho
nlglg in whiCh the Sun
Lr rv
vr!
moves against the sky and which intersects the
plane of our galaxy near the bright galactic
centre and at the anti-centre. ISO's sensitivity
range spanned the wavelengths at which
asteroids oroduce the vast bulk of their thermal
emission, and so it was capable of detecting
99o/o of the thermal emission of asteroids
including, at the shodest wavelengths, part of
the reflected sunlight, The main goal of
astronomers observing asteroids with ISO was
to analyse, by all possible means, this 'heat
radiation', which contains the fingerprint of the
asteroids' sudaces, and therefore traces of the
history of our Solar System.
ISO and its data
ISO's four instruments were a camera covering
the 2.5 17 micron band (CAM), an imaging
photo-polarimeter (PHT), and the short- and
long-wavelength spectrometers (SWS and
LWS), covering the 2.4 45 micron and the
45 196.8 micron bands, respectively. The
satellite was a great technical and scientific
success with most of its subsystems operating
far better than their specifications and with its
scientific results impacting practically all fields
of astronomy. At a wavelength of 12 microns,
ISO was one thousand times more sensitive,

-

-

-

and had one hundred times better angular
resolution than its predecessor the all-skysurveying IRAS. During its routine operational
phase (from the 4 February 1996 to 8 April
1998), ISO made over 26 OO0 scientific

of 120 arcsec/hour with respect to

equatorial

coordinates. This covered most Solar System
targets: only a few near-Eafth asteroids and
comets in certain constellations were too fast
and had to be excluded.

The data processing and calibration methods
are mature and the archive is approaching the
final legacy of the ISO project (final archive
pipeline processing products will be released
early in 2002). The accuracy of the automatically

processed archive products depends strongly
on the brightness of a source, on the sourceto-background contrast, and on the instrument
observing mode. For Solar System objects in
pafticular, special care was necessary due
the source movement, the changing
many
background contributions and,
cases, non-default instrument configurations.
Therefore, most of the results on asteroids
are based on manual data processing of basic
archivc nroclrrcts IOeffOrmed with the
instrument-specific interactlve-analysis software
packages.

to

in

ISO asteroid observations

The titles, Principal Investigators and the
targets of all asteroid programmes performed
with ISO are summarized in Table 1. In total,
173 proposals were implemented within the
'Guaranteed Time'1 and 925 within the 'Open
Time'2. The orooosals included several asteroid
categories: (a) near-Eafth asteroids with closest
approaches to the Sun (perihelion) of less than
1.3 AU; (b) Main-Belt asteroids between 1.8
and 4.0 AU from the Sun; (c)Trojan asteroids at

the Lagrangian points around Jupiter; and (d)
Kuiper-belt objects populating space beyond
Neptune. The main scientific goals comprised

I

The various groups involved in the preparation and
operation of the ISO mission received guaranteed
observing time These groups were: the four Principal
Investigators and their teams, who built the ISO
instruments; the five Mission Scientists; the Science
Operations Team; the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), USA; and the Institute of
Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), Japan.
2 The majority of ISO's observing time was made
available via two calls for observing proposals, which
were open to the astronomical community,

iso and asteroids

studies of the chemistry and mineralogy of
asteroid surfaces, but also of great interest

Calibration observations performed with ISO
have mainly been used for technical studies,

were questions about the links between
asteroids, comets, meteorites and other

but have also proved useful for

interplanetary material. ISO allowed detailed
studies of all aspects of asteroid thermal
emission, as reflected in the proposal titles and
in the variety of recent scientific results. More
details about the proposals, including their

scientific abstracts, can be found in the ISO
Data Arch ive aI http : //www.rrso. vilspa. esa. es.

scientific

investigations.

In addition to the intentional science and
calibration observations of asteroids, ISO
serendipitously observed Solar System objects
that happened to be in the field of view during
slews or were seen by instruments in one of
the parallel modes. Many other programmes

Table 1. Dedicated asteroid programmes
Asteroids

Programme
A. Guaranteed Time Observations
Observations of Galilean Satellites and Asteroids

Encrenaz, Th.

1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 3 Juno, 4 Vesta, 10 Hygiea, 52 Europa, 65 Cybele

The Mineralogy and Chemistry of the Major
Asteroid Classes

Salama, A.

1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 52 Europa

Vesta Lightcurve Observations

Schulz, B

4 Vesta

lR Observations of Bosetta Asteroidal Targels:
Albedo and Diameter Measurements of the Rosetta
Target Asteroids

Barbieri, C

2703 Rodari, 3840 Mimistrobel

Dark, Volatile-rich Asteroids: Possible Relation

Barucci, A.

1O Hygiea, 77 Frigga,1 14 Kassandra, 308 Polyxo, 51 1 Davida,
624 HekIor,91 1 Agamemnon, 91 4 Palisana, 1 I 72 Aneas,

B. Open

lime Observatrons

to Comets

1437 Diomedes
The Composition of D-Type Asteroids

Fitzsimmons, A,

308 Polyxo, 336 Lacadiera, 498 Tokio

Rosetta Target Asteroids

Fulchignoni, M.

3B4O Mimistrobel

Cometary Activity in Asteroids

Harris, A,

'1980 Tezcatlipoca, 32OO Phaethon, 3671 Dionysus,
4015 Wilson Harrington, 4179 Toutatis, 5145 Pholus

5145 Pholus, 1992 QBl, 1993 SB, 1993 SC, 1994 JQ1, 1994T8,

A Survey of Kuiper Belt Candidates

1

996 TL66

Spectroscopic Studies of Volatile-Rich Asteroids

Larson, H

1 floroc ? Pallec 1Q Fnoria

Polarimetry of Asteroids

Mueller,

6 Hebe, 9 Metis

A Comprehensive Investigation of the Thermal
Properties and Rotational Thermal Variability of
the Pluto-Charon Binary and Chiron
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ISOCAM Calibration Observations

CAM Team

10 Hygiea, 20 Massalia, 46 Hestia, 56 Melete, 65 Cybele, 150 Nuwa,

804 Hispania, 2062 Aten
1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 4 Vesta, 10 Hygiea

LWS Calibration Observations

LWS Team

ISOPHOT Calibration Obsenvations

PHT Team

Ceres, 2 Pallas, 3 Juno, 4 Vesta, 10 Hygiea, 54 Alexandra,
65 Cybele, 106 Dione, 313 Chaldaea, 532 Herculina

SWS Calibration Observations

SWS Team

1 Ceres, 2 Pallas, 3 Juno, 4 Vesta, 10 Hygiea
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rements

at

infrared wavelengths between

2 and 24O microns of more than 40 different
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+l-^
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dt
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spectra lrom 2 to 200 microns of bright
asteroids with soectral resolutions of 1000 2O0O in the SWS range and about 200 in the

LWS range. lmaging and photometric asteroid
measurements are available and, for the first
time, ISO also made polarimetric measurements
of the disk-integrated thermal emission of
asteroids at 25 microns. These observations
and also those of the asteroids seen in parallel
and serendipity modes. are the basis for
current and future scientific investigations. The
recent ISO results presented below are based
both on data processed with the automaticpipeline and with the interactive-analysis
pacKages.
The special case of Vesta
Vesta is the third largest asteroid in the Main
Belt. High geological interest arose from the
discovery that howardite, eucrite and diogenite

(HED) meteorites found on Earth could be
samples excavated from its sudace. These
meteorites have spectral features common to

Vesta and
Figure 5. The positions of
approximately 8000 asteroids
and of the olanets from
Mercury through Jupiter,
projected onto the ecliptic
olane for 4 October 2000. The
asteroid Main Belt between
Mars and Jupiter is nicely
visible. The two groups of
Trolan asteroids are located
at the Lagragian points in
front of and behind Juoiter.
We currently know the orbits
of more than 100 000 asteroids.

42

provided indirect information on the asteroids,
like those focussing on comets, on cometary
transition objects (i.e. comets losing the last of

their volatile substances and
asteroidal),

on zodiacal light

becoming

to a

cluster

of

small

(<

10

km

diameter) V-type asteroids extending from the
region surrounding Vesta to the edge of the 3:1

resonance3 aI 2.5 AU. lmpacts may have
excavated enough crustal material to form this
widelv scattered familv of 'Vestoids': some of

measurements,

and on studies of the trails and tails of comets.

Scientific results
The ISO data archive contains spectroscopic,
photometric, imaging and polarimetric measu-

"

Objects with orbital periods close to a simple fraction
(here 3:1) of Jupiter's 11 B6-year period are in
resonance due to the steady influence of Jupiter's
hLrge gravrtational attraction Asteroids in lhese socalled 'Kirkwood gaps' have very unstable orbits.

iso and asteroids

them approach the chaotic region associated
with the 3:1 and v6 resonances', from which
regions fragments can be rapidly transferred to
Earth-crossing orbits. Based on HST images, a
three-dimensional shape model was derived for
Vesta, and mineralogical and albedo variegations

Hygiea

on the surface were discovered.
Vesta has a large mountain on its south pole,
surrounded by a ring of mountains stretching
halfway to its equator (Fig. 6). This was
interpreted as a huge crater with a large central
peak rising 18 km above the crater floor. The
discovery of substantial impact excavation on
Vesta is consistent with the idea that the
basaltic achondrite HED meteorites were

excavated from its surface by impact
processes. There are thus convincing
observational and dynamical arguments to

Wanenton
1)

Trl

suggest that Vesta is the actual parent body for
the suite of these meteorites. which reoresent
about 6% of all meteorites falling on Earth. As
such, Vesta would represent one of only four

Ornans

l0-

n-

known Solar System bodies for which actual

rock samoles are available in

terrestrial

laboratories (Earth, Moon, Mars and Vesta).

The detailed studies of the high- and lowresolution ISO spectra of Vesta are still ongoing
and are very promising. The observed structure
at around 9.1 microns seems to be comoatible
with the presence of olivines on the asteroid's
surface. However, material alteration, such as

08

I

10

space weathering, aqueous alteration5. and

i

1

-,L

l

L-l

-l-

20

15

wavelength [pm]

varying collisional history, complicate the
unique identification of spectral features in the

ISO data with laboratory spectra of HED
materials. Here, the ISO data are expected to
contribute significantly to our knowledge of the
relationshios between the meteorites that we
have in our laboratories and their oossible
parent bodies.

The special case of Hygiea (courtesy of M.
Barucci and co-workers)

in the official
is the fourth
largest asteroid in the Main Belt, with a

Asteroid Hygiea (number 10
asteroid numbering scheme)

interesting possibilities for intercomparison of
the instruments' behaviours and for crosscalibration. lt turned out that the overall thermal
continuum emission has been nicely predicted
previous thermophysical modelling.
However, the greatest interest arises when
looking at the low-level spectral features, which
are characteristic of the asteroid surface
minerals. Hygiea is classified as a C-type

by

asteroid

with

possible analogues

in

carbonaceous chondrite meteorites found on

diameter of more than 400 km. Hygiea rotates
around its principal axis in a retrograde sense
with an unusually long rotation period of 27.6
hours. Aqueous alteration products have been
discovered in its near-infrared spectra, and also
a compositional variation over the sudace has

Earth. Extensive laboratory studies of different
minerals and meteorites have revealed some
similarities between ISO's Hygiea spectrum and

been discussed. Hygiea was the only ISO
target that was observed by all four ISO
instruments on the same dav. This orovided

The most indicative feature for this kind of
comparison is the Christiansen peak, which

a Specific secular resonances
5 Aqueous alteration is a low-temperature chemical
modification of materials bv liouid water.

Ornans and Warrenton meteorites

(CO"

meteorltes) at smallgrain size (Fig. 7).

occurs around 9.3 microns in the ISO data and
in the above-mentioned two carbonaceous
chondrite meteorites. The analogy is also
supported
the comparison
the
transparency features around 1 3 and 26
microns. lf Hygiea is really compatible with CO

by

of

Figure 7. Comparison
between 1O-Hygiea
emissivities measured by
ISOPHOT-S and SWS, and
laboratory emissivities of
Ornans and Warrenton
meteorites.
(Credit: M. Barucci & coworkers)
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meteorites, this would imply that it is a
'primitive' object which has undergone some
metamorphosis. ISO's large database of
soectroscooic observations will allow more
detailed studies of mineralogy and chemical
composition of asteroids to proceed in the near
future. The questions of surface alteration
nrnnaeeaa
and
iho
intornratatinn
nf

spectroscopic features in the infrared are of
great interest in the Solar System expert
community.

Spectroscoplc

and

spectrophotometric

observation of bright asferoids
Spectroscopic and spectrophotometric
observations of asteroids have been carried out
with all four ISO instruments. The sub-solar and
black-body temperatures have been computed

for all observed asteroids based on different
models. The five bright asteroids I -Ceres,

of mixtures of minerals whose absorotion
features are combined following non-linear
paths, asteroid spectra are affected not only by

the chemical composition of the sudace, but

also by several undetermined physical
parameters, such as density, mineralogy,
particle size and packing. In order to investigate

the surface composition of the observed
asteroids, the spectra obtained have been
compared with the emissivity of meteorites and
minerals available in the literature, and with new
laboratory spectra of a selected sample of
minerals. The thermal emissivities of all of the
five asteroids show a strong signature around
1O to 1 1 microns, suggesting the presence of
silicates on the surface of these bodies. As an
example, the observed emissivity of C-type

asteroid S2-Europa and of pyroxenes and
olivines obtained by laboratory experiments is
shown in Figure 8.

The spectral behaviour between

52 Europa

8 and 11

microns suggests the presence of a mixture of
pyroxenes and olivines on the surface of
52-Europa. In particular, the 8.8 micron
maximum in the asteroid spectrum seems to
be consistent with the Christiansen peak of
olivine. At longer wavelengths, olivine and
pyroxene exhibit two major reststrahlen bands
separated by a band gap, which seems to be

l4

consistent with the ISO soectrum of Eurooa

t.0

even though the error bars in this region are high.

!

-

Polarised thermal emission from asteroids
Depending on wavelength, refractive index and
viewing geometry the thermal-infrared emission
from asteroids will originate at some depth
below the sudace. The radiation propagates
through the porous regolith towards the
surface, where it is refracted according to
Fresnel's equations. As a consequence, the
thermal emission becomes polarised. Due to

08i
pyroxene

06

8

I

10

11

12

Wavelength [pnrl

Figure 8. Comparison
between 52-Europa
emissivities measured by
ISOPHOT-S and laboratory
emissivities of typicar
asteroid minerals.
(Credit: E. Dotto & coworkers)

2-Pallas, 3-Juno, 4-Vesta and 52-Europa are
among the brightest and best-known Main-Belt

asteroids, with spin vector, shape and size
computed to a good precision. Their thermal

continuum has been modelled using

a

thermophysical model. The spectral features
above the thermal-emission continuum have
been analysed and discussed in terms of
surface composition of the objects.

symmetry, however, there can be no net
polarisation in the disk-integrated flux from a
circulady symmetrical temperature distribution.
However, the non-zero thermal inertia of the
asteroid, together with its rotation, causes an
asymmetry in the temperature distribution. The
effect increases with phase angle and for
elongated asteroids, The contribution of

subsudace emission to the total emission

wavelength-dependent,

with the

is

largest

contribution at peak wavelength and beyond.

The main features observable in the infrared
spectral range, which are diagnostic of the

mineralogical and petrologic assembly
probably present on the surface of the
observed asteroids, can be put into three
classes: Reststrahlen, transparency and
Christiansen features. The interpretation of
these spectral features is neither easy nor
unique. Since asteroid surfaces are composed
AA

The disk-integrated mid-infrared

polarisation

parameters were computed by extending the

new thermophysical model by J.

Lagerros

(Uppsala). The small-scale surface roughness
was approximated by hemispherical segment

craters covering a smooth surface. Analytical
solutions were used for the multiply scattered
solar and thermally emitted radiation inside the

iso and asteroids

craters. The surface roughness enhances the
emission in the solar direction, but lowers the
polarisation due to a less sharp transition from
the solid body to the vacuum. In general, the

and 'fraction of surface covered by craters'
are in good agreement with theoretical

predicted degree of linear polarisation increases
with higher refractive index, higher absorption
coefficient, and a more elongated shape of the

Due

asteroid.

The asteroids 6-Hebe and 9-Metis

were

observed at a wavelength of 25 microns with
ISOPHOT The model absolute fluxes were in
good agreement with the photometric results.
Although no linear polarisation was detected,
the upper limits, together with the extended
model, allowed useful constraints to be placed
target
asteroids. The derived detection limits were
compared to model polarisation, by spanning a

on the regolith properties of the

range in sudace roughness, refractive index,
and thermal-inertia parameter space. The Metis
observations favour a low refractive index and

high surface roughness, but the

Hebe
observations were inconclusive since they

coincided with a minimum in the polarisation
CUTVE.

considerations.

to

scattering processes

in the

porous
regolith, the emissivity varies significantly with
wavelength. At the peak of the thermal
emission at around 20 microns, the objects
emit almost perfectly, and with a significantly
lower efficiency at longer wavelength. In the
case of Vesta, emissivities as low as 0.6 in the
far-infrared/submillimetre region were found.
Redman and co-workers suggested that this is
an indication of the presence of a dusty, porous
regolith. Scattering processes by grains within
the regolith reduce the emissivity in a wavelength-dependent fashion. However, the
interpretation of the results in terms of grainsize distribution, regolith structure and material
is still ongoing.

The excellent agreement at all flux levels over
the full thermal-emission spectrum of Ceres at

different epochs confirms that the derived
values for the thermal orooerties are welldetermined. Figure 9 shows SWS and LWS
observations of Ceres taken at different times.

Fundamental thermal-emission oarameters of
Main-Belt asferolds
Based on a large, uniform, pre-lSO database of

about 700 individual observations, ranging
from 7 to 2000 microns, the thermophysical
emission asoects of asteroids have been

The thermophysical model predictions

are

over-plotted.

1000

analysed. In this context, the ISO observations

of the following objects have been studied

in

detail: 1-Ceres, 2-Pallas, 3-Juno, 4-Vesta, 10Hygiea, S4-Alexandra, 65-Cybele, 106-Dione,
313-Chaldaea and 532-Herculina. A recent

thermophysical model

30-Oct-1997

03-Dec-1997

was applied

to
investigate surface roughness, heat conduction
and emissivity over the thermal wavelength
range. The model included aspects of
observing geometry, illumination conditions,
shape and spin vector and, if available, also the
physical size and the albedo. The model
parameters of thermal inedia and beaming
were varied over a wide range in search of the

best agreement between observations and
model predictions. In a second step. the
emissivity was determined as a function
dependent on wavelength, to be fitted to the
data.

The investigations indicated very

rough
surfaces, reflected in the beaming effect, and

very low levels of heat conduction. These
values were found to be much smaller than in
the lunar case, mainly due to the different
environment of the asteroid regolith (lower
temperature, lower density) compared to the
Moon. The derived thermal-infrared beaming
model parameters in terms of 'surface slopes'

r0

(1) Ceres

100

10

Wavelength [pm]

Further preliminary tests of these values against

other asteroid observations show that the
thermal description of Ceres is also valid for
other Main-Belt asteroids. This means that the

thermophysical model parameters allow a
prediction of the thermal emission with a high

Figure 9. The asteroid
Ceres, observed by ISO's
shod- and long-wavelength
spectrometers SWS and
LWS. The TPM oredictions
are over-plotted as solid

'l

lines.

accuracy for all Main-Belt asteroids where the
shape and reflected-light properties are known.
Cometary activity in asteroids
Five near-Earth asteroids have been observed
in dedicated programmes with ISOCAM to
AA
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search

for cometary activity. A preliminary
of the region around 1980-

analysis

Tezcatlipoca, 3200-Phaethon, 3671 -Dionysus,
4015-Wilson-Harrington and 4179-Toutatis
was
showed no extended emission.
expected, at least for some of the targets, that
weak cometary activity would be seen in the
form of dust comas. The non-detection of
activity has implications for our understanding
of the transition between asteroids and
comets, and for the possible scenarios for
extinct comets. The CAM photometry was very
useful. lt has been employed to improve the
physical characterisation of these objects, and
their albedos and diameters have been derived
from a model recently developed especially for
near-Ear1h objects (courtesy of A. Hanis. Berlin).

lt

aooarent velocities of the sources are
appropriate for Main-Belt asteroids (as seen

from ISO).

As an upper limit, it was found that there

are

about 400 asteroids per square degree at the
ecliotic olane above the 12 micron detection
threshold of the observations. This threshold is
about 0.9 mJy. i.e. it corresponds to diameters
greater than about 1.1 km at mid-belt. To put
these results into perspective, the IRAS limiting
sensitivity was about 150 mJy at 12 microns.
whereas most of the asteroids detected by ISO
are more than 100 times fainter than that!
TA^ ^--^

,^

"/ere simulated with the
Statistical Asteroid Model developed by

-,---

^t,,, ^-^^^

Asteroid size-frequency distribution (courlesy

Tedesco and co-workers. The model gives only

of E. Tedesco,

lower limits, because it does not include the
near-Eafth asteroids or asteroids beyond the
Hilda group and it terminates abruptly at an
asteroid diameter of 1 km. lt oredicted values
of around 200 asteroids per square degree at

TerraSystem lnc., USA)
Two deep maps of a 12 arcminute square field
on the ecliptic using the ISO 12 micron 'IRAS'

filter (ISOCAN/ LW10 band) were made in
June 1996, and another four in June 1997.
The positions of the fields and the timing
between the exposures had been chosen to
enable recognition of moving sources with
typical Main-Belt apparent velocities below
1 arcmin/hour.

Figure 10. Asteroid 729
Watsonia as serendipitously
observed in the ISOCAM
parallel mode.

the brightest and third-brightest in the field. The

Based on the Minor Planet Center's database,
as of October ZOOa two known asteroids had
been identified in the 1996 field, but none in the
1997 field. Of the seven probable asteroids
identified in this field, the two that appear to
cnrresnond to 1999-AQ23 and 1999-JZ5O are

the ecliotic olane above the 12

micron

detection threshold. lf smaller asteroids were
included, some of these would have 12 micron

flux densities greater than 1 mJy if they were
close to the Earth. Nevertheless, the ISO data
imply that the actual number of kilometre-sized
asteroids is significantly greater than previously
believed, and in reasonable agreement with the
Statistical Asteroid Model.

Asteroids serendipitously seen by ISO
During the ISO mission many surveys and large

observing programmes were conducted.
Surveys with observations close to the ecliptic
plane, pedormed by CAM and PHT, include
many asteroids. The detection of asteroids at
thermal wavelengths has many applications.

For well-known objects,
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measured infrared brightness. In all cases,
radiometric diameters and albedos can be
determined and compared, if available, with
direct size determinations and/or IRAS results.

The mid-infrared CAM observations allow
further studies of beaming and surface
structure properties, while the far-infrared
measurements provide clues about the so far
unknown emissivity behaviour of asteroids.

A first analysis of the approximately 40 000
CAM oarallel observations between 6 and 15
microns revealed infrared fluxes for about 50
asteroids, most of them not seen by IRAS.

00" 22,

02n

59. 35.
ctJ2000
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Many additional objects are expected to be
included in other CAM surveys, with some of
the deep observations being sensitive enough
to detect 1 km-diameter obiects in the asteroid
mid-belt.

iso and asteroids

PHT nerfnrmer^l nhsenlations at I70 microns
while the ISO satellite was slewing from one

target to the next. This so-called'PHT

at least a few of them were always available
during the ISO mission
they have a smooth thermal-continuum

Serendipity Survey' covered approximately

spectrum with only minor emission and

15% oI the sky, with a limiting sensitivity of 1 Jy
A total of 56 asteroids were predicted to be
oln,^, Ar+n
caan | ilin| +hn
hrinhi rr 9r
annr
rnhI tn
ho oggt
urrvr
rvuqr
Lv u9
Lt tE Dtuvv udLo.

However, an accurate flux determination was not
possible in all cases, mainly due to the structured

and bright celestial cirrus background.
Nevertheless, the new 17O micron fluxes

qu-ur
^h^^-^+i^^
pLrur I +^^+,,-^^
rudLUruJ
the flux changes due to rotation and changing
observing geometry can be modelled
tho ahcnlr rto-hrinhtnaqc nrarlintinnc
ru
vr uvrvtrvr

^r^
accurate to better than 1O% in most of the

CASES.

allowed thermophysical model analysis and
improvements of the PHT serendipity calibration
through reference to well-known asteroids. For
some objects, diameter and albedo estimates

Ulanus

became possible for the first time.
1

known orbits The flux determination will allow

thermophysical investigations

and

the

derivation of surface parameters. However, ISO
also saw moving targets for which no

counterpaft in the Minor Planet Database

is

known so

a

far For

these objects, only

Neptune

rn-

The ISO database can now be searched
systematically for Solar System objects with

Ceres. high

e
.

>lU

I

(leres, low

statistical analysis is possible at the moment. at

least as long as the orbits and rhe visual
brightness are not known.

Asterolds as new standards in the thermal

10-

infrared

l" (urn)

Celestial standards play a major role in
astronomy. They serve as references for all
kinds of measurements where absolute values

of physical properties are investigated In the
visible, many stellar sources are available, with
Sirius and Vega as main references. In the
mid-infrared (i.e. at wavelengths shoder than
35 mi.rnnc\
solf-r'nqgjgtent
,u/'
sa vv,,
vvl
radiO"netriC all-

sky network of absolutely calibrated
onna*rr'O
OPSULI

,r,ro
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IEUUI lLly vrrquilor

stellar

/nnr
Laoy
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of M. Cohen, P Hammersley and co-workers).

At

and radio wavelengths,
rallv rrco nlenotq lq nrimarrr
standards and H ll regions and planetary
nebulae as secondary standards. With the
launch of ISO in 1995 the far-infrared window
was opened, and for the first time observations
out to 200 microns were possible. At the same
time, it became necessary to establish a set of
new celestial standards for the photometric
calibration of instruments in the far-infrared.
submillimetre

nhqorrrorc

rrcr

ln supporl of ISOPHOT, a set of 10 asteroids
was intensively studied and established as new
calibrators, Figure 11 shows the three brightest
stellar reference sources. lt shows Uranus and

Neptune (at the upper end

of the

ISO
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Ceres. as the brightest one. is shown at
opposition and at conjunction to demonstrate
the flux increase or decrease on a time scale of
a year.

To establish asLeroids as photometric
standards, it was necessary to model
geometric and illumination effects. surface
structures and porosity. and the thermal
behaviour for non-spherical objects. The

Kuiper Airborne Observatory data and from

far-infrared provided for the calibration of faint
objects. while the planets covered only the very

special ISO measurements.

brightest targets. The gap between the two
types of calibrators had to be filled by new

The following parameters are crucial

objects.

and spin vector; the infrared

A set of

asteroids f ulfilled

all

-

they filled the brightness gap between stars
:nd nlancts in lhc f:r-ipfpgpgl

flux range.

essential model input parameters were derived
from many ground-based observations at midinfrared and submillimetre wavelengths, from

The extension of stellar reference spectra to the

requirements:

Figure 11. The brightness of
different celestial standards.
The shaded area indicates
the range covered by the
selected asteroids. The
predictable flux variations of
the asteroid, due to rotation,
are in the order of 5-30% on
time scales of several hours.
The changing Eadh-asteroid
distance can cause a flux
increase or decrease of one
order of magnitude on a
yearly scale (see Ceres:
high and low). Uranus and
Neptune cover the upper

for

accurate flux predictions: asteroid size, shape
beaming

behaviour caused by sur{ace roughness; the
thermal inedia, and a wavelength-dependent
emissivity. A comparison of thermophysical
47
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to study the alteration of surface

minerals

in

space.
-40

ISO has also shown the high potential of
thermal-infrared observations for the analysis of
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thermophysical modelling. The understanding
of the thermal behaviour is a prerequisite for the
interpretation of surface-mineral signatures in
the Lhermal spectra As in ISO's case. an
excellent understanding of the thermal
behaviour of well-known asteroids can be used

calibrate instruments

in the

far-infrared,

- 140

where celestial calibrators are extremely rare.

-160

Since the majority of the targets are Main-Belt

oblects, that is where the
-180
-200

Figure 12. The asteroid
4 Vesta on 6 May 1996
(produced by J. Lagerros).
The shaoe was derived from
HST observations (by
N. Thomas and co-workers),
the temperature coding is in
centigrade, the spin vector
is marked with a black line,
the direction to the Sun with
a yellow line and the
direction to the Eadh with a
blue line.

model predictions against spectroscopic data

from 5 to 2OO microns showed an excellent
agreement. The uncertainties of the absolute
calibration depend on the individual oblect and

the wavelength interval. In the far-infrared
ISOPHOT wavelength range (50 - 20O
microns), an accuracy of between 5 and 20%
has been achieved. One result of the
thermophysical modelling is shown in Figure
I2, where the surJace temperature of Vesta has
been calculated.
Asteroids were widely used later on for
calibration purposes or all four ISO
instruments. Future applications for groundf

based submillimetre, airborne and spaceborne
experiments are expected.

Outlook
Only a small fraction of the ISO archive has
been exploited in terms of asteroid research.
There are still several dedicated programmes
for which the astronomers involved have not
\/ot 2nnnr rnccd therr reSUltS. The final archive
will facilitate this work in the future, and suppod
to the ISO user community is assured for the
next five years through provision for an Active
Archive Phase for the mission Nevedheless,
the main directions of ISO asteroid research

can be seen from the previous

overview

section: 'astro-mineralogy' is the new topic

in

astronomical world. Based on ISO's
!^+^ +.lm
^^^^+-^^^^^i^
L
mid_ to far_infrared
Dpgu
wDUwPrv uqLq
and the corresponding laboratory analysis.

the

Lr

biggest

improvements can be expected. Moreover, the

||

tew dedicated measurements of near-Earth
objects will provide new clues to help answer
important questions like the fate of extinct
comets, or the real sizes and albedos of
objects in Earth-threatening orbits. The
serendipitous and parallel observations most
likely include near-Ear1h objects. and surprises
aro nnt imnnceihlo

It can be imagined that the ISO Data Centre
and Archive might become involved with broad
initiatives within the astronomical community,
such as the Astrophysical Virtual Observatory
(AVO), which will allow new and spectacular
ways of using ISO observations together with
observations at other wavelengths. In terms of
iha
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orbits, ISO's infrared observations, in
combination with information from the visible,
lead to an accurate diameter determination,
which allows a better judgement of the impact
risk and, if necessary, to evaluate mitigation
scenanos,

ISO qncnt lcss than 100 hours rn total on
asteroid observations, or about 0.7% of the
total available observing time However. due to
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spectroscopic and polarimetric possibilities of
lSO, these observations will remain state-ofthe-art for many years to come, and future

projects like SIRTF, SOFIA, ASTRO-l and
Herschel will benefit greatly from the ISO
results. Our knowledge about the formation and
evolution of asteroids has changed with lSO,
and the picture ot our Solar System will, from
now on, retain many nuances injected by lSO.

many research groups have started

to
investigate asteroid surface compositions, their
interrelation with meteorites, with comets, with
the interplanetary and the interstellar medium,
and with protoplanetary systems. ISO not only
nrnvicloq thc 'kcv
observatiOnS tO COnneCt
,."J
meteorites to asteroids, it also provides means
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Technology R&D Programme Support to
Future ESA Science Missions
G. Bagnasco & Z. El Hamel
Scientific Projects Department, ESA Directorate of Scientific Programmes,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

The ESA Science Technology

R&D

Programme

The strategic need to achieve technology
preparedness can be considered from two
different points of view, which in turn imply two
different but complementary objectives. On the

one hand, technology preparedness can be
seen as a 'means', aimed at consolidating the

"To maintain and expand European

technological knowhow, by setting up a
coherent and ambitious R&D Programme, in
order to increase the competitiveness and the
technological independence of Europe from to
the other world players in the space sector".

The future ESA science missions and their

technology challenges
ESAs Directorate of Scientific Programmes has recently introduced a
novel approach aimed at reducing the costs and minimising the risks
associated with the procurement and implementation of its missions.
This approach hinges on two complementary elements: technology
preparedness and new management practices. The first aims at
reducing the risk of unavailability of key technologies during the
actual project development phases and thus avoiding substantial
delays and cost increases. The second focuses on the need to lower
overall mission-management costs.
ESA Bulletin No. 95 (August 1998) reported on the new management
practices, and so this article focuses on the technology-preparedness
aspect. lt provides an overview of the objectives, the main challenges,
the programmatic aspects and the current status of the recently
approved Science Technology R&D Programme that ESA is pursuing
to support its future missions.

On 13 September 2000, the Science Programme

Committee (SPC) was presented with the
results of the studies carried out durrng the
previous three years, which defined the mission
concepts and identified the technology needs
for the four 'Cornerstones' of the ESA Science
Programme:
BepiColombo: a planetary mission to Mercury

-

to unveil the
origin and evolution of our Galaxy
DARWIN: an intederometric mission for the
detection and spectroscopic characterisation
of terrestrial exoplanets
LISA: a fundamental-physics mission for
the detection of low-frequency gravitational
GAIA: an astrometric mission

WAVCS.

The bulk of the Science Technology
'realism' of the ESA Science Programme. The
first main objective is thus:

"To develop fhe necessary technologr'es on

time and within budget, by reaching a
readiness level equivalent to an elegant
breadboard or an electrical model, tested in the
relevant environment before the beginning of
Phase-9, with the aim of minimising schedule
delay and cosl rncreases, at a late stage in the
programme".

On the other hand, technology preparedness
can be considered as the 'scooe' itself of the
Technology R&D Programme. The second
main obiective is therefore:

Programme

is

completed

by

R&D

development

activities related to two other missions:
SMART-2: a Small Mission for Advanced
Research in Technology, a precursor of
DARWIN and LISA, which willflight-test some
of their key enabling technologies
XEUS: an X-ray imaging and spectroscopy
mission, to establish the evolution of the early

-

Universe.
Finally, at a lower level, resources have been
made available also for technology developments
within the framework of the NGST (Next-

Generation Space Telescope) mission, and for
long-term activities not yet related to a specific
mrssron.
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-thermal-control technologies,
Mercury, the

including
insulation materials, thermal coatings, heat

innermost planet of our Solar System, aimed at
characterising its internal structure, its sudace

elements, and louvers; solar-array technologies,

The BepiColombo mission

BepiOolombo

is a mission to

pipes, optical solar reflectors, dichroic

features and composition, its magnetic field
and planetary environment. lt consists of three
scientific elements, namely two orbiters and a

encompassing development at cell, module

and array level, and testing under high
temperatures and high light-insolation
conditions

tanoer.

The first orbital element, the

Mercury

Magnetospheric Orbiter (MMO), provided by
ISAS (Japan), is a small spinning spacecraft,
which will be placed in an elliptical orbit (4OO
km by 12 000 km) around Mercury. lt will be
equipped with a rangp of field and plasma
experiments to allow analysis of the magnetospheric physics of the planet. The Mercury
Planetary Orbiter (MPO), a three-axis-stabilised
spacecraft, is the second orbital element and
will be placed in an elliptic polar orbit (4OO km

by 15OO km). lt will carry a range of remotesensing instruments to study Mercury's surface

antenna system technologies: reflector
materials; RF components like wave-guides,
feeds, rotaryloints; two-axis steering and despin mechanisms.

The second driver requires that significant
technology development, for mass and power
saving, has to be carried out in areas such as:

landing systems (to alleviate the shock at
touchdown); avionics systems and visionbased descent and landing navigation systems;
high-energy-density batteries; cameras and
robots for in-situ geochemical and geophysical measurements.

and interior. The Mercury Surface

Element
(MSE) is the lander element, which will analyse

the planet's chemical and surface properties
for a period of at least 7 days. Transfer to
Mercury is achieved using a combination of
planetary swing-bys, solar electric and chemical

propulsion.

A total of thirty{hree

activities, involving an
overall investment of more than 25 MEuros,

have been identified for the BeoiColombo
Technology Programme, to be developed in the
2001-2003 time frame in line with the start of the
programme's main design phase (Phase-B).

BepiColombo's launch is currently foreseen for

Figure 1 illustrates some of main features related

summer 2009. More information about the

to BepiOolombo technology development.

mission and its scientific objectives can be
found at:
http : //sc i. esa. i nt/ h om e/bepi colom bo/ i ndex. cfm
Two main drivers have dictated BeoiColombo's
pecific technology domains:
the harsh thermal and radiation environments
to which the model payloads will be subjected
the need for miniaturisation and mass
reduction due to the hiqh Delta-V.

-

Figure 1. The scientific
elements of the
BepiColombo mission:
MMO, MSE and MPO
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As far as the first driver is concerned, the main
technological domains encompass:

The GAIA mission
GAIA's primary scientific goal is to clarify the
origin and evolution of our Galaxy. The mission
will provide unprecedented positional and radial

velocity measurements with outstanding
accuracy (1 0 parcsec at 15 mag and 5 km/s
at 1B mag, respectively). Such demanding
requirements are necessary in order to make
a stereoscooic and cinematic census of about
one billion stars in our Galaxy, which represent
about 1% of the galactic stellar population.

technologies to support future esa science missions

-

Combined with astrophysical information for
each star, provided by the onboard multicolour
photometry, these data will have the precision
and depth necessary to address key questions
associated with the formation of the stars in the
Milky Way and the distribution of so-called
'dark matter' in our Galaxv.

an opto-mechanical bench with extreme
thermal-stability requirements (30 pK over
3 hours) comprising a large octagonal
structure (4 m in diameter) equipped with a
large mirror made of the same material
(Fis. 2).

The 13 MEuro investment spread over the
The three-axis-stabilised spacecraft will use its

onboard propulsion system to reach its final
orbit, around the L2 Lagrangian point of the
Sun - Earth system, after about 200 days of
cruise. For 5 years, the 1700 kg spacecraft will
scan the heavens at a rate of 2 arcmin/sec, and

will deliver an equivalent science data rate of
about 1 Mbps, corresponding to an impressive
overall data volume of several Terabytes (1Otz

fifteen develooment activities identified for the
GAIA Technology Programme reflects these

technological challenges and includes the
development and manufacture of:

-

a large (1.7 m x 0.7 m), lightweight, siliconcarbide mirror

-

a large mosaic of CCD arrays (700 mm

x

600 mm), needed for the three Focal-Plane
Assembly instruments

bytes).

At its October 2000 meeting, ESAs Science
Programme Committee recommended a
launch date for GAIA of no later Ihan 2012.
More information about the mission and its
scientific objectives can be found at:
htt p : / / sci. esa. i nt/ h om e/ qai a/ i n dex. cfm

-

a

metrology system for the measurement
and active control, down to few picometres
accuracy, of the relative positioning of the
two telescopes
high-speed, low-power data-handling
electronics and related software for data

readout (several Mbps), thresholding,
and storage (300 Gbit),
before safe transmission to the qround at

compression
Three demanding design features drive the
requirements of the GAIA payload:
a complex and compact optical design, which

-

-

features two identical three-mirror telescopes,
plus two astrometric instruments and a third
three-mirror spectrophotometer (Fig. 2)
an array with a very large number of CCDs
(-250) in each of the three focal planes, with

associated video lines (>300), which in turn
implies demanding onboard real-time datahandling requirements

about 3 Mbos.

Other GAIA technology development activities
include the oualification of a reaction-control

system based on Field-Emission Electric
Propulsion (FEEP) technology for spacecraft
attrtude control during observations, and the
development of a representative prototype of
the large Deployable Solar AnaylSun Shield
assembly (9 m in diameter).

Soectrometric Instrument

Basic angle
monitor device

Common Optical
Bench

ASTRO-1
(primary mirror)

Spectrometric Instrument
(secondary reflector & focal plane)

Figure 2. The GAIA threemirror spectrometer
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Figure 3. Exploded view of
the GAIA satellite

Figure 3 is an exploded view of
the GAIA satellite, with some of
the main features related to GAIA
technology development indicated.
The DARWIN misslon

DARWIN (Detection and Analysis

of Remote Worlds by
lnterferometric Nulling) is a
multiple-spacecraft mission to
pedorm nulling interferometry in

the medium- and far-infrared
wavelength bands, with the prime
objective
detecting and

of

spectroscopically char.acterising
terrestrial exoplanets. lt consists
of six free-flying spacecraft in a

hexagonal configuration, each
a 1.5 m-diameter

equipped with
lolacnnno
Lgrsouvvg

ihat
U taL

nnllantn
vvltgutJ

+h^
il tu

incoming photons and transmits

them to a seventh beam-

combining spacecraft. The latter.
positioned at the centre of the

satellite formation,

is

equlpped

with optical benches for both the
nulling interferometry and imaging
functions. An eighth spacecraft is
dedicated to overall management
of the constellation, data handling
and communication to and from the Earth and
the other seven spacecraft (Fig. 4).
Figure 4. The Darwin

multiple-spacecraft mission

A dedicated Ariane-S launch, together with a
suitable chemical or electric-propulsion stage

for cruise and orbit insertion, will

place

DARWIN at the L2 Lagrangian point of the SunEarth system.

Formation flying will

be achieved by

a

combination of GPS techniques, high-precision

laser metrology, and accurate low-thrust
electric propulsion, keeping the optical path
differences between spacecraft below 20 nm.
On-axis star light will be cancelled by using
suitable phase-shifting techniques, while
planetary light collected by the different
telescopes will have a phase difference
proportional to the off-axis angle of the planet
and will thus not be nulled.
DARWIN is scheduled for launch in the 2014
time frame.

More information about the mission and

its

scientific objectives can be found at:
htt p.: // sc i. esa. i nt/ h o m e/ d aruv i n / i n d ex. cf m

Such a complex satellite configuration,
combined with the demanding scientific
requirements, has imposed the need to initiate
an ambitious technology programme. Over the
next three years breadboard developments will
take place in several areas:
- Radio{requency (RFJ ranging and goniometry
systems, together with laser metrology and
an interferometric fringe tracker, are needed
52
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to

acquire and maintain the six-telescope

constellation geometry and to point it precisely
towards the selected target. The actual
geometry of the constellation will have to be
measured with linear and angular accuracies

of a few nanometres and a few microarc-

eluded actual detection. The

Laser
Interferometry Space Antenna, or LISA, is the
first ESA Cornerstone mission in 'Fundamental
Physics'. has the daunting objective of
detecting tiny changes in relative distance due
to the passage of gravitational waves.

lt

seconds, respectively.

Field-Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP)

To do this, three spacecraft will be positioned at

systems, with their ability to provide extremely
low, accurate thrusts (106 Newton), will be

the vertices of an equilateral triangle, with sides

riarrolnnod +n anr rn+ar2a+ tho tinrr fnrnoc

spacecraft will contain two 'proof-masses',
which will be kept in a 'free-fall' environment
shielded from all forces except gravity. The
mutual position of each proof-mass with

disturbing the constellation geometry.
Medium- and far-infrared detectors (I=6
25 micron) technology and related front-end
electronics need significant development in
order to orovide the reouired low dark current
and good quantum efficiency at temperatures
compatible with standard passive cooling
technioues.
As an alternative solution, vibration-free, lowpower (10 m\lV) coolers need to be developed
for the focal-plane detectors.
Ootical comoonents and assemblies mounted
on the beam-combining satellite and including

-

achromatic phase shifters for nulling interferometry; integrated optics for combining in
single monolithic devices functions like beamsplitting, front-end filtering, beam combining;
fibre-optics for wave-front filtering, operating
in single mode over the infrared spectral range

(I = 1-20 micron); dichroic components;
optical delay lines; and high-stability optical

about

5

resoect

million km long (FiS. 5). Each

to its 'comoanion' in the other

5 million km away is continuously
measured by means of a sophisticated optical
system. The configuration forms a giant
Michelson-type interferometer with three arms,
in which the proof masses are effectively
aelirretahlo alamantq
Tho n2aaada nf
gravitational waves will move the proof-masses
spacecraft

by a fraction of an Angstrom (1010

m),

changing the length of the optical path of one
arm of the interferometer with respect to the
others.

The LISA mission is planned as a joint venture

with NASA, with a launch in 2010.

More

information about the mission and its scientific
objectives can be found at:
htt t: // sc i. esa. i nt/ h o m e/ | i sa/ i n dex. cf m
:

Figure 5. LISA: Laser
Interferometer Soace
Antenna

benches.

Although DARWIN is not due to be launched

before 2014, substantial development and
verification of key technological issues needs to
be carried out via precursor experiments. For
this reason, in collaboration with the European
Southern Observatory (ESO), ESA will develop

a nulling-interferometer breadboard, equipped
with a suitable optical target simulator for its
validation. The breadboard will be integrated
into the Very Large Telescope Intederometer.
This nulling-interferometer precursor will be
operational in 2005 and will characterise the
DARWIN targets with respect to exo-zodiacal
light.

the SMART-2 mission, to be
2006, will provide in-orbit
demonstrations of other kev technoloqical

In

parallel,

launched

in

challenges.
More than twenty activities have been identified
for the DARWIN Technology Programme, for an
investment of some 12 MEuro.

The LISA mission

Predicted already at the beginning of last
by Einstein's Theory of General
Belativity, gravitational waves have so far

century
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LISA's scientific objectives make it one of the
most comolex ESA Cornerstone missions. Like

DARWIN, it requires both a considerable
technology development plan and the
verification of key technologies by means of a
precursor mission, namely SMART-2. The
technology needs stem mainly from the
necessity
distinguish between relative
displacements between the two proof masses
induced by gravitational waves and those
induced by spurious forces.

to

two laser beams. Critical elements in such a
subsystem include high-sensitivity photodiodes, ultra-stable oscillators, etc.

The complete LISA Technology Development
Programme is made up by more than fifteen
activities to be developed in the next four years,
at a cost of 11 MEuro.
The SMART-2 mission
The Small Missions for Advanced Research

Technology
LISA is heavily reliant on the development of a
series of technologies that include:
Inertial acceleration sensors, based on
caoacitive disolacement measurement of the

-

-

-

proof masses with respect to the spacecraft,
for which the spectral amplitude of the inertial
acceleration should be measured and keot
below 3x10-15 m sec2 Hz-1l2.
A Field-Emission Electric Propulsion (FEEP)

system capable

providing thrusting at

micro-NeMon levels (10 6 N). Such a system,
commanded in a feedback loop by the inertial
acceleration sensor, is baselined for the
precise control and positioning, with
nanometer accuracy, of the LISA spacecraft
with respect to the proof masses. In this way,
the masses can be keot isolated from
sourious forces and in a 'free-fall' condition.
Thrust-measurement instruments with
1x10-e N accuracy for the characterisation of
the above FEEP system.
A high-power, high-stability Nd:YAG laser.

Pointing systems for two separate lasers
5 million kilometres aoart with nano-radian
^^^,,t^rvurdr
ar

-

of

are tasked with testing

in

key

technologies for future ESA Science Cornerstone missions. While SN/ART-1 has been
conceived for demonstrating the feasibility of
electric propulsion for deep-space propulsion,

preparing

the way for

missions

like

BepiOolombo, SMART-2 will pave the way for
DARWIN and LISA.

As a mission involving two spacecraft flying in
formation, SMART-2 will demonstrate LISA

technology in three areas: inertial sensor
performance, spacecraft position control, and
laser interferometry between proof masses

(FiS. 6). SMART-2 will also demonstrate
DARWIN technology in terms of the formation-

flying performance of two spacecraft capable

of

sustaining nulling interferometry.

lt

is

envisaged that coarse metrology (based on RF
ranging and goniometry) and intermediate
metrology (based on a laser metrology system),
capable of positioning the spacecraft with

micron accuracy, will be demonstrated,
together with the related FEEP actuators and
guidance, navigation and control system.

duuurduy.

Laser interJerometry between the proof
masses using heterodyne techniques and a
slowly varying phase difference between the

More information about the SMART-2 mission
and its scientific objectives is available at:
htt p // sc i. esa. i nt/h o m e/ sm arl- 2/ i n d ex. cfm
:

The XEUS mlsslon

The X-ray Evolving Universe Spectroscopy
CXEUS)

mission will be the powerful successor

Micronewton thrusters
Range 1-10O pN

interferometry
Accuracy < 2O pm

Figure 6. SMART-2 key
technologies

R/
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Figure 7. XEUS: the X-ray

Evolving Universe
Spectroscopy mission

to the

European and American X-ray
observatories XMM-Newton and Chandra. The
formation and evolution of the Universe is at the
heart of the XEUS science case. Suoermassive black holes, which emit most of their
energy in the X-ray band, seem to have played
an important role in the formation and present
structure of our Universe. They can probably
only be detected in the electromagnetic band in
which XEUS operates because of their high
contrasts with respect to other objects and

their low absorption by the intergalactic
medrum.

The highest priorrty for the XEUS Technology
Programme are the X-ray optics, based on

open-surface Wolter-l mirror elements
integrated into units called 'petals'. The mirror
technology development has benefitted from
the extensive investment already made by ESA

in the X-ray optics for the

XMM-Newton

mission, allowing European industry to acquire
world-leading position in this field of
technology.

a

However, further developments are required to
meet the XEUS mirror requirements in terms of

new mirror geometry and methods for their
XEUS is characterised by

a large,

free-flying,

grazing-incidence mirror assembly of some
20-30 m2 collecting area aI 2 keY, with an
angular resolution of about 2-5 arcsec and a
spectroscopic resolution of about 2 eV. The
X-rays collected by the mirror assembly are
focussed 50 m or more away onto a separate
free-flying detector assembly, equipped with
novel semiconductors and superconductor
detectors. Both assemblies will be flying in
formation in a low Earth orbit (Fig. 7).

support, lower mass, higher spatial resolution
(< 2 arcsec), and cost-effective production.

The potential instrument detectors include
semiconductor wide-field imagers, narrow-field
cryogenic superconductors and bolometric
spectrometers, will also require substantial
research and development. Proper cooling of
the detector arrays to cryogenic temperatures

(50 mK), with adiabatic

demagnetisation

techniques and the development of low-noise,

large-bandwidth front-end electronics, based

When completed, the XEUS facility will be
some 250 times more sensitive than the XMMNewton telescope. lt will be constructed in stages,
using the International Space Station (lSS) as a
base. Launch of the first stage is planned

on a Superconducting Quantum

Interference
Device (SOUID), will also need to be developed.

around 2012. For more information about the

At the spacecraft level, the major technology
developments will focus on compatibility with
the International Space Station (lSS) and the

mission and its scientific objectives, visit:
http : // sci, esa. i nU h o m e/xeu s/ i nd ex. cf m.

formation-flying of the two spacecraft, including
the solar-electric-orooulsion elements.
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The complete XEUS Technology Development
Programme is made up of thirteen activities to

be developed over the next four years. The
total investment plan corresponds to about
11 MEuro.

The preparation and harmonisation of the
R&D programme
The Future Proyect Studies and Technology
Office, in co-ordination with the other ESA
Directorates, has set up

a

complete, coherent

and realistic R&D Programme, following

assessment of the technology requirements for

each future mission. During this phase, the
study managers, together with the study
scientists from ESA Space Science Department

(SSD), critically reviewed and selected the
technology activities proposed by the industrial
contractors, who were responsible for the
preliminary system designs for the different
future missions. In a second phase, with the

support of the Industrial Matters and
Technology Programmes Directorate, the
selected activities were harmonised by
identifying overlaps and synergies with the
other ESA Technology Programmes. The third
detailed

definition of the various technology activities.
Together with the staff of the Technical and
Operational Support Directorate, considerable
effort was devoted to the clear identification of
the objectives for each technology activity. Indepth definition of the technical requirements,
detailed assessment of the duration of each

a critical review of allocated
budgets were at the centre of this exercise.

activity and

to the
establishment of a complete set of Technology
Schedules for each future mission, and and of
a detailed Technology Work Plan covering the
2OOO-2O04 time frame. The latter was

This co-ordinated effort has led

to and

unanimously approved by

ESA's Industrial Policy Committee (lPC)

December 2000. Both

the

in

technology

schedules and the Work Plan can be accessed
via the ESA Science web site :

endorsement. Last but not least, it should allow
bidding
price, because of their increased knowledge of,
and confidence in, these key mission-enabling
technologies.

the Primes provide a more reliable

Financial envelope
The ESA Science Technology Work Plan for the

years 2000-2004 comprises more than

1 1O

technology development activities, with a total
budget of more than 80 MEuro. lt builds upon
activities identified and funded by the various
ESA Technology Programmes, which can be
summarised as follows;
Activities carried forward from the previous
plans, funded by the Technology Research
Programme [tRP) and the General Support
Technology Programme (GSTP) budgets.
Activities currently identified in the 20002002 TRP plan.
Activities identified and funded in the Science
Core Technology Programme (CTP).
Activities identified as 'mission preparatory'.

-

These technology activities, funded from
different budgets, generally have different goals
in term of technology maturity or readiness. The
feasibility demonstrations and breadboarding
are usually funded from the Technological
Research Programme budget. The Science
Core Technology budget will mainly be used to

a

higher technology maturity level
(electrical model), while the Mission Preparatory
Activities will address the adaptation of mature
technologies to specific mission requirements.
The Work Plan is long-term oriented. Reviews
and updates in support of newly approved
scientific missions, potential candidates for
future missions or specific projects' needs, are
foreseen at periodic intervals. The objective is
to ensure a constant level of resources to allow
a consistent technology development effort in
the years ahead. Although the current

approach foresees linking technological
research activities to specific missions, in order

to provide a framework in terms of schedule

http://sci.esa.int

At the same time. the evolution in

and end-product, many technologies will have
much wider ramifications and relevance. This is

the
procurement approach for the future missions
foresees the selection of two Prime Contractors
for each mission-definition ohase. Both Primes
will be closely associated, via ESA, to the
development of the technology activities. They
will support ESA the analysis and

Managemenf tools
One of the key requirements when working on

assessment of their progress, and will inject

projects involving many organisations and

in

56

constraints

approach should lead to the development of
the technology activities being fully in line with
the assumptions at spacecraft system level,
and if successfully developed, to their

reach

The plan that has emerged for Science is thus
an integrated element of the ESA-wide
Technology Plan.

submitted

and

a

three-step plan. The first step focussed on an

step concentrated on the more

relevant requirements

stemming from mission-level design. This

pafticulady true for technologies that will be
developed within the framework of the LISA,
DARWIN and XEUS missions.

technoloqies to suooolt future esa sc ence missions

individuals is the need for easy on-line access

documentation needed for the timely award of

to and dissemination of accurate. up-to-date

the industrial contracts

information
Svqtpm
I
vruLv,

In

this regard, a special Information
fOr the SCienCe R&D

h:q hoan crcetgl

programme in order to gather and rapidly
distribute all of the information related to the
1 13 activities, which involve more than 1OO
nennle in varior rs FSA Directorates at ESTEC.
This Information System includes:
- a Technology Development Activities Data-

In the meantime, the System Definition Phase
for BepiColombo has starled in May 2OO1 , with
the two Primes already engaged ir the
assessment of the technology activities. The
System Definition Phase for SN/ART-2 has just
ctartod

in Qontomhor

From an iritial Microsoft Access application. the
Development Activities Database has rapidly
evolved into a web-based Oracle database,

premature to 1udge, on the basis of the
roqr .ltq rnrhellg; Lhe SCienCe R&D
Programme will achieve the overall objectives
outlined at the beginning of this article.
However, the results obtained so far allow us to
maintain a confident outlook for the successful

now known as the Science

implementation of this huge and challenging

-

base
a Technology Document Management Syslem.

Technology

Information System (STIS), which all

to

the
system

Tie
browse through the

parties involved can easily access,

allows the user

of

information for each activity, ranging from the

technology objectives to technical noLes.
repofts and requirements documents. from
^^^+^
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schedules. from the list of people involved to its

current status. lt can be used both as an
archive to find the details concerning specific

11

rs still

nroqpnt

programme.
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Solar sailing is a unique and elegant form of propulsion that
transcends reliance on reaction mass. Rather than carrying
propellant, solar sails acquire momentum from photons, the quantum
packets of energy from which sunlight is composed. In addition, since
solar sails are not limited by reaction mass, they can provide continual
acceleration, limited only by the lifetime of the sail film in the space

environment. Therefore, solar sails can expand the envelope of
possible missions, enabling new high-energy mission concepts that
are essentially impossible with conventional reaction propulsion, and
enhancing current mission concepts by lowering launch mass and
reducing trip times.

Introduction
Solar-sail technology was developed to some
extent by NASA/JPL during the mid-l970s for
a orooosed rendezvous mission with Comet
Halley. Although not attaining flight-readiness,

the study sparked international interest in
solar sailing for future mission applications.
I\/lnras
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miniaturisation and a recognition of the need for

high-energy propulsion for demanding future
missions, NASA is again aggressively pursuing

the development of solar-sail technologies. A
strong interest in solar sailing is also emerging
in Europe, supporled by a successful joint
ESA-DLR ground deployment test of a 20 m x
20 m solar sail (Fig. 1) and a series of ESAfunded mission studies at the Universitv of
Glasgow (UK).

Since the momentum transported by an
individual photon is extremely small, solar sails
require a large surface area in order to intercept
a large flux of photons. Fufthermore, to generate
as high an acceleration as possible from the
momentum transported by these intercepted

photons, solar sails must also be extremely
light. For a future solar sail, the mass per unit
area of the entire spacecraft, the so-called sail
loading, may be of order 2V3O g/m2.In addition

to the sail loading, the sail assembly loading

is

a key measure of technology. This parameter is

defined as the ratio between the mass of the
sail structure plus reflective film (excluding the
payload and bus), and the sail area. A goal for
mid-term solar sails for large planetary or
58

solar sailrng

space-physics missions would be an
assembly loading of order 10 g/mz,
although near-term missions would be
less demanding.

Not only must solar sails have a small
mass per unit area, they must also be
near-perfect reflectors. Then. the
momentum transferred to the sail can
be almost double the momentum
transporled by the incident photons.
By adding the forces due to incident
and reflected photons, the total force
exefted on the sail is directed almost
normal to its surface. By controlling
the orientation of the sail relative to the

Sun-line, the sail can gain

or

loose

orbital angular momentum. In this way
the solar sail is able to spiral outwards
or indeed inwards along the Sun-line.

Achicvinr^r

a

rrsefr

rl

characteristic

acceleration (acceleration at 1 AU) of
order 0.1-1 mm/sz from solar radiation
pressure poses great engineering challenges in
terms of innovative technology demonstration
of low-mass deployable structures, thin-film

sails, and also importantly payload miniaturOisation.

Innovative technology demonstration:
the project challenge
While the major technology challenge of
entering the field of solar sailing is to build

extremely light, large-area deployable
structures and to combine them with micro-

The demonstrator has booms sized for the

Figure 2. Solar-sail in-orbit

deployment of a 40 m x 40 m sail, but considering

deployment demonstration

the low-cost approach adopted for

this
demonstration mission, the deployed sails will
be only 20 m x 20 m. The design of the
deployment module and the envisaged material

for the 40 m x 40 m sail target an overall
assembly loading in the order of 35 g/m2
Further reductions aooear feasible in view of
the advanced sail films under study in the USA.
In its stowed launch configuration, the

demonstrator will be only 60 x 60 x 80 cm3.
Within this box envelope there is room to
accommodate a future miniaturised spacecraft

spacecraft for carrying out science exploration

also. Four coiled booms, each about I4

missions throughout our Solar System and

long, and four triangularly shaped sails will be

beyond. the programmatic challenge is to
cleverly subdivide the big leap in technology
needed into technically and programmatically
manageable project steps. Mass-efficient
space hardware of many kinds is well known,

deployed consecutively and form a20 m x 20 m
flat souare sail.

but a vehicle with a mass per area ratio of only
a fraction of that of writing paper is something
unusual and a new challenge in itself, and one
beyond the usual approach taken in spacecraft
engrneenng.

In order to carry out a first and vital European
flight-hardware step in the direction of

developing solar sails, ESA's Industrial Policy
Committee (lPC) at its March 2001 meeting
approved a procurement proposal to develop
and launch a solar-sail in-orbit deployment
demonstrator. This deployment demonstrator,
as the first step in solar-sailing validation, is
concentrating on the successful functioning of

m

The profile and scope of the mission are fully
geared to the demonstration of the in-orbit

rlonlnvmont lFin
2\ All elementS Of this
tY.
1t'
technology prolect, including mission definition,
hardware and software development and
manufacturing, launch and in-orbit operations
will be focused towards this single goal. Given
the limited budgetary resources available, the
project's implementation from the ground

to the flight hardware
will be challenging. A successful solar-sail
deployment demonstration will imply that
demonstration model

sail deployment, which is compromised on the

important challenges associated with designing,
building and operating a large, complex,
multifunctional lightweight mechanism and the
associated sails have been achieved.
Mastering this first important technological step
in European solar sailing will therefore establish

ground by the 1g environment and where inorbit anomalies have been experienced with a

the required confidence in solar sailing as a
viable technology for the promising mission

number of large deployable structures.

scenarios described below.
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Potential applications for science missions
When we examine the potential benefits that
solar-sailing technology may provide for future

in the geomagnetic tail during the entire year
would simply be prohibitively demanding
using chemical propulsion. In a scientifically

science missions, several promising future
mission scenarios for the exploration of our
Solar System and beyond can already be

meaningful elliptical orbit of 10 x 30 Earth radii,
for example, a Av of order 3.2 km/s per year of
operation would be required for apse-line

identified.

rotation.

A

mission

to study the

Earth's magneto-

sphere - GeosarT
While some planetary exploration missions will
require rather large solar sails, a number of

science missions closer to home have been
identified that require only modest sail areas.
This incremental aooroach therefore builds on
the sail deployment demonstration mission
described above and allows the technology to
develoo in a mission-focussed manner. The

Geosail example is therefore described here

not only as a demonstration of solar-sail
technology beyond that of simple in-orbit
deployment, but also of the ability of such
Figure 3. A 10 x 30 Earth
radii orbit rotating with the
Sun-Earth line

directed along the apse line
nrinninlo

tn

anhiario tha

is

needed

in

nonacqarrr
y nrhit
v, v,r

change. Calculations and simulations have
shown that a continuous acceleration of only
O.14 mm/s2 is required for such an orbit. Since
the precession rate of the orbit's apse line is
chosen to match that of the Sun-line, the sail
normal can be directed along the latter. This
has significant operational advantages, since
such a Sun-facing attitude can be achieved
passively. The evolution of the mission orbit
over 50 days is shown in Figure 3.

sailing techniques to enable totally
new science mission concepts to be
undertaken.

Conventional

t=50 days

geomagnetic-tail

missions require a spacecraft to be
injected into a long elliptical orbit to
explore
length
the
geomagnetic tail. However. since
the orbit is inertially fixed, and the
geomagnetic tail points along the
Sun-Earth line, the apse line of the
orbit is precisely aligned with the
geomagnetic tail only once per year.
Approximately 4 months of data can
be acquired when the spacecraft is

the

v

of

in the vicinity of the tail, but only
about 1 month of accurate data

Booms (1 OO g/m)
Sail film (7 5 pm)
Coatings (Al + Cr)
Bonding
Mechanisms
SAIL TOTAL

(ks)
11

tc
0.5
2.5
20
49

PAYLOAD

Instruments

5

Bus

25

Adapter

1

PAYLOAD TOTAL

31

LAUNCH MASS

BO

I

Apse line

Ev
LIJ

>

I

+
t=0

-10
-20
-30

Table 1 . Mass budgefs for the Geosal mission

SAIL

Sun-line

^1n
€(g

when on the tail axis itself. Artificially
precessing the apse line of the
elliptical orbit to keep the spacecraft

60

Although the total Av for apse-line rotation is
large, only a small acceleration continuously

/
Geotai axs

-40 -30 -20 -10 0

10 20 30

40

X (Eanh radii)

the

Having established
acceleration
requirements, it is now possible to size the sail.
First we have assumed a micro-satellite of
about 30 kg mass for the bus and payload,
which could be appropriate for a low-mass
space-physics payload with a magnetometer
and olasma instruments. The instrument mass
is assumed to be of order 5 kg with a 26 kg
soacecraft bus (i.e. the instruments are about
2Oo/o of the spacecraft dry mass: cf. Table 1).
This is far less than the mass of a single ESA
Cluster spacecraft, which is around 12OO kg:
72 kg payload, 4BO kg spacecraft bus and
650 kg propellant necessary to reach and then
modify the orbit during the mission. Thus, in the

case of Cluster, the payload-to-spacecraft
mass ratio is similar to that of the micro-

solar sailing

satellite. One can, however, now identify the
necessary parallel development of low-mass
spacecraft and
technology solutions

at

It requires solar-electric propulsion,

chemical

propulsion and multrple gravity assists to deliver
a large payload with a single Ariane-S launch.

instrument level. With this caveat in mind,
we have sized the sail at 38 m x 38 m so as
to generate a characteristic acceleration of
O.I 4 mm/s2. This is therefore a modest
evolution over the 20 m x 20 m demonstration
sail. The booms are assumed to be of CFRP
with a specific mass of 100 g/m, while the sail
film is assumed to be commercially available
7.5 micron thick kapton, vapour-coated with
aluminium on one side and chromium on the

The payload consists of a 360 kg planetary

other for thermal control. The total launch mass
is about 80 kg, which also falls within the
mass budget of an Ariane-S ASAP auxiliary

investigate

payroao.

The spacecraft can be delivered to the I0 x 30
Earth radii orbit by simply using the solar sail
itself to spiral from geostationary transfer orbit
(GTO). For a standard Ariane-5 midnight
launch. the aose line of the orbit is directed

sunward, opposite to the geomagnetic tail.
A six-month (or 18-month) orbit-raising phase

is therefore required while the solar

sail

manoeuvres to the required operational orbit,
and the apse line aligns with the geomagnetic
tail. During this time, the orbit plane must also
be rotated so that the final orbit lies in the
ecliptic plane. Long-term orbital integration
studies of the solar sail in a 10 x 30 Earth radii
orbit, which includes a geopotential model as
well as the lunar-solar gravitational perturbations, has demonstrated the validity of
precessing the operational orbit.
Alternative launch scenarios can be considered
which, after its delivery into GTO, would inject
the sail and spacecraft-bus package directly
into the operational 10 x 30 Eafth radii orbit
using a dedicated launcher or a piggy-back
launch with a chemical kick-stage. With this
scenario, if the sail deployment were to fail, the
spacecraft bus could be separated to perform
a conventional, albeit scienttfically degraded
geomagnetic-tail mission without apse-line
precession, although the launch costs would of
course be increased. The risk of using solar-sail

orbiter, a 165 kg magnetospheric orbiter and a
44 kg hard lander. The three-axis-stabilised
pedorm global imaging of the
orbiter

will

planetary surface using visible and infrared
cameras, while a range of spectrometers will
determine surface composition. These remote
mapping functions will be complimented by a

radio-science payload. The smaller spinstabilised magnetospheric orbiter will

of

Mercury's
the interaction
magnetic field with the solar wind from a long

400 km x 12 000 km elliptical orbit using a
three-axis magnetometer and a range of
plasma instruments. Finally, the hard lander will
deliver a small rover plus imager and science
package to explore the physical properties of
the planetary surface.

The mission orofile reouired to deliver such a
large payload centres on the use of solarelectric propulsion (SEP) and multiple gravity
assists to reach Mercury, while orbit capture is
performed using a chemical bi-propellant
stage. Launch opportunities occur every 1.6
years with a 2.2-2.6 year trip time for the SEP
option with a Venus swtngby, depending on the
oarticular launch window selected. The total
launch mass is some 2500-2800 kg, which
could be delivered with a hyperbolic excess
speed of order 3 km/s by an Ariane-S launcher,
or with two Soyuz-Fregat launchers, which
would launch the f,/PO (1255 kS) and
MMO+MSE (1265 kg) separately.

We can use this BepiColombo mission as

a

to assess the potential benefits of
solar sails for future planetary exploration
reference

The above mission concept is extremely
attractive since it provides a scientifically
useful application for a solar-sail technology-

missions. lt has therefore been reconfigured for
delivery by solar-sail propulsion alone. To allow
for a realistic comparison, the solar-sail solution
must provide a comparable trip time to the
baseline SEP mission without lunar swingby,
i.e. 2.5 years. lt was found that a characteristic
acceleration of 0.25 mm/s2 is adequate for
the Mercury orbiter mission, but a figure of
0.3 mm/s2 has been selected to provide some
margin. A typical 2.4 year trajectory to Mercury
is shown in Figure 4. The trajectory begins with
a launch energy Cs=O and therefore does not
require any hyperbolic excess to be delivered
by the launch vehicle. In addition, the launch

demonstration mission

window for such

A

principle unconstrained because gravity assists
are not reouired.

technology on such a first science mission
would. however, be significantly reduced.

mission

to study a planet in our

Solar
System - Mercury-Sail
BepiColombo is an ambitious ESA Cornerstone
science mission to explore Mercury comprehensively using a diverse array of instruments.

a

solar sail mission

is

in

Assuming the chosen acceleration of 0.3 mm/s2
and a total spacecraft mass (bus + payload)

of 590 kg (planetary orbiter, magnetospheric
ol
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orbiter and lander), the sail size
needed and the mission launch

Figure 4. A 2.38 year
trajectory to Mercury , with
a characteristic acceleration
of 0.3 mm/s2

t-aunctr

mass can be determined. First, the

08

function

sail assembly loading, which is a
of the level of solar-sail

06

technology available, must be

o4

established. A representative value
for mid-term missions is likely to be
of order 1O g/m2. To achieve this, a
sail substrate thinner than the
commercially available 7.5 micron

-r-

\\i
llit!

0

l

kapton proposed for the

initial
demonstration missions is reouired.
A 3 micron substrate, similar to that
fabricated by NASA/JPL for a
range of near- and mid-term solarsail applications, will therefore be
assumed, with a front aluminium

and rear chromium coatinq and

cio

-04
0
0

0
x (AU)

a

mass penalty for bonding the sail
segments. In addition, CFRP booms with a
specific mass of 150 g/m (some 50% heavier
than those used for the ESA-DLR ground
10o/o

deployment test) have been assumed. For such
large sails, film mass is dominant and the sizing
is relatively insensitive to boom properties in

that any increase in boom mass can

be

accommodated via a modest reduction in sail-

film thickness. The overall mass of the

sail

assembly, comprising the coated sail film, the
deployable booms and the associated
mechanisms turns out to be around 319 ko.

A mass-breakdown comparison for the solarsail and SEP powered BepiColombo missions
is shown in Table 2. The solar-sail option offers
significant advantages in that the total mission
launch mass is reduced Io 872 kg, below the
Cs=O capacity of a Soyuz/Fregat launcher and

the mission payload mass fraction
significantly improved, trom 0.24 to 0.63.

is

While this example really highlights the benefits
of the solar-sail approach for such deep-space

scientific exploration missions, the extended
and flexible mission scenarios that it allows can

provide additional scientific return.

For

example, in the case of the Mercury mission it
would allow several additional follow-on 'endof-life' applications. lf, for instance, the mission
profile were modified such that the planetary
orbiter and lander are jettisoned at Mercury but
the magnetospheric orbiter remains attached

to the sail, the magnetospheric orbiter can
subsequently be used for other secondary
exploration missions. After the planetary orbiter
and lander are jettisoned, the characteristic
acceleration
the solar sail increases

of

significantly to 0.69 mm/s2.

From the Mercury magnetospheric orbit, the
solar sail and magnetospheric orbiter could
spiral in to a close orbit around the Sun and use

the onboard suite of field and
instruments

to

investigate

the

oarticle
plasma

environment near the solar co-rotation region.
Table

2.

Mass budgets for the Mercury-Sail and Mercury-SEP missions

This co-rotation region occurs at an orbital
radius of 0.172 AU, where the circular orbit
period of 26 days is equal to the solar
equatorial rotation period. With the increased
solar-sail characteristic acceleration. the trio
time to a 0.2 AU circular orbit would be only
B0 days. Clearly, the sail would experience
significant thermal loads, but such end-of-life

SAIL

(ks)

SEP

(ks)

Booms (150 g/m)

76
tJo

lon stage
Chemical stage
Xenon fuel
Bi-propellant fuel
Margin

675

SEP TOTAL

17 19

mission applications, attempted only after the
primary mission is complete, add little risk and
are clearly highly cost-effective. A dual mission,
in which delivery of a Mercury orbiter and a

463
59

close solar orbiter are part of the primary
mission, would cleady have an impact on the
engineering of the sail and payload. One can
even consider other secondary mission

Sail film (3 pm)

Coatings (Al + Cr)
Bonding
Mechanisms
SAIL TOTAL

1a
19

76
319

PAYLOAD

Planetary orbiter
Magnetospheric satellite
Lanoer

332
139

PAYLOAD

orbiter
satellite
Lander
PAYLOAD TOTAL
Planetary
Magnetospheric

PAYLOAD TOTAL

463
59
ol
553

LAUNCH MASS (C3=0)

872

LAUNCH MASS

62

140
433

(C.>0)

31

553
2272

scenarios in which the spacecraft in its circular
0.2 AU orbit initiates a new manoeuvre.
Essentially the sail can crank up its orbital

solar sailing

inclination to a solar oolar orbit in a furlher 290
oays.

Finally, an alternative end-of-life mission
application is to spiral from Mercury and return
to Ea(h orbit in only 1.2 years to demonstrate
the round-trip capabilities of solar sailing for
future sample-return missions.

A

to study the

payload to a close circular orbit, deep within
the Sun's gravity well. This is a mission that is
essentially impossible with chemical propulsion
and would involve an extremely large launch
mass with a solar-electric propulsion system.
The ideal mission orbit is at a heliocentric
distance of 0.172 AU, where the local circular
orbit period is 26 days, synchronous with solar
equatorial rotation. The primary science goals

Sun's inner

of this sailing mission are the same as those of

heliosphere - So/o-Sa/
The Solar Orbiter mission Solo is a ESA F-class
(flexible) mission to view the Sun from a close
solar orbit (0.2 AU) and from out of the ecliptic
plane. To reach a high-energy orbit in order to

the current Solar Orbiter mission to ensure a

misslon

meet these demanding mission objectives, a
combination of solar-electric orooulsion and

reasonable comoarison. In the case of the
solar-sailing mission, the closer circular orbit
provides a better vantage point than the
elliptical baseline orbit. In particular, the unique
26-day solar synchronous orbit allows
continuous observations of particle acceleration

multiple gravity assists is required. The mission

above active regions. Although the primary

a single Soyuz-Fregat launch to an
Earth-escape trajectory with a hyperbolic

the 26-day orbit, useful cruise science can

excess of 2.4 km/s. The soacecraft then uses
SEP to reduce its orbit's semi-major axis and

begin from the start of the mission during the
inward spiralling phase.

requires

target multiple Venus gravity assists to
decrease the oerihelion radius and increase the
orbital inclination. A total flight time of 1.9 years
is required to reach an initial elliptical science
orbit, with a perihelion radius of 0.21 AU and

an aphelion radius of 0.89 AU.

science goals are achieved once on station in

The proposed sailing mission concept
assumes that the stowed solar sail is delivered
by the launch vehicle to an Earth-escape

trajectory and spirals inwards to the mission

Thereafter,

orbit using an optimal, minimum-time trajectory.

additional gravity assists are used to crank the
orbital inclination to 30 deg after an additional

To orovide a reasonable transfer time to the

2.9 years, and possibly to 38 deg for

an

extended mission requiring a further 2.3 years
of flight time. The spacecraft will deliver an
X-ray and EUV imager, along with a range of
field and parlicle instruments, for a total mission
launch mass of 1510 kg. Approximately 634 kg
of this can be attributed to the soacecraft bus
and science payload.
Again as an example of the advantages of solar

sarling for future missions, we consider the
Solar Orbiter mission profile in the context of

using solar-sail propulsion

to

transport

a

initial mission orbit, a sail characteristic
acceleration of 0.25 mm/s2 is selected. This
provides a 3.1 year transfer Io 0.172 AU, as
shown in Figure 5, From this initial orbit, the
solar sail can rapidly crank the orbital inclination
solar-polar orbit after an additional 1.7
years, as shown in Figure 6.

to a

In the initial 26-day orbit, the equilibrium sail
temperature is in the order of 300'C, assuming
a chromium rear coating, which is close to

the operating limits of most polyimide films.
Therefore, high-emissivity coatings are required
to provide adequate thermal control for the sail.

Figure 5. A3.12year
traiectory to 0.172 AU, with
a characteristic acceleration

of 0.25 mm/s2
Figure 6. A 1.7 year cranking

to solar polar orbit
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The thermal loads on the payload are also

to ground terminals. Being located high above

extreme, although the sail may be utilised as a
sunshade. They can be reduced by increasing
the initial orbit radius from 0.172 AU, at the
expense of maintaining strict Sun-synchronous
orbital conditions. For illustrative purposes,
however, we maintain a 26-day orbit.

a fixed point on the equator, geostationary orbit

The baseline 634 kg spacecraft bus and

over the equator, geostationary satellites do not
have a good vantage point from which to view

payload are used for sizing the solar sail, with
only an appropriate mass reduction to eliminate
SEP-specific components. Again, a sailassembly loading of 10 g/mz is assumed. Since
the required characteristic acceleration is now
only 0.25 mm/s2, a167 m x 167 m solar sail is
required, with a total launch mass of 91 1 kg.
Table 3 compares the mass breakdowns for
the solar-sail mission and the current mission
using SEP. lt can be seen that the solar-sail
aooroach offers a launch-mass reduction of
over 3OO kg, allowing a significant increase in
payload mass. Again, the launch mass is to a
Ce=O trajectory with an unconstrained launch
window due to the absence of gravity-assist
manoeuvres. More importantly, the use of a
solar sail leads to a significant increase in the

quality

of the science from the mission by

achieving a true solar-polar orbit, and offering
il-ra nnnnrfrLv,,,(y
rnirv rn
Lv
reach the solar co_rotation
region. As solar sail-technology develops,

therefore, future solar missions could benefit
significantly from this approach.

A mission to study the Eafth

-

Polar Observer
a convenient
location
communications satellites,
providing a fixed line-of-sight from the satellite

Geostationary orbit provides

for

is also an ideal vantage pornt for Earth
observation, providing coverage of large
geographical regions. While the advantages of

for communications and
Earth observation are clear, there are
operational limitations. Due to their location
geostationary orbit

high-latitude regions. lmaging of the latter is
degraded by foreshorlening, while the poles
are entirely excluded from view. Likewise,
communications satellites are extremely difficult

to view for users at high latitudes due to their
close proximity to the horizon, and indeed are
below the horizon for latitudes above about 81
Oeg.

It can be shown that solar sails may be used to

generate families

of

artificial equilibrium

solutions (Lagrange points) in the Sun-Earth
three-body system. Artificial out-of-plane
equilibria may be used for continual, lowresolution imaging of the Earth's high-latitude
regions. In fact, if the artificial Lagrangian point
is located high enough above the ecliptic plane,
the solar sail may be stationed directly over the
north pole, or indeed the south pole, during the
summer solstice. The solar sail can be
stationed directly over the north pole at the
summer solstice, as shown in Figure 7, but will
not remain over the pole during the entire year
due to the tilt of the polar axis. From this unique
vantage point, a constant daylight view of the
nofth pole is available at the summer solstice,
but six months later at the winter solstice the

polar regions are in permanent darkness (Fig. 8).

The solar-sail performance needed can

Table 3. Mass budgets for the Solo-Sail and So/o-SEP missions

SAIL

(ks) SEP

Booms (150 gim)

71

Thrusters

Sail film (3 pm)
Coatings (Al + Cr)

119
10
17

PPU
Tanks

Bonding
Mechanisms
SAIL TOTAL

ol
278

Cruise power
Xenon fuel
SEP TOTAL

(ks)

altitude. lt can be shown that an equilibrium
location some 3.8 million km (-600 Earth radii)

25
27

above the North Pole will minimise the
demands on the solar sail's performance.

34

tcc
299
540

Closer equilibrium locations are possible using
larger or higher performance solar sails, or by
selecting a less demanding viewing geometry.

While this is clearly
PAYLOAD

Instruments
Structure
Orbiter power
Common systems

PAYLOAD

1ltr
131

64

182

lnstruments
Structure
Orbiter power
Common systems

145
131

64

182

46

Pyros

6

Pyros

10

Adapter

Adapter

PAYLOAD TOTAL

50
634

PAYLOAD TOTAL

50
683

LAUNCH MASS (C3=0)

912

LAUNCH MASS (C3>0)

1223

64

Mechanisms
trarness

a long path

length,

a

number of aoolications can be identified.

Mechanisms
narness

10

be

minimised by appropriate selection of the polar

67
34

In this example,

we have assumed that a 100 kg

bus and instrument payload will be necessary
to supporl a 35 kg optical imager with 65 kg of
associated subsystems in the proposed orbit.
To station the payload at this unique polar
viewing point requires an 139 m x 139 m
square solar sail, with a total launch mass of
299 kg, assuming a sail-assembly loading of
10 g/m2 (Table 4). The booms are again
assumed to be made of CFRP with a specific
mass of 100 g/m, and the sail is assumed to be

solar sailing

NASA/JPL-developed 3-micron aluminised
film. The total launch mass is suitable for
delivery to a C,,=O escape trajectory from a
range of small launchers. The sail is used to

Sail

spiral from the escape trajectory to the arlificial
equilibrium point high over the Pole.

Although the solar sail's distance from the Earth

is large for imaging purposes. there are
potential applications for real-time, lowresolution imaging for continuous viewing of
large-scale polar weather systems, along with

Arctic ice and cloud coverage, for global
climate studies. Although such images can be
acquired by assembling a mosaic of instrument

swaths from

a

conventional polar-orbiting

satellite, many high-latitude passes are required

to form a complete image High resolution

is

then possible. but the completed image is not
acquired in real time. Similar applications for
real-time, low-resolution whole-Earlh imaging

:re hainn ricvelonod for the NASA Triana
mission located at the classical Ll Lagrangian

Summer

1

point, sunward of the Eafth.
Figure 7. The Polar Observer mission concept

Fnr z ?O cm-2ncrtr
rrc instrument
stationed 3.8
uYv'Lv'v
v,,,
''
million km from the Earth and operating at

optical wavelengths,

a

minimum ground

resolution of order 10 km is possible, assuming

near-diffraction-limited optics. In practice
though, the actual resolution obtained will be
degraded due to such factors as the pointing
stability of the camera. Higher resolution is
possible if an equilibrium location closer to the
nnlo
ic calantorl qr
ai lha
ovnonqo nf innro:qor-l
r,,v v/\vv'
,r
vv,v
demands on the solar sail's performance. Other

applications

of these orbits include

line-of-

sight, low-bandwidth communications to highlatitude users. Applications for continuous data
links to Mars polar landers and sudace rovers

haric alsn hcon exnlored fOr
vvv|

|

v,\Yi

a

solar sail

stationed high above the poles of Mars.

Table

4

Mass budgets for the Polar Observer

mission
SAIL

(ks)

Booms (100 g/m)
Sail film (3 pm)
Coatings (Al + Cr)
Bonding
Mechanisms

39

SAIL TOTAL

194

B4
7

I
55

PAYLOAD

Figure 8. Summer and Winter Solstice views

Conclusions
By assessing the mission scenarios of a range
nf fr rtr rro cnano miq.
..,.-srons, very promrsrng
potential
mission applications
for
opporlunities
for solar-sailing propulsion have been identified.

This low-cost delivery system with basically
unlimited Av capability holds promise for
significantly enhancing or even enabling spaceexoloration missions in the new millennium.

Clearly.

the readiness of the

solar-sailing

technology for implementation in an actual
space mission will require the technological
demonstration of in-orbit deployment, orbit
raising and navigation of a solar sailcraft. The

Bus

35
65

Adapter

5

PAYLOAD TOTAL

105

first essential step will be achieved through the
in-orbit deployment demonstration project now

LAUNCH MASS

299

In progress.

lnstruments

Gesa
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A New Propulsion Concept for
Interplanetary Missions
G. Dujarric
Directorate of Launchers. ESA. Paris

Introduction

the Earth's atmosphere. The high total velocity

Today's propulsion-technology know-how

increment required strains the propulsion
design, but remains feasible with classical
means, albeit at the expense of long mission

makes it oossible to exolore the celestial bodies

of our Solar System with automatic

probes.

However, the design of the propulsion system
becomes more critical when the mission
includes the return of even a few kilogrammes
of rock from other planets, because the total
velocity increment required is so much higher.
The sample-return capsule must be

durations. lt is still envisaged, for example, that
Martian soil samples will be returned to Earth
around 2013 using chemical propulsion.

Today's known categories

is now asymptotically reaching
the theoretical performance limits. New
propulsion principles must therefore be

velocity, and finally decelerated again to reenter

harnessed.

yields good acceleration capabilities, but

As Figure 1 shows, electric propulsion can be
interesting when the level of thrust required is
low. lt therefore finds aoolication for satellite

station-keeping, or orbital propulsion of
automatic probes such as Smart-1 . For

would be dwaded by a single launcher capable of sending men to a
destination like Mars and bringing them back. Keeping interplanetary
missions within a reasonable size and cost therefore requires
technological progress in terms of both vehicle weight reduction and
propulsion eff iciency.

manned interplanetary missions, however, the
total trip time must be minimised. Current plans
for a total duration of 3 years for a mission to
Mars should not be exceeded, and should

Specific

Impulse
(s)

l0-3

l0-2

Thrust to

go

its

development

When tons of payload must be brought back from the planets to Earth,
the current launch-system technology hits size limitations. The huge
Saturn-V launcher that enabled the Apollo missions to go to the Moon

66

propulsion are

to escape velocity,
decelerated upon arrival according to a
trajectory suitable for a soft planetary landing,
re-accelerated from the olanet to escaoe
accelerated from Earth

Figure 1. Performances of
various types of rocket
engines as a function of
their thrust-to-mass ratios

of

shown in Figure 1. Classical chemical propulsion

l0-l

x engine mass ratio

a new propulsron concept

preferably be reduced, owing to the psychological stresses on the crew and to the effects
of cosmic radiation during interplanetary travel.
Therefore, both a high thrust and a high specific
impulse are required for manned interplanetary

the left was studied by the French

travel, and this high pedormance cannot be
achieved at the cost of reliabilitv and therefore

engine. Then the heated hydrogen is expanded
in a turbine which drives the oumo. This

subassembly constitutes

safety.

Nuclear propulsion, which was studied in the
USA and the Soviet Union in the sixtres, yields
a high level of performance, but its reliability has
not yet been proved to be satisfactory, The
development of nuclear propulsion was stopped
at an already advanced stage, partly because
the on-ground testing could not be continued
under environmentally acceptable conditions.

The core degradation during some tests
showed that with the current technology the
engine's lifetime was insufficient when

CEA

organisation in the framework of the MAPS
project in 1990. Liquid hydrogen is first
pumped at high pressure and used to cool
down the core envelope and nozzle of the

an

open-cycle

thermal engine. The hydrogen is then heated in
the nuclear core at high temperature (up to

2500 K or more), and expanded through a
rocket nozzle which produces the thrust.

The gas exhaust velocity Ve,
characterises

which

the engine's performance,

is

given by the equation:

u":

operating at maximum performance.

l#(, -.)" [,

)'
Figure 2. A state-of-the-art
nucleo-thermal engine

y is the ratio of specific heats, and R the
universal gas constant.

Several possible solutions are currently under
study around the world. The nuclear thermal
propulsion concept described in this afticle

where

features:

maximum
performance is obtained with:
the propellant gas of lowest molar mass M,
which is why hydrogen is used
the highest possible temperature 7" in the
core region, the practical limit being set by
the core material's degradation
the highest possible nozzle expansion ratio
ll"/fl, this parameter being limited by the

-

a rocket-engine concept with a pedormance
level at least equivalent to. and potentially
better than that of the nuclear thermal
engines developed in the sixties
a design that provides a large technological
margin for the operating temperature of the
nuclear core, to achieve good reliability over
a long engine lifetime
a closed-loop test facility enabling long-

duration on-ground testing

of the

engine
without the relection of nuclear contaminants.

This eorration shows that

-

external nozzle's bulk, while increasing it
beyond classical values has only a limited
effect,

How do nuclear thermal engines work?
Figure 2 (right) shows a schematic of the
thermodynamic cycle of a state-of-the-art

In practice, an engine specific impulse in the
850-900 sec range can be obtained with

nuclear thermal rocket engine. The engine on

core-material degradation.

current materials technology, accepting some
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Evolutionary engines with

How were these engines tested?
Developmental testing is a real problem for this
kind of engine In the sixties, numerous tests
were performed in the deserts of New Mexico
during the NERVA programme The hot
hydrogen was exhausted upwards directly to
the atmosphere (Fig. 3). buL nowadays this kind

of

Lest

is no longer

acceptable from

environmental point of view

an

improved
pedormance, reliability and safety
The first step in the possible evolution of these
engines is shown in Figure 4 lt is simply an
improvement o1 the turbopump cycle of the
nuclear thermal engine Since the liquidhydrogen flow provides a cold source and the
nuclear core a hot source, it is possible to
engineer a closed-cycle thermal engine
between the two which will drive the hydrogen
pump. A Brayton cycle is preferable. using a
mixture of helium and xenon as the closed
loop's working fluid to take advantage of the
low reactivity, high specific heat, and low sonic
qnoorl
rvueu

nf
1r4 Thn
-..l\,-^r-^^
(r ilo mivlr
| | iln Luru,
vr thie
| | lE ouvql
lLqgv a{
ul +hio
tl llJ

thermodynamic cycle is that it works between

15 and 2000 K. and theretore yields

an

excellent overall engine efficiency (better than
50%).

In a second step. realising that an extremely
large quantity of heat can be obtained from the
nuclear core and that, assuming a hydrogen
mass flow of a few kg/s, a very large quantity of
heat can be absorbed by the liquid hydrogen.
thn
+hnrmnl nnninn o nn\^/Ar
Ll lu tl lvl ll lol vl lvll lv o puvvur

nt rinr rl uor
can I uu
ho
vuLvuL

increased to several tens of Megawatts. This
power can be used to drive an alternator which
produces electricity. As described in an ESA
patent, this huge amounl of electric power can
then be sent via a supercooled wire to a coil

installed around

lhe nozzle to produce

an

alternating electromagnetic field in the exhaust
jet. In this region, the supersonic exhaust flow

is

reheated

by magnetic induction.

Figure 3. Nucleo-thermal
rocket testing in the New
Mexico desed
NT,CI,EAR
CORE
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t
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Figure 4. A possible
evolution towards safer
nuclear propulsion
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induction coupl ng requ res the flow

to

be

seeded upstream, for example with caesium
The reheated flow is then expanded again in a

downstream nozzle extension, thereby
producing an increased thrust, somewhat like
the afterburners on a let fghter
The gas exhaust veocity for this new type of
'inductive nuceo-thermal engine' is given by

Why is the inductive nuclear engine safer
and more reliable?

A

state-of-the-art nucleo thermal englne
"unn ng wrtr an average gas lenperatu'e ol
275A K in the core yields a specific impulse

vacuum of the order

of

in

930 seconds This

temperature is close to the practical limit of the
rtown materia,s for nuclear core design,

bearing in mind that the temperature

distribution in the core is not uniform and cou d
r^^^
t,, .^^^h
ennn
Ieacll
JUUU
locally
^
Under these conditions,

the fol owing equation:

P

.(i-)#
p is the exhaust mass flow rate, and P,
the power introduced nto the exhaust gas
where

through magnetic induction
The terms of the previous equat on can easily
be recognised A term has been added which
is proport onal to P, lt is clear from this formula
that, for a given core temperature l, the added
power P, ncreases the gas exhaust velocity I,'
Alternatvey, the same engine performance I',,

can be ach eved wlth a lower nuc ear core
temperature T, thanks to the power P,
introduced in the nozze, The last step n the
proposed evolut on is the njection of oxygen in
a combustion chamber sited up-stream of the
nozzle of the nductive nuc eo thermal engtne
The result, ca led an 'inductive nucleo-chemical
engine', harnesses three heat sources
simultaneously: nucear. chemical, and electric
inductive Table 1 shows the effect of increasing
the oxygen/hydrogen mixture ratio: the engine's
thrust s increased, due mainly to the higher
mass flow rate, but its specif ic impulse
oecreases, oue Lo rhe nc'ease in the exhaust
gas mean molar mass Consequently, oxygen
njection is of interest only when extra thrust is
required for a short period, for example during
planetary take-off or for orbit injection,

The idea of barnessing both nuclear

[,

rhe I letime o'tne engine is
rronr chnrt
The same specrtic impulse
of 930 seconds can be

obtained uslng the inductive nucleo-thermal
engi^e oesign with a^ average gas Lemperalu'e
oI 2200 K in the core With these conditions the
lifetime of the core is un imited, and there is
even room for increasing the core temperature
to improve the engine's pedormance In fact,
no element of the nduct ve nuclear engtne ever
reaches a temperature equal to the stagnation
temperature of the exhaust f ow, This is due to
the fact that the lnduction energy is added to
the llow only wher it has already sta'ted to cool
down, following its expansion n the nozzle

How can one test an inductive nuclear
engine on the ground?
The problem of the ground testing faci ity is
il ustrated in Figure 6, For a conventional
nuclear thermal engine, the hydrogen entering
the core is very cold. At the nozz e exhaust, the
Figure 5. An 'early nucleochemical rocket concept

- HERGE '

"Ti'il'ti'it"

OBJECTIT

LUNE

and

chemica power on a rocket is not new. lt was

pictured

by Herge in 1953 in his famous

cartoon 'Tintin: Oblectf Lune' (Fg 5)
Table

1 Effect of oxygen addltion

Mixture
Qo2

ratio Specific

/ QH2
0
1

t.f,
2

4
5

impulse
930
700
650
610
510
480

(s)

Normalised

thrust
1

t3

175
2

28
c.

I
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TESTING STATE OF THE ART
NUCLEO.THERMAL ENGINE

TESTING IN CLOSED LOOP OFAN INDUCTIVE NUCLEO-THERMAL ENGINE
(two engine suhassemblies testcd seperately, but wit power interconnection

ELLC] I RJ(] P()T'I ER

NUCLIJA R CONFINEMENT IVALL

CIR('I]I,ATIO\ PUr\IP
NUCI,EAR
C]ORE

(_

Pottntiallr polluted
hrdrogen at 2500 K

Cooling-u'ater
exit

Cooling-water entn,
(amhient temperature)

l'l\hnust tr) thc artlrospherc ol

cltttr

ltr

dlrgrn lrt

-10(X)

K

t0till tcrll)errtrrre

It

is impossiblc to cool the cxhaust gas
back to liquid state to close the l0op

Figure 6. Testing facilities for
nuclear propulsion

stagnation temperature is 2500 K or higher. lt is

therefore unrealistic to cool the exhaust
hydrogen and liquefy it to re-inject it into the
pump. Since the loop cannot be closed, the
exhaust gas is dumped to the atmosphere, and
part of its potential nuclear contaminants too,
even when the gas is scrubbed.

The situation is quite different with inductive
nuclear propulsion. Two independent fluid
circuits go through the core. The Brayton cycle
helium/xenon loop is already closed by design,
and therefore creates no risk of pollution. In the
propellant circuit, the hydrogen enters the core
at 340 K and exits iI aI22OO K. At this point the
hydrogen can be cooled by a heat exchanger
with external water at ambient temperature,

brought back to 340 K, pumped through an
auxiliary circulation pump, and sent back to the
core to close the hydrogen loop. The nuclear
core and any potentially dangerous loops are
then entirely enclosed by a confinement wall, as

shown in Figure 6. The nozzle and induction

pads can be tested separately. fed by clean
hydrogen that has been heated using an
electric arc jet. The exhaust gas is dumped to
the atmosphere or to a rocket altitude-test
chamber. The resulting gas-heating and
exhaust-pump installation looks very much like
that of the recently developed Scirocco facility
in ltaly.

Hence, the inductive-propulsion concept can
be qualified on the ground in two separated
subassemblies, under environmentally clean

and safe conditions, and with no duration limit
except that resulting from the liquid-hydrogen
storage,

Future prospects
From the dawn of humankind, the need to
explore has driven human expansion across
our planet Expansion towards other planets in
the Solar System is already underway with
'virtual explorers', namely robotic spacecraft,

The question is, will human

expansion

continue? In the public consciousness, this

is

only a matter of time.

3y 2O2O to 2030, an international human
mission to Mars may be a reality. lt may use the
Moon as a staging post to prepare for the great
leap. The feasibility of such a mission is already

being assessed. though the

necessary

technologies and capabilities still need

to

be

developed. ESA's Aurora Programme is
designed to define and develop the strategic
technologies in which Europe has to invest in
order to be a key player in this international
endeavour.
Today, it is too early to decide in favour of one

specific type of propulsion. Trade-off studies
will continue for some

time However, it is clear

that current state-of-the-art chemical

and
electrical propulsion would impose very severe
limitations on a human Mars mission and it is
therefore necessary to continue to explore all
options that might lead to an efficient and safe
solution.

a new propulsion concept

The nuclear-inductive propulsion concept
described above may constitute a possible

Karman Institute's facilities could provide the
answer. But even if the supersonic heating is
found to be impossible, the concept can also

step in this direction. lt builds on competences

that already partially exist in Europe, for
instance in the fields of turbo-machinery,
nuclear furnaces, electric induction, highpower cryogenic circuitry and commutation,

test facilities, and many other technical
domains. The elements that need to be
developed for this kind of concept may have
spin-offs to applications in our day-to-day lives.
Current research for a new generation of
nuclear oowerolants includes the consideration
of high-temperature gas loops similar in design
to the proposed Brayton-cycle nuclear power
loop. High-power induction in a supersonic
flow would assist in the design of higher

enthalpy wind tunnels, while cryogenic highpower alternators are needed for a multitude of
applications.

Gurrent status
Once the new propulsion concept had been
patented by ESA, a preliminary analysis of its
feasibility was performed by SNECMA (F). As a
result, a number of design issues have been
shortlisted which require deeper investigation,
but no clear technical showstoooer has been

found. At this stage. the most significant
unknowns relate to:

-

The possibility of heating the gas under
supersonic conditions by induction: A
fundamental study is needed into this stillunexplored aspect of physics. ls there a
minimal residence time for molecules to

be adapted for subsonic heating, as SNECMA
has already shown.

-

The overall mass of an engine of this type:
The mass can be realistically estimated only
after a deeper pre-design study, which has
still to be carried out.

Gonclusions
The advanced concept for future interplanetary
orooulsion that has been described above
offers the prospect of high performance at

reduced core temperature, together with
improved lifetime and reliability. A test facility
that allows the engine to be qualified on the
ground under environmentally clean and safe
conditions has also been described. Today the
development of the concept is still at the
working-principle level, and fufther pre-design
work is needed to confirm its true advantages
and practical feasibility. Simple physical
experiments are also needed to confirm the
feasibility of the supersonic induction.
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increase their energy by induction heating?

A simple low-cost

experiment at the Von
Figure 7. Arrival of an
interplanetary vehicle in
Mars orbit (artist's
impression, NASA/NlX)
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Promoting ESA Software as a European
Product: The SCOS-2000 Example
J-F. Kaufeler, M. Jones
Ground Segment Engineering Department, ESA Directorate of Technical and
Operational Support, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

H-U. Karl
Contracts Service, ESA Directorate of Industrial Matters and Technology
Programmes, ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany

ESOC software products and their marketing
ESOC develops high-quality software for its
core business of spacecraft operations. This
includes:

-

advantages are that:

-

mission-control software
flight-dynamics packages
mission-analysis packages
simulator software, etc.

the software can be improved further

by

enlarging the user community: this benefits
both ESA and the user community as a whole
wider use of such products can contribute
to the consolidation of Eurooean soace

technology and can help make European
industry more competitive (in Europe and
globally)

ESA has been allowing re-use of the high-quality software that it has

developed for its own operational purposes by granting non-exclusive
licenses within the Member States for the software's use for space
research and technology purposes. The licensing is normally free of
charge and is seen as a good way of allowing the European space
community to benefit from ESA-developed assets. This article looks at
an initiative to take this approach further through the promotion of
ESOG's latest SCOS-2000 mission control infrastructure as an ESA

product.

-

such use can also help save money, by
avoiding unnecessary repetitive, and possibly
risky, re-development
better use is made of European public funds,
both by better leveraging of the products
developed using these funds and by avoiding
waste through unnecessary redevelopment.

SCOS-2000 as a software product
At ESOC, it has been the practice for over 25
years to use a generic mission control system

spacecraft operations. Such software falls

as the basis for the control system of each
mrssion. The control system is a potentially
expensive and tricky system to develop. lt
supports the monitoring and control of the

within a relatively small 'niche' market, which
consists primarily of spacecraft operators. lt is

spacecraft, including the various displays and
facilities that one sees in a typical mission-

Much of this software is used and rigorously
tested in the demanding arena of supporting

developed using European funding and
because of ESOC's need to apply it to many
missions, it is designed for reuse. The question

then arises: Why not encourage

other
spacecraft operators to use this software and
benefit from the investments that have been
made?

In fact, ESA has been doing this via

the

licensing of its software for many years,
although the idea of promoting software as a
supported 'product' is relatively recent. lf we
define 'productisation' as the activities needed
to make ESA software usable by a wider
community that includes external users, its

control facility, like ESOC's Main Control Room
(Fig. 1). Having a generic system significantly
lowers costs and risks. The rub. of course. is
that developing a generic spacecraft control
system with adequate flexibility and pedormance
for all missions is difficult and is itself a very
costly investment. ESOC has developed such a
generic control system using the latest software
technology: the Spacecraft Control and
Operations System SCOS-2000.

The SCOS-2000 development effort had the
following main strategic aims:
ease of configuration and/or customisation,
thereby lowering associated costs

-
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Figure 1. The Main Control
Room at ESOC

-

functional richness, reducing the need for
mission-dedicated functions and thus

Since SCOS-2000 has been developed to
cope with the wide ranging demands of ESA

lowering mission-specific costs
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number of users; scalability provides flexibility
vendor independence, which reduces or
avoids the feed for periodic poding exercises
^^
r rqruvvqrY ^r^+{^.ms
oD A^.r,.,^.^
Prouur r r, or commercial otf_the_
shelf (COTS) sottware become obsolete.

All four aims have been achieved and as a
.nnsc.r rcnr.c thc cns-S Of the ESOC COntfol
systems have come down by a factor of
between two and three, Vendor independence
has also been largely achieved with the recent
acceptarce ol the so-called evolution version'
of SCOS-2000.

Work started on SCOS in about 1992 and it
supported its first ESA missions - Huygens.
Meteosat (N/TP) LEOP and Teamsat - in 1997.
Since then, the software has been continuously

improved with the re-engineering of the telecommanding chain in 1998-2000, numerous

Pre-conditions

Candidate software for 'produclisalion must
be:

-

fit for its intended use
well-defined
vendor-independent. or al. least supported
,l^.
ur I PUPUrdr ^l^+{^."_^
ProLrur rJ,

It is also desirable that it has long-term suppod
it will be

from ESA, so users know that
maintained and kept up-to-date.

SCOS 20OO satisties all ot these criteria, lt has
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of

ESOC-supported mrssions. which range

from relatively simple ones Lo complex earthobservation and scientific missions lt is fully
defined in documentation available on an
electronic database. lts functional and other
.^^'
tuL]uil'i.^-^^+ut I tut ttJ

dt u
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unctional improvements, and the recent
evolutionary work to improve vendor

well specified (Fig. 2). Figure

indpnonr^lcnr-o Thc lolal inveStment in SCOS-

available external interfaces

f

,nnn t^ nleio inclr rdinn iniarnel trSA affnrt
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requirements documents and its architecture is

3 shows

the

in

managing the project and supporting studies.

SCOS-2000 was originally developed to run on

is of the order of 15 MEuro.

Sun Solaris platforms, compatible with Unix
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subsequently replaced by open-source equiv-

Figure 2. The SCOS2000 architecture

alents: POST++ and Omniorb, respectively.
lLOGViews, which supports the graphical user
interfaces, will eventually be replaced by Java
technology, but this is not urgent in view of this
product's modest cost.

SCOS-2000 will be used for all future ESA

missions and will be fully maintained and
supported for many years to come. lt is
intended to retrofit it for some of the older
missions that are currently based on an earlier
infrastructure. SCOS-2000 will be used, for
example, to support the Rosetta mission,
which extends uo to 2013. Certain features
introduced by the many missions expected
over this period will be considered generic and
will be incorporated into the product, which will
also benefit from ongoing R&D funded by the
Agency's various study programmes.
TM Data

ASCII

TC Data

MIB ICD

Injection
Provisidn
TM Packets

OBSM

the software for its own ourooses. The rules
also define a category called 'operational
software', for which ESA may claim full lPR.
This 'operational software' clause is usually
applied for software needed in operations,
which requires, for example, full inspection

to

and

tinns

scos-2000
System V Release

4.

While this represented
increased vendor indeoendence comoared
with the earlier Vax VMS systems, vendor
indeoendence was still limited because of
dependencies on the Solaris environment, and
the use of potentially changing COTS software.
To address this first point, SCOS-2000 was
modified so that it could run under the Linux

operating system, which has a good track
record for mission-critical systems, and is a
Unix variant not very different from the original
SCOS-2000 platform, Solaris. However, Linux
also runs on Intel PCs, which is an important
point since some potential users require a PCbased control infrastructure. Last but not least,
Linux is itself 'open-source', and therefore by
definition vendor-indeoendent.

SCOS-2000 in its 'classical' form used three
major COTS products: ObjectStore, Orbix and
lLOGV|ews. The first two of these were
74

The current ESA licensing scheme
Normally, ESA's special conditions concerning
intellectual property and associated rights
assign the International Propefty Rights (lPR)
for software developed under ESA contract to
the contractor, with ESA having full rights to use

rights for the source code, or the possibility of
passing software from one contractor to another
(say from development
maintenance).

ASGII

Figure 3. The available
external intedaces for

Licensing aspects

Claiming IPR for 'operational software' also
safeguards the Agency's independence from
the original author and so helps the long-time
suooort of the software. For software for which
ESA owns the lPR, it may grant a non-exclusive
licence to a Member State body for use of the
software for peaceful purposes in fields of
space research and technology. Such licences
are normally free of charge.
A furlher complication relates to the rights given

in the licence, and these depend on

the

objectives of the licensee. Basically, licences

can either allow use of the ESA software
unchanged or with minor changes - leaving the
IPR with ESA or permitting the licensee to
gain IPR for changed code or modules under
ceftain conditions. This second approach was
used for the licensing of ESOC's Multi-Satellite
Support System (MSSS), but was later found to
have drawbacks: for example, it can result in
'forking', which may generate a different
product from that licensed, and then there is
little feedback to help to improve the original
oroduct.

-

esa software as a european producl

In the absence of detailed rules for writing
licensing agreements, ESOC has in practice
adopted three different types of licences:
Run-time Licences, granted for temporary
use and trial, without the right to change the
software or investigate the source code.
Development Licences, granted for upgrade

-

S. Raymond.

Another

recipe, open up

a

restaurant' approach. i.e.

developments of existing'operational software'

provide your software as open source, but sell
such as packaging,
services around
consultancy, integration and applications. This
is the model that external licensees of SCOS2000 may adopt.

for ESOC's own use and under ESA contract,
including work on the source code.
Full Licences, to make developments based
on the software, e.g. to develop a product.
They also allow the licensee to make changes
to the software.

SCOS-2000 licensees will be encouraged to
accept'open-source-type' conditions, i.e. to
hand back imorovements made in the SCOS2O0O kernel. The intention is to reflect this in
licensing agreements, replacing the older IPF

-

-

Bazaar', by Eric

economic model advocates the 'give away the

it,

transfer scheme discussed earlier. However, it
The future ESA licensing scheme

cannot be imposed and has to be done by

The Agency's rules concerning information,

agreement. Industry is also free to develop

data and IPR are presently being revised. The
policy document prepared by the IPR Drafting

add-on products that inter-operate with SCOS2000 using the defined intedaces; in such
cases they may wish to reserve full IPR over the
products of their own investment.

Committee has been submitted

to

ESA's

Administrative and Finance Committee (AFC)

and Industrial Policy Committee (lPC). The
novel feature introduced in this paper is a
scaled and differentiated treatment of
information, data and IPR with respect to the
body which has borne the cost of its
develooment. Different treatments are foreseen
for the result of activities fully-paid by the
Agency, not fully-paid by the Agency, and for
oartnershios.

Market aspects
As mentioned earlier, mission-control software,
and indeed any kind of space-operations

software, falls into a specialised or niche
market, dominated by a limited number of

space agencies and satellite

operators.

For 'operational software', however, there will

However, there are a surprisingly large number
of commercial geostationary (GEO) and low
Earlh orbit (LEO) missions, run by organisations
such a Intelsat, Inmarsat and Eutelsat. The

be no change in the licensing approach and so
the impact for SCOS-2000 promotion will be

main products currently on the market come
from US commercial suppliers such as Integral

negligible.

Systems, Storm and Braxton Technologies
The first two in particular have solid track
records with satellite operators, with a large
existing customer base for commercial GEO
and LEO missions. Their products have

Open-source Iicensing
Because of the aforementioned shortcomings,

the product approach for SCOS-2000 has
caused us to look at an alternative 'opensource' licensing model, in which the source
code is accessible and may be modified, albeit
with some obligations depending upon the

attractive user interfaces, and integrated tools
are often available to work with them (e.g
simulators, basic flight-dynamics tools). Their
disadvantages are that they are:

particular open-source licence used.

_ UIUJUU
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The advantages of the'open-source' approach
are that:
the source code is open to inspection by
everyone

-

-

the programmer community tests the software and fixes bugs
new features are added to the software by
the programmer community; indeed features
may be added that could not possibly have
been foreseen by the original authors.

-

licence fees are incurred, as with all COTS
products
customers have limited or no control over
product evolution
customisation costs may be significant for
new classes of missions, since it has to be
done at commercial rates bv the vendor.

This contrasts with SCOS-2000, which is
ooen in terms of external interfaces and
customisability, as well as being open-source
within the ESA Member States.

Ooen-source software

is in an

'intellectual

marketplace', in the sense that peer review
improves the software quality in a kind of
'survival of the fittest' scenario. The economic
basis for the open-source approach has been
exolained in the book 'The Cathedral and the

There

do not appear to be any European

mission control packages, at least ones that

are being actively promoted commercially,
making the US products the main competition
for SCOS-2000.
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Support requirements
It has to be recognised that if a piece of ESA
software is promoted as a product, considerable
efforts and important responsibilities are
incurred on the Agencys side. For example:
Promotional effort.
Setup and maintenance of a user-community
organisation, to allow consultation on product
evolution.
Provision of access to product information.

-

Provision of customer technical support
tcrms of a rrscr holn flgg(.

in that:
On the one hand, ESOC will be the custodian
of the product, maintaining it, fixing faults
(inevitable in a complex system with many
users), and keeping it up-to-date with changes

-

in the computer platforms and operating
systems. ESOC will also implement new
features or integrate features that have been
developed by user missions or external users
under the open-source approach. ESOC will
also conduct the R&D needed to keeo the

in

product up

to date with

technological

advances.
For SCOS-2000, measures have been taken in
^{ +h^^^
^-^^^.
^il UI
dII
LI IUJU dIUdS.

-

-

Product promotion is carried out through
meetings with potential customers and also
through supporting Industry to make bids to
other snar:er:raft nncrators baSed on SCOS2000.
A user organisation has been set up.
Access to documentation is currently provided
via an FTP server. A web site is under
construction and will be available before the
end of the year. lt will carry documentation,
answers to Frequently Asked Questions
(FAas), registration
different user
categories.
software-problem report
database, release plans, and an on-line
demonstration.
A help desk has been set-up as part of

a

-

lor

SCOS-2000 maintenance; users can subscribe
to this service for a fee.

We also anticipate possibilities for training
courses, installation assistance, consultancy,
and specific developments of customerronr roqtar{ faair rroe

Figure 4. Cumulated number

of licences issued at the
end of the periods indicated

In terms of relations with the user community,
ESOC will take the initiative, but the user

community

is also

expected

to

contribute.
ESOC and the user community will be partners

c3
40

-

On the other hand, the users will propose
new requirements based on their operational
experience and will contribute to the product
n a l-,', o' 'F,
vi:
nnon-qnr
rr.a qvptwout
vru tha
Lr rv vvur
I ovuruu
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mitting code updates

or coding for

new

features.

Experience so far
Nearly 100 people from outside ESA attended
successful SCOS-2000 Users Workshop, held for the first time in April 2001 . At this

a very

Workshop, which included presentations on
the product, plans for its evolution and the

proposal to set up
SCOS-2000 User
Community, the users also gave presentations

a

on their experience with the product.

The

proposed open-source approach received a
generally positive response.

A number of the companres involved in the
development of SCOS-2000 have been
marketing the product to other spacecraft
operations organisations. This has resulted in
the decision by the German Space Operations
Centre (DLR) to use SCOS-2OOO as the basis
of its control centre infrastructure. The Princioal
Investigators of the Herschel Planck science-

mission payloads have also decided

to

use

SCOS-2000 in building their instrument checkout equipment. The changes to SCOS-2000 to
enable it to supporl spacecraft or instrument
checkout were pioneered for ESA's Proba
(Project for On-Board Autonomy) spacecraft,
and have recently been introduced into the

of SCOS-2000. There are
also other commercial prosoects in the
evolution version

35

pipeline.

30

In the meantime, SCOS-2000 has already
the 'best-selling' software product

25

become

20

licensed through ESOC's Contract Service. In a
little over two years, some 30 licences have
been granted, as shown in Figure 4.

ti
10
5

What has been found is that breaking into new

0
1

997

Jan -Ju l'0

1

markets involves considerable efforl. Firstly,
there is the need to compete against the
established suppliers of COTS mission-control
systems. This involves convincing potential

76
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customers of the benefits of using SCOS-2000,
and this will become easier as it establishes a
track record with organisations or customers
outside ESA. Secondly, preparing bids usually
involves demonstrating compliance with a set
of customer requirements, frequently expressed
in different terminologies from that employed
at ESOC and possibly reflecting different
operational practices or concepts. With such a
functionally rich and flexible system as SCOS2000, preparing a compliant proposal is usually
possible. ESOC has been giving help to some
of the companies in preparing such analyses.

-

SCOS-2000 will be in the vanguard of this.
Obviously, ceftification will be help in SCOS2000's oromotion.
We have also carried out a short study into

the feasibility of porting SCOS-2000 to
'Windows@', keeping the common-source
approach that was applied with the earlier
Linux porting. This would make the product
more attractive to organisatrons with a
,

6^^

.

Windowsv PO inlrastructure. This is frequently
the case for spacecraft and payload checkout,
and is also true of some spacecraft operators.

The study has shown that it is indeed
feasible, although as yet no decision has

Our experience has also led us to look at two
other aspects certification and extension to

been made on proceeding further.

-

fufther platforms:

Conclusion

-

This article has repoded an initiative to promote
a highly successful ESA mission-control system
as a commercial product. There is, however, a
significant body of ESA software. For example,
from ESOC alone, 93 software products have
been licensed in 94 Member State bodies,
involving more than 220 licences in total. Given
that there is a significant reservoir of such
software, the approach has strong potential for

Together with the ESA Quality Depadment,
we are starting an activity to 'cedify' SCOS-

2000. This will involve an independent
evaluation of the software against a set of
agreed quality criteria. The cedification method

has been customised for soace software
from ISO Standard ISO 9126 ('lnformation
Technology: Software Quality Characteristics
and Metrics') among others. The method
has been developed under a study contract
with TUV Cologne, which will per{orm the
certification. Cedification of space software
is a new discipline and we are pleased that

being extended

to other

ESA software to

improve the effectiveness of its promotion and
USE.
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SPACE

Serco is the lorgest technicol services controctor to ESA. We hove been supporting the Agency's progrqmmes for over 25
yeors ond regulorly hove iob opportunities bosed ot ESTEC (Netherlonds), ESRIN (ltoly), ESOC (Germony), ESA/HQ (Fronce)
ond Kourou Spoceport (French Guiono).
Typicol octivities within the spoce field encomposs:

.

AIV Engineering

o Component Testing ond
Foilure Anolysis
o Antenno Engineering
o Eorth Observotion
o Ground Segmeni Engineering

o PC Support
. Unix System Administrotion
o Sofh,rrore Development

.

Dotobose Development
Monogement

ond

.

IBM MVS System Ops ond
Progromming

o Web Development
o Proiect Monogement

. Produci/Quolity Assuronce
. Technicol Authoring

lf you would like to be considered for future iob opporiunities with Serco pleose send your full curriculum vitoe io:

Jone Mqrchom, Serco Europe Ltd.
5th Floor, Kempton Point
68 Stoines Rood West, Sunbury-on-Thomes
Middlesex TWl6 7AX, U.K.
Tel.: +44 1932 733 OOO

Serco is on Equol Opportunities Employer

SETCO
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EIROFORUM

- Building the European Research Area
M. Praet
Head of ESA Office, Brussels, Belgium
F.

Mazurelle

Administrative Management and Education Deparlment, ESA, Paris

Historically, the EEC has given only
minor attention to space research
and development. Indeed, the first
25 years of the EEC were primarily
dedicated to the essential oolitical

The European Union

The European Economic Community (EEC) is a regional intergovernmental organisation, which
has the particularity of exercising
some supra-national prerogatives,

by the 1957 Rome
Treaty, and whose name was
established

In early 2000, the Gommission of the European Union (EU), through its
Gommissioner for Research, set out to establish a 'European
Research Area' (ERA). The purpose of this initiative is to give Europe
a structured network of expertise with which to efficiently promote
regional research projects. EIROFORUM, the European Intergovernmental Research Organisations Forum, has been created in the
context of the ERA for the purpose of fermenting ties between some
of the most active and influential research entities in Europe, namely:
the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN), the European
Fusion Development Agreement (EFDA), the European Molecular
Biology Laboratory (EMBL), the European Space Agency (ESA), the
European Southern Observatory (ESO), the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRR and the Institut Laue-Langevin (lLL).

This article focusses on the background to the EIROFORUM initiative
and the evolutions that have made EIROFORUM a necessity,
highlighting how the EU's interest in space and research has recently
crystallised, and how EIROFORUM may influence ESAs activities.

objective of building the Common
Market. lt is only after 1971, once
the political crisis linked to the
United Kingdom's accession was
resolved, that the EEC really began looking into

space activities. In 1984, the EEC Council
approved the First Framework Programme
(1984-87), funding research and development
initiatives such as ESPRIT, RACE and BRITE.
The following year, the EEC Commission
participated in the Eureka Programme.
However, the most significant tie between the
EU and space research is the entry into force of
the Single European Act in 1987, which
extended the Commission's competence to
research and development activities organised
through the Framework Programmes by

a new 'Research and Technological
Development' title to the 1957 Rome Treaty.

adding

The Single European Act's Research and
Technical Development (RTD) title was further
significantly broadened by the 1993 Maastricht

that EC competence now
to 'all the research activities deemed

Treaty, stating
applied

necessary by virtue of other Chapters of this
modified to the European Community (EC) by
the Maastricht Treaty of 7 February 1992. The
European Union itself, as a polity created by the
Maastricht Treaty, encompasses the three
Communities of the European Coal and Steel
Community, Euratom and the EC, together
referred to as the first pillar of the EU, as well as
the second and third 'pillars' (the common
foreign and security policy and the police and
judicial co-operation in criminal matters,
respectively).
78

Treaty.'ln addition,

a

new title on the

environment expanded the EEC's competence
while generally providing for the Community's
use of scientific and technical remote-sensing
data. There are clear signs that in practice the
European Commission is no stranger to space

activities. The EU

is competent, whether

exclusively or not, in the areas of transport,
environment, industrial policy, trade, and other
^,^^^ +h^+
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soace activities.

eiroforum

EIROs

building the Very Large Telescope (VLT) on

In parallel with the

Paranal, a 2600 m high mountain approximately

European integration
process, European States have committed
themselves to research and development by
creating specialised regional organisations.

130 km south of Antofagasta, in the driest part
of the Atacama desert.

In

1997, European multilateral public RTD
organisations accounted for approximately
11o/o of European public expenditure on
research and development, twice the amount
committed by the EU RTD Framework
Programmes. Such inter-governmental research
institutions have several soecific added-value
characteristics, including the ability to provide
their Member States with gateways to scientific
and industrial communities in other countries.
This enables Member States with lessdeveloped scientific infrastructures to build and
use the organisation's own capabilities, allowing
Members to oarticioate in infrastructures that are
international centres of excellence, catalysing

world-class science

ESRF

is a

large

experimental facility for

hasir: ancj
research

in

annlied
physics

chemistry, materials and

life sciences, and
licensed

ES

to

is

operate a

powerful source of light
in the X-ray range. The

of

construction
the
ESRF began in 1988 and the opening of the
first 15 beam lines to scientific users took place
in September 1994. Today, the ESRF operates
40 beam lines, 24 hours per day and 7 days a
week, in 'User Service Mode'.

in Member States, etc.

Among these are the EIROFORUM participants.

Gesa
ESA is an International Organisation established
by its Convention signed on 30 May 1975, and
which entered into force on 30 October 1980.
The purpose of the Agency is to 'provide for

and to promote, for exclusively peaceful
purposes, co-operation among European

States in space research and technology and
their space applications, with a view to their
being used for scientific purposes and for
operational space application systems', while

lLL, an international research centre and one of

the World's leaders in neutron science and
technology, was set up in 1967 to provide a
high-flux neutron source and instruments for
physics, chemistry matedals and life-sciences
studies. Over 800 experiments selected by a

scientific review committee are performed at
ILL every year.

promoting the competitiveness of European
industry. In order to achieve its mandate, the

Agency co-ordinates the European space
programme and national space programmes.

ESO was established

in 1962 to build

and

operate an astronomical observatory located in
the Southern Hemisphere. ESO's task is to
provide the best scientific instruments available
and to promote and organise co-operation in

astronomical research,
equipped with powerful

instruments, with the
aim of furthering and

European
'

:

:,

I

,

., ,.

utar

Bio{ogy

ralory
::

,

EMBL was established in 1973 to promote co-

operation among European States

in

fundamental research, in the development of
advanced rnstrumentation, and in advanced
teaching in molecular biology as well as in other

of

research. To

this end,

organising collaboration

related areas

astronomy. ESO
operates the La Silla
observatory in the

concentrates its activities on work not normally

in

Atacama desed, 600 km

north of Santiago de
Chile, where foufteen optical telescopes with
diameters up to 3.6 m and a 15 m submillimetre radio telescope (SEST) are now in
operation. In addition, ESO is in the process of

or easily carried out in national

it

institutions.

EMBL was founded in the light of a four-fold
mission: to conduct basic research in molecular

biology; to provide essential services to
scientists in Member States; to provide highlevel training to its staff, students and visitors;
and to develop new instrumentation for
biological research.
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entered into force
nn 2Q Sontomhor

of

Convention, which

CERN

Organisatron

infrastructures and resources. Eurooean
analysts have concluded that this fragmentation
of efforls impairs the competitiveness and

shall provide for

quality of research in Europe, especially with

1

954, reads that

'the

collaboration among

nuclear research

of a

European States rn
pure sc entific and

fundamental character, and tn research
essentially related thereto.' Adicle ll fudher
extends the Organisation's mandate to several
different activities relatinq to nuclear research.

Finally, EFDA allows co-operation activities in
the field of controlled thermo-nuclear fusion by

magnetic confinement. The Joint European
Torus (JET) Joint Undertaking was established

in June 1978 to build and operate the JET
machine, the largest single project within the
European nuclear-fusion programme of its time.

1 January 2000, the
JET orooramme has

Since

been iranaged

by

EFDA, an agreement

EFDA

and the project soon became the flagship of

Community Fusion Programme.
Fudhermore, JET became the first fusion facility
in the World to achieve significant production of
controlled fusron power, back in 1991 .
Over the years, it became rncreasrngly apparent

that these EIROs volved and

worked

independently from each other. Links among
EIROs existed but remained scarce, making
European research a fragmented arena with no
real institutionalised or coherent co-ordination.
pull
ltUU
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multilateral research organisations

national scientific communities

in

Europe to

interlock and, in several cases, co-operate on a
global basis. In addition, observers have noted
that these organisations have a tendency to

compete against each other, trying to
distinguish their own institution from other
research entities. orizontal links have
therefore historically been mainly confined to

information', although there

have been substantial exceotions.
BO

that Europe has had

a

high-technology-

product trade deficit of 20 billion Euros per year

over the past decade, and there is no clear
indication leading one to argue that the trend

Against this alarming picture, the EU is striving
implement proactive policies
bring
research and technology back to the forefront

to

to

of European priorities. Indeed, research and
technology account for 25 to 50% of economic
growth, while also having a strong influence on
competitiveness, employment and the quality
of life for Europeans. Philippe Busquin, the
European Research Commissioner, has there-

fore set out to create a 'Eurooean Besearch
Area'. detailed in a Communication from the
Commission to the Council. the Eurooean
Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee,
and the Committee of the Regions, adopted on
18 January 2000, whose aim is to 'contribute
to the creatton of better overall framework
conditions for research in Europe.'

nr rr *lra*
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in

Europe
have few horizontal links between them, due to
the fact that they can be analysed as
extensions of Member State activities allowing

of

amounted to a gap of some 60 billion Euros in
1998, against 12 billion in 1992, an alarming
five-to-one ratio. Furthermore, statistics show

The ERA initiative

the

'exchanges

Indeed, the average research effort in the EU is
currently only 1.8% of Europe's GDP, compared
wilh 2.8o/o in the USA and 2.9o/o in Japan. This
worrisome trend is expected to increase, as the
difference between total oublic and orivate
expenditure on research in the USA and Europe

fiT"}i':'i?3[}
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Energy Community (Euratom)
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between the USA and the Old Continent will
increase fufther if meaningful resource coordination is not implemented in Europe.

will reverse in the short term.

been co-ordinated by
the European Atomic

a^mo
rru
ovr

respect to the United States (USA). Meanwhile,
gap

the Commission is alarmed that the

that is scheduled to

beyond. The JET has

illndoad
rvuuu,

Research in Europe

Hence, two different dynamics currently
characterise European research: the increasing
involvement of the EU, and the fragmentation

CERN, Article ll of its

Commissioner Busouin's basic contention is
that Europe is ill-equipped to rival the USA,
which is contributing more funds to scientific
and technological research, while US spending
in these areas is expected to grow 9o/o in 2OO1 .
In addition, the Commission feels that the
prospects in life sciences and technologies are
promising. Indeed, the information and
communications sciences and technologies
are playing an increasingly fundamental role for
competitiveness, living conditions in Europe, as
well as food safety and sustainable development
efforls, issues that are all central to the agendas
of European policy-makers. As an illustration,

eiroforum

the aforementioned 1B Januarv 2000 Com-

EIROFORUM

munication states that:

Ori$n and structure

'........scientific research and technological
development more parlicularly are at the heart

The EIROFORUM initiative was created in this
context so as to strengthen the foundations of

of what makes society tick. More and more,

the ERA. Initially, the EIROFORUM endeavour
included six members: CERN, EFDA, EMBL,

activities undeftaken in thrs domain are for the
express purpose of meeting a social demand

and satisfying social needs, especially

in

connection with the evolution of work and the
emergence of new ways of life and activities....
Science and technology play an increasingly
important role in the implementation of public
policies, particularly Union policies. They are
involved in various forms in the drafting of
regulations and can be found more and more in
the policy-making process, at the hearl of trade
negotiations and at the centre of international

discussions in fields such as, for example,
safety in its various forms or the various
aspects of sustainable development.,. The
European research sysiem must be organised
in such a way as to pre-empt and take accounl
of needs arising at the different stages of
implementation of public policies: drafting,
decision-making, implementation, monitoring,

ESA, ESO and ESRE These founding members
then invited ILL to join as its seventh Member.

Historically, Commissioner Busquin launched

the idea in early 2000 during an informal
Research Council held under Portuguese
Presidency. The initiative to gather the EIROs
came from Antonio Rodotd, ESAs Director
General, who invited the highest representatives of the EIROs to discuss the proposal.
A working group was thereafter established to
analyse the ways and means by which the
EIROFORUM initiative could be implemented.

The initial working group, chaired by Mr
Rodotd during the second half of 2000, had
already accomplished substantive work
by the time EIROFORUN/ was officially
launched in the spring of 2001.

Policy-makers must be able to draw on precise
knowledge which is as complete as possib/e
and constantly updated and validated.'

The structure of EIROFORUN/ is straight-

The EU's research policy is

of each participating entity, in a forum where

forward and underlines a balanced distribution
of responsibilities between the participating
ElROs. lt brings together the highest authorities

implemented
through its Framework Programmes. Thus far,
these RTD Framework Programmes have been
described as instruments 'fo promote cooperation and support collaboration'. The Sixth

the main policy orientatlons are discussed and
where further courses of action are analysed.
EIROFORUM meets several times a year, to
assess the progress of the initiatives thus

Framework Programme (2002-2006)

decided.

(FPVI)

also referred to as the 'New Framework
Programme', currently in its draft version, is
bolder than its oredecessors in that this
Programme 'is designed to enable it to step up
its contribution to the development of scientific
and technical excellence in Europe', while
'increasing its impact on the innovation process
in Europe and reinforcing its contribution to the

efforts

to

integrate European Research'

However, the ERA initiative seeks to provide
more than just EU funds through its Framework
Programmes. lt seeks to create a process
through which a European research policy can
be elaborated with the support of every

concerned European actor, including EIROs
The ultimate goal of the ERA is therefore to
elaborate a comorehensive collaborative effotl

in Europe in order to make research

a

reality are: networks

of

EIROFORUM. This Working Group is entrusted
with the task of implementing the EIROFORUM
measures, while looking into furlher issues of
interest to the EIROFORUM. In addition, the
Working Group acts as the Secretariat for the
EIROFORUM.

The Chairmanship of the Working

Group

follows the yearly cycle of EIROFORUM. The

Chair (currently CERN) of EIROFORUIV.
nominates the Working Group Chairperson.

The Secretariat function of the Working Group
is assigned for a period of three years.

more

efficient through extensive and meaningful coordination between research entities via the
elaboration of networks and the identification of
common goals and needs. The means that the
Commission is looking into in order to make the

ERA

The 'EIROFORUM Working Group', whose
oarticioants are senior staff members from
the different organisations, assists the

excellence,

integrated projects, and the participation of the
EU in programmes carried out jointly by severa
Member States.

Purpose

As the EIROFORUM Charter states, a primary
goal of EIROFORUM is

'to play an active and constructive role in
promoting the quality and impact of European
Research. ln particular the group will be a basis
for effective, high-level inter-organisational
interaction and co-ordination. lt will mobilise its

substantial combined expertise

in

basic

ul
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research and in the management of large
international projects for the benefit of

their inputs and suggestions to

European research and development. This will

the
Commission. This consultation with the EIROs
illustrates how the Commission and EIROs can

be possible by exploiting the existing intimate

best work together

links between the member organisations and
their respective European research communities'

.

to rationalise research
initiatives in Europe, and how EIROs are central
players who can meaningfully influence EL

policies and support, whether financial or
In pursuance of this task, the EIROFORUM has

first analysed the current relations between
EIROs as well as with the EU from a legal
and technical standpoint. In parallel, the
EIROFORUM has produced several position
papers regarding the pressing issues facing
European research organisations today,

namely: information technology

and

computation, instrumentation, technology
transfer, new materials, outreach activities
Other topics were also raised and dealt with.
including accession procedures, enlargement
the brain drain, fellowships, the FPVI, relations
between EIROs and the EU as well as with the
European Science Foundation, Japan, the USA
and Faciorn Fr rrnno

otheru,uise.

Conclusion
Hence, EIROFORUM's added-value is to have

the most influential European research

and

development institutions in Europe pinpoint
common goals and common needs in a forum
where issues are comprehensively dealt with by
its Members for further referral to the EU. lf the
stakes and the means are well defined by the
main players in European research activities.
then it becomes easier for the Commission to
focus on the areas where its actions will reao
the most benefit for European society.

EIROFORUM therefore institutionalises two
types of relations: horizontal relations between

the EIROFORUM Members, who thus have a
Specific thematic meetings have already taken
place in which each EIRO's expefts have been

forum in which they can interact and discuss
co-operation activities, and vertical relations

able to discuss and provide inputs regarding
areas where co-operation ought to be sought
A first meeting of the 'EIRO Outreach Network'

between EIROFORUN/ as

was thus held at ESO in Aoril 2001. and further

The EIROFORUM initiative cannot be singledout from a broader strategic policy direction

topical workshops on instrumentation and
materials are forthcomino,

This mechanism underlines the potential of
EIROFORUM: a high-level representation of the

EIRO's Director Generals sets

the pace

in

EIROFORUM, the EIROFORUM Working Group

implements these actions and recommends
further courses of action to EIROFORUM, while
topical workshops are held to co-ordinate
specific tasks and measures.
Relations with the European Commission

The second

fundamental function of
to ferment verlical relations serve as a forum where EIROs can

EIROFORUN/ is

to

communicate and discuss their policies, goals
and needs with the European Commission.

Several formal and informal meetings have
already taken place between EIROFORUM and
Philippe Busquin as well as with Dr. Mitsos,
Director General of the EC's DG Research.
These meetings allowed the EIROs put foruuard

their common views and ideas on how the
Commission could best help rationalise and
support the work of EIROs for the benefit of
European society and to tackle the stakes of a
knowledge-based society.

In addition, these EU officials have invited
EIROFORUM Members to analyse the draft
Sixth Framework Programme (FPVI) and relay
82

a

group and the

European Commission.

leading the EU and ESA closer together.
Indeed, following the endorsement of the
European Strategy for Space by the European
Research Council and by the ESA Council at
Ministerial Level in Brussels on 16 November
2OOO, a Joint Task Force (JTF) was created to
monitor the implementation of the strategy, and
to propose a framework enabling ESA to act as
implementing agency with respect to EU policy
on space. The EIROFORUM and the JTF
complement each other well in the sense that
EIROFORUM handles research matters as a
whole within an intergovernmental framework,
dealing directly with hands-on research
collaboration initiatives in Eurooe, while the JTF
looks into a better EU-ESA collaboration both
at the institutional and programmatic levels.

The possibilities for discussion

within

EIROFORUM are endless. In order to take full

advantage of the EIROFORUM initiative, its
participants should endeavour to make this

initiative widely known to their different
to publicise the fact that a

departments,

forum now exists for the exchange of ideas with

other European institutions, and that

a

common group has close relations with the

Commission.

Gesa

esa data warehouse

The ESA Data Warehouse: A Tool for
Effective Management Reporting
Y-M. Bourguignon, M. Chevrier, M. Douzal & G. Gendreau
Information Systems Depaftment, ESA Directorate of Administration,
ESRIN, Frascati, ltalv

The major features and benefits of the ESA

Introduction

Management rnformation relies on wellorganised, easily exploitable data. As
managers need more information, their data
reporting and analysis requirements become
more stringent. At the same time, traditional
information systems are often not in a position
deliver the information required, chiefly
because they specialise in one functional area
and have as a result a limited data scope - and
because their functional focus is on data entry

to

and processing, not reporting. As

-

broad

-

cost and operational aspects
data integration aspects, and
the time dimension.

The Warehouse's functionality has been has
been made available incrementally so that value

would be delivered to users as it became
available. From the precursor systems to the

their

full deployment by the end of 2001 , the system

reporting and analysis needs outgrow the
capabilities of traditional information systems,

both
administrative and management tasks (Fig. 1).
nearing
Now that the initial project
completion, the Warehouse is offering further
the
opportunities, taking advantage
structure, data and tools readily available,

therefore, organisations like ESA are turning to
Data Warehouses to fulfil their needs.
A data warehouse is a data repofting and analysis system that, thanks

to its specific functional and architectural features, provides uniform
and flexible access to a wide range of data. The ESA Data Warehouse
project was brought about by the combination of growing
requirements from administrators and managers, and the limitations
of the data reporting and analysis capabilities of traditional
information systems. The system has been made available
incrementally and is now being used extensively by all Directorates.
The project as originally defined is now in the final stages of
implementation.

Data Warehouse fall into three

categories:

has been increasingly popular for

is

of

The problem with repofting
Despite their name, Management Information
Systems (MlS) often fall shorl of providing
managers with the full supply of information
they require. The reasons for this are linked to

the very purpose of traditional

information
systems and fall into three categories:

-

A MIS is created to fill a specific, operational
data-processing need in some organisational
process. lt must focus on the process, the
corresponding data and related calculations,
Data outside the specific functional scope of

the system is handled only to the limited
extent of the process interfaces. A MIS is
therefore a specialised system that handles a
limited scope of data.

-

The functional focus of a MIS is on the
processing to be performed, which often
includes data entry by the end-users. This
leads to technical choices in which reporting
needs cannot be the main driver. For example,

Figure 1. ESA Data
Warehouse usage by
Directorate, status April
2001

the data structure will normally be optimised
for responsiveness in data entry at the
expense of reporting. When necessary, older

data no longer needed for day-to-day
transactions, but still useful for reporling, will
be purged to make room for new data.
B3
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Even if the combined MIS available could

reporting and analysis tools, collectively known

cover the data span required for management,
it would be a frightening prospect to have to
master all of the different systems, with their

as'IRMA.

idiosyncrasies, access limitations, licence
costs, etc., when all you need is to extract
information.

On the other hand, management requires an
integrated view of management data, with a

The most notable of those tools is Business
Objects (BO), a market leader among so-called
'business intelligence tools', which has been
introduced to allow users without knowledge of
the technical data structure to perform ad-hoc
queries on the data, and such analyses as 'drilldowns' from aggregate into detailed information.

single reporting environment and powerful
analysis tools spanning the whole spectrum of

This architecture leads to three families of

data, from finance to contracts to programme

features and benefits, related to:
data integration
time dimension
ooerations and costs.

management, and from past

to

current to

planned. A data-warehouse system has
specific features that address the reporting

-

oroblem.
Data integration

Features and benefits

A

data-warehouse system specialises

in

collecting, storing and rendering administrative
and management data. Manual data entry or
transaction processing are deliberately beyond
the scope of a data warehouse: the data is

collected from existing sources

transactional systems or archives

like

-

obviously
after formal agreement between the data
owners and the users of the data warehouse.
The data is refreshed in principle once a day, at
the end of the working day to avoid any impact
of the refresh process on the response time of
the data sources.
The Conceptual Data Model (CDM) of the data
warehouse represents the data entities handled
in the warehouse and their relationships. The
representation of each data entity is unique,
follows
single set
standards and
conventions, and brings together all the data
attributes and relationshios reqardless of their
source system.

a

of

The physical database of the data warehouse
reflects CDM closely, with some redundancies
added to optimise rendering, typically in the
form of pre-calculated aggregations. This is a
major difference between a data warehouse
and a transactional, data-entry-oriented
system: the former is optimised for providing
information fo the end user, the latter for
obtaining and processing information from lhe
end user. The result is a single database,
structured to reflect functional constructs, and
seamlessly merging data from a variety of
source systems.

At the user end, the data is made available to
end users and client applications - within the
limits prescribed by the original owners of the

Classical information systems automate the
processes of one business unit: within ESA,
these are AWARDS for Finance, COSY for
Contracts, IPMS for Personnel, etc. To achieve
this, they store and manage data of specific
relevance to the business process they
support: contracts, budgets, and staff
information. They offer reporting functions
centred on this business process data. This
creates a double driver for data inteoration.
The first driver comes from the need, in every
system, to handle data of ESA-wide relevance,
like lists of Outputs, Directorates and General
Headings
and data produced by other

-

systems: industrial-return calculations

in

SYSTRI are based on commitments created in
AWARDS.

The natural solution - building peer-to-peer
interfaces - is costly to put in place and to
maintain because of the number of interfaces
required. lf a system receives data from p
providers and supplies data to r recipients, the
interface cost for this padicular system in a
peer-to-peer approach is p+r.
The Operational Data Store (ODS) is the part of
the DW that acts as a broker between the
partner systems. On the basis of Data
Exchange Agreements established between
provider and recipient, ODS collects, integrates

and stores the data from one and makes

it

available to the other. No matter how many
providers and recipients there are, the cost to
each individual system is reduced to one or at
most two intedaces.

The second driver for data integration comes

to their own operations. The end users exploit

from those users who need broader data
visibility than is provided by a single system.
The data warehouse caters for these users,
allowing, for example, seamless navigation

the data by means of the various

between financial data and related contractual

data. The client applications fetch data as input
query,

esa data warehouse

data: the user is not aware that the data
originates in different systems.

These standard queries and reports bear upon
the data of one particular year, but if requestec

an analysis of trends spanning many
Time dimension
Retaining a memory of the past is necessary for
various reasons. Not only does the legal status
of ESA require that at least the last B years'
worlh of financial data be available for on-line
consultation, but there are also many other
functional uses for historical data.

years

could be implemented on the same basis.
n a,l an d cost- re I ated be n ef its
Having no data entry makes it possible to
optimise the data structures of the data

O pe rati o

for efficiency in querying and
repoding rather than data entry and transaction

warehouse

processing, which are the main drivers
The term historical

-

-

as opposed to operational
data that is no longer kept in its

in

designing transactional information systems.

refers to
original transactional system, either because it

This is how complex reports can be obtained in

was purged to make room for fresh data (as
happens in AWARDS), or because the original
system is no longer in operation. The latter is
notably the case of EFSY the predecessor of
AWARDS as ESA's financial manaqement

could not be matched bV

sysrem.

The data model of the data warehouse reflects
the functional concepts of the transactional
systems, but not the technical idiosyncrasies of
these systems. This has made it possible (if not
easy) to collect, structure and store together
data coming from EFSY and AWARDS, which
are functionally similar but technically totally

different systems. Furthermore, the data
warehouse is designed in a way that allows
many years' worlh of data to be stored and
retrieved without penalising performance.
There is more to handling historical data than
just accumulating records. lt is one thing to

accumulate many individual records, created

over many years and never changing, like
transaction records. lt is another to handle
information which evolves with time, like the
status of commitments. For this, it was
necessary to equip the system with a
'snapshot' function able to freeze the status at

any given time. Depending upon the type of
information handled, the granularity retrievable
from the data warehouse ranges from a month
to a year. The time interval between snapshots
is an adjustable system parameter.
A further dimension to the problem of handling
historical data is that the referential data
changes over time. These are the pointers used
to classify and retrieve the data: lists of
Directorates, Establishments, Outputs, etc.
After a reorganisation, you need to be able to

retrieve the data both through

its

original

reference (former Directorate) and through the
new one.

By combining these capabilities, the datawarehouse user can run the exact same
queries and reports that are available on
current data on data dating back to 1988.

the data warehouse with a resoonse time that

a transactional

system.

Distributing the data entry and the reporting
functions over different systems offers the
additional benefit that the load can be balanced
and the respective systems sized much more
accurately. The population of users involved in
data entry is a fraction of the population of

report users: why bear the costs

of a

transactional system sized to supporl both?
Moreover, the separation of the reporting and
data-entry functions provides many read-only
users with access to reporting functions that
they would otheruyise not exploit, particularly
when the transactional system is a commercial
product. Quite a proportion of report-only users
would be deterred by the cost of the necessary
user's licence, the time needed to learn the
idiosyncrasies of the system, or lack of the
necessary privilege to use the transactional
system.

Finally, the data structure and technical
environment of transactional systems can be
very complex, which requires development and
maintenance personnel
specialist
technical knowledge of the transactional
system in question and makes it very costly to
develop and maintain pre-defined queries and

with

reports under diverse

and

complex

environments. The data warehouse smoothes
out the develooment and maintenance costs
operating
standard technical
environment, and only with the subset of the
data structure that has functional relevance.

by

in a

Value to ESA
The value of

a

data warehouse

to

an

organisation is measured by the data available

from it and the usage that is made of

its

services within the organisation. The ESA Data
Warehouse handles about 150 different data
entities, not counting ancillary or technical data.

The domains covered (and corresponding
partner systems supplying

or

reading data)

currently include:
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finance (AWABDS)

Programme management systems

contracts (COSY)

gradually appear ng AMS (TOS), AIN/S (APP)
and IPCDB (MSM) are already retreving data
frorr rhe Data Warehouse and "ave taken steps

missions (MOS)
personnel. excl-di^g conirdential data (tPMS)
geograpnical ret;'n ISYSTRI)
invoicing (EFIS).

Table

|.
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lowa'os ^,
supptyrng

are

as well.

Figr,ue 2 shows the data flows currently
supported by the ESA Data Warehouse The
use'comr.Lrnity is co"rorised of end-;sers and
application owners, The blend ol pre-defined

ESA Data Warehouse usage stafis/ics

Number of IRMA actve users: 251
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Number of Business Objects/Weblnte igence IRMA unverse users: 73

anaysis tools helps hundreds of users with
their administrative and managerial information

Number of FRS Financial reports produced
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Average per work ng

day

4045
184

4090

3982
1 Bl

195

The two salient examples of AWARDS and
SYSTRI show how app ications can delve

The 5 most used FRS financial repods
Total number

of nstances produced from Apri 1 999 to August

Account ng Situat on of Expense Lines (582)
Current Status of Ob gations (567)
Budget Summary (566)
List of nvoice Lines (574)
Expenditure by D rectorate, Establ, and EPA (564)

2001

value from the Data Warehouse AWARDS has
delegated most of ts repoding and Interfaces

26 411
2637 4

25546

to it, As a resu t, it was able to concentrate
more on ts core functon of managing ESA's

18201
2045
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The 5 most used tables in the Corporate Data Browser (BAR)

Commitments
ESA Staff Missions

of

pre-defined
report ano user-driven data analys s that can b,e
obtained from the same env ronment

Figures 3a.b show examoles
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June 2001
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avoided performance degradation
no dirfe'ence was visible to the e^d-users
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SYSTRI, the system used by ESA's Industrial
Policy Office (lPO) to calculate the industrial

/,

AMS

AWARDS

COSY

SYSTRI

IPMS
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COSY

MOS
IPMS

I
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a
Others

Figure 2. Data flows
currently supported by the
ESA Data Warehouse
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esa data warehouse

return to Member States from the
Agency, relies on data entered by
end-users
IPO and in the
Programmes, and on
large
amount of data centred on the
financial commitments. A lot of the
basic data handled in SYSTRI are
also in the Data Warehouse, and

in

require

a

a similar structuring and

archiving approach. This has
allowed a high degree of synergy
and integration between the two

systems. reflected

by

the

commonality of large parts of the
conceptual data models as well as
the physical data and the use of the

same user environment and user
tools, in particular Business Objects.
The next wave of project-controller-

oriented functionality

in SYSTRI,

including the management of Work
Breakdown Structure data below
the financial output level, will be a
new oppor(unity to share data, techniques and
tools between the two svstems.

Budgd CA rtob. July 2ml by Dlr.cioEtc

F

E

lntangible benefits

Ll

In addition to these tangible benefits,

the
introduction of a data warehouse, through the

tr

use of a corporate conceptual data model as

h
a

||ll

A

Ei

I

its foundation:

-

fosters the use

.)(

of a common language

L

throughout the organisation
facilitates the circulation and common understanding of information, and
minimises the duplication of inconsistent
i^+^ rupuJrrur
-^^^^i+^.;^^
uoLa
ruD.

E

Having hundreds of users from all Directorates

use information based on one logical
representation of ESA's data structure
promotes a common language and effective
communication. lt also reduces ambiguity in
information exchange and learning curves in

incremental interfaces for the partner systems
reading data out of ODS, and the addition of
features to enhance availability. Because of the

cases of staff mobility.

Warehouse's careful design, enlarging its
coverage

There is still a lot to do in this domain, as can
be seen from the multiplicity of interpretations
of even such basic and ESA-wide concepts as
the financial 'output'. This can be achieved by
complementing the corporate data model with
a user-readable data dictionary, which is part of
the more general 'meta-data management'.
The corporate data model, which is the
foundation of the Data Warehouse, is also a
major enabler of furlher evolution.

Evolution
The ESA Data Warehouse as it was initially
defined will be complete by the end of 2001
with the implementation of outgoing
,

to include additional data types and

Figures 3a,b. Examples of a
pre-defined report and a
user-driven data analysis
obtained from the same
environment

providing the corresponding capabilities for
reporting and analysis comes at an everdecreasing marginal cost. Now that the major
referential entities (financial outputs, Directorates,
OBS, EPA, etc.) are in place, adding new data
is like adding a piece to an existing jigsaw
puzzle. Business Objects, originally a power{ul
but novel tool, is now past its 'running in' stage,
and the roles and procedures around the
exchange of data through ODS are starting to
be well understood.

Of course, further evolution will be dictated by
demand. Two major fields of application are
provided by high-level reporling in Executive
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Information Systems (ElS) and by the
management of the full life cycle of obligations.
Executive I nformation Systems

Executive Information Systems (ElS)

is

a

generic name for reporting systems that rely on

large amounts

of data and

provide

an

aggregated and summarised view of it for use
by top management. Since ESA's core
business is in its programmes, an EIS that would:
bring together planned data from Programmes

-

-

integrate it with actual and past data from
administrative systems, and
provide reporting and analysis capabilities

could orovide a consolidated view of ESAs

Another major function will come out of SYSTRI

users' initiative to link the obligations to a
breakdown of work packages below the level of
the outputs. The user group is in the process of
defining the required functionality. Depending
on the reouirements, other structures can be
envisaged in addition to the WBS as axes of
analysis: Product Tree, Organisation Breakdown
Structure, Cost Breakdown Structure, etc. Any
structure with at least its top level defined at

coroorate level

on a degree of coordination, so that:
regardless of local differences in management

-

processes,

a

number

of

well-defined

aggregating concepts should

be

used

identically throughout ESA; e.g. each
programme should be free to define its WBS

The challenge is in reconciling the various data
structures used in the various Directorates. The
concepts used in the central system must be

Directorates and their local management
systems, and with the Data Warehouse itself:
there must be an unambiguous way of relating

candidate axis for

As for ElS, further endeavours are contingent

situation and outlook with respect to payments,
commitments, or other parameters.

'comoatible' with those used in the individual

is a

aggregation and analysis.

as it sees fit, but the concept of a work

-

package should have one corporate meaning
objects that users need to track throughout
their life cycle should be assigned unique
identifiers at the start of the life cycle and
these should never be reused.

the data together. For example, while every
programme should remain free to the concepts

of

project

or activity at its

convenience, a

standard level must be defined in relation to the
hierarchy of financial outputs for reporting
purposes.

Conclusion
Like many organisations, ESA has equipped
itself with a Data Warehouse to address its
growing needs in the reporting and analysis of
administrative and management data. The
development originally planned has reached its

of obligation data throughout

final stages. The user functions, repofting,
analysis and interfacing have been made

Before an activity formally becomes a row in the
AWARDS commitment database, it follows a
period of gestation as a planned activity. lt then
takes the shape of a contract, translating into
payments
commitments, invoices

operational gradually throughout the
development and are already very popular.

Management
its life cycle

and

a milestone payment plan. The
stages of this life cycle are supported by

according to

different specialised systems in ESA: various
local management tools (LMT) are used in the
planning phase (and beyond), COSY handles
contracts, AWARDS financial commitments,
and EFIS receives milestone payment plans,
invoices and payments
Two major functions would help the end-to-end
management of obllgations in ESA. The first is
the tracking of the obligation through its various

stages of planning, contracting and executing.
This would allow following the various stages of

Additional value lies in the common language
and improved communication brought about
when data structures of corporate interest are
standardised ESA-wide

The data-warehouse concept provides

a

guarantee of maintaining the historical memory
of an essential ESA management data set in
periods of change in management information
systems, ensuring proper access to the data in
a coherent and understandable way. In addition
to its current value, the data warehouse offers a
wealth of well-structured data that serves as a
platform for evolutions whenever required. Of

particular interest

is the

possibility of

aggregating programme-management data
from the Directorates. This function can yield

if a

the 'activity', with the whole history available

powerful results

from one user environment. That environment
could act as a porlal, opening an access to

standardisation is followed.

simple approach to

specialised systems like COSY or EFIS to see
more detail or take action on an obligation. A

Further information on the features of ano
access to the ESA Data Warehouse can be

corollary function would aggregate the

obtained from the ESRIN Help

amounts 'accumulated' at the various stages oj
the life cycle of the activities.

Desk.
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ESA Education on the Web

W. Ockels" & l. Duvaux-B6chon
Education Office, ESA Directorate of Administration, Paris

The missions of the Education Office
Education is important. According to the ESA

was revised. The Office is 'responsible for

Convention, it is one of the Agency's mandatory
activities, and it was also specifically mentioned
in the second Long-Term Space Policy Committee Report, endorsed by the ESA Council at
Ministerial Level (see ESA SP-2000, Actions 18
and 20).

proposing and following up the implementation
of education activities aimed at reinforcing in a
pan-European manner ESA's contribution to
promoting education in the space field', and
more specifically:
developing co-operation and partnership

organisation of the Directorate of Administration

-

agreements with national agencies, government

The role of the Education Office was further
emphasised at the end of 2000, when the

Education activities at ESA are developing at a fast pace. The
Education Office itself has been enlarged to co-ordinate all educationlinked activities at the Agency. Howeveq all ESA Directorates are
developing their own activities, and many partners outside ESA are
also active in this field. There is thus a need to develop tools to
present the different activities in a coherent way to allow anyone,
especially young people and teachers, interested in space education
to easily find the information that they need. For this reason, the ESA
Education Office is developing a web site that will cover all activities
linked to education, whether they are proposed by ESA or by some of
our partners. This article provides an overuiew of the main topics that
will be developed over the next five years.

bodies, universities, associations, etc.,

-

including the European Union
administering agreements with organisations

-

developing ESA educational 'outreach'

such as ISU or EURISY managing issues
related to contributions
activities for university students by:

r fostering the creation

.

of possibilities for
students to actively work on space projects
before graduating
offering them the opportunity to work on

real projects together with professionals
from ESA, national space agencies and

-

European industry
organising educational measures for younger
students by:
. promoting space-related activities to attract

the attention of young people

-

(primary,

secondary and post-secondary levels)
. developing special prolects, programmes
and promotional competitive actions
developing a programme of high-level postgraduate scholarships for staff, nationals of
Member States and international candidates,
in cooperation with the Personnel Department
co-ordinating the education activities of other
ESA Directorates and consolidatino the
necessary resources

2nd report of the Long-Term Space Policy Committee:

Action 18 European Space Education Programme
Purpose: Contribute to the creation of the talented work force needed for the 21st century by
providing a European focus for Education on space matters, and stimulating interest in science
and technology.

Action
.

Based at ESTEC in the
Netherlands

2O=

European Space Policy lnstitute

Purpose: Create a European focal point for the analysis and academic discussion of European
needs, capabilities and long-term prospects in space.
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In order to fulfil these tasks, the Education
Office is now composed of four permanent

chance to cover the whole education orocess
and to reach as many young Europeans as

staff, two of whom work at ESTEC in Noordwijk

possible. Girls, who have to be specifically
encouraged to study what are unfortunately
traditionally considered as 'male' subjects, will

(NL) and two at ESA Headquarters in Paris,
with a fifth one joining at ESTEC in 2002. Up to
eight Young Graduate Trainees are also part of
the Office and are resoonsible for soecific
projects. Each Directorate also has some
education activities of its own, and one of the
roles of the Education Office is to coordinate
the various activities so that all of the efforts
within ESA are exploited in the most efficient
way. Corporate proyects will also be carried out
by pooling resources.

Why emphasis is being put on the Web
All actions in the field of education need to be
adverllsed and explained in a coherent way.
One of the most efficient tools
available in this respect today is the
world-wide web. lt allows a single
portal, or gateway, to be used to
oresent all of the different educational
activities carried out at ESA. lt

I
,

a unioue address for
informing and contacting everybody
who is interested. lt also provides
links to the web pages detailing the

'

,.\.1.jr,,,,

,,

,\:,

"'\ \' '

material in their official languages

or

by

providing translations.

Main elements
The web site will have many 'chapters' in order

to cover all asoects of education and address
all possible questions. A short description of
what is planned for each section is given below:

r

1. Learn about space

"lnformation" will give the basic information

on space and space programmes (e.g.

Directorates and to the activities of
oartners outside ESA. All activities

information on what space is, what is it used
for, and the ESA programmes), using words,
drawings and animations easily understandable

concerned with space in Europe

Target audience

by even the youngest readers. Links will be
provided to the more specialised pages of the
Programme Directorates for those who want
more detailed information, and to information

The target audience for this

on sites of external partners.

can thus be found via the ESA

Education web site will be young
space enthusiasts, because they
are the ones we want to reach, encourage and
inspire. Many young people in the ESA Member
States and around the World are already very
interested in space. On our site, they can get
information, ask questions, find a job, be put
in contact with other soace enthusiasts
throughout the ESA Member States, obtain
help with networking, and much more.

. ,\

to

education activities of other ESA

Education web site.

i

lf

we want
reach all young space
enthusiasts, one of the challenges that we have
to face is language. We will put a lot of effort
into translating the material into as many
languages as possible, and arrange for experts
of all nationalities to answer questions from all
across Europe. ESA's Member States and the
European Commission will play an important
rnla in fhat
rocnont oithor hri nanaratina
l||qtlvgvvvLvJvv|

constitutes

'
;
'
i

. t,!,1' ,,

profit from an early start at primary-school level.

Today, fewer and fewer young Europeans are
choosing to study and work in science, and
there is a great dsk that there will not be

enough trained scientific or technical staff for
the needs of the 21st century. Space is one of
the few subjects that grabs almost everybody's
interest, and it is one of the best examples not
only for explaining science and technology, but
also for motivating the younger generation to
study these topics.

The target age group for the ESA education
activities is 6 to 28 years, that is from primary
level to the end of their studies. This qives us a

"What is space" will include the basics about
the space environment and its characteristics,
the basics of spaceflight (e.9. different orbits
and their various uses). The main elements of a
spacecraft will also be explained (mechanics,
thermal control, orbital control, power...).

"What is it used for?" will give examples of
the various disciplines that benefit from space.
There will be links to the corresoondino ESA
Programmes.

The Programmes too will be explained in simple
terms, with links allowing those who want to
know more to go directly to the pages of the

appropriate ESA Directorate and the full
explanation. Drawings will show the different
parts of the spacecraft and how they are used,

"Past education projects" and their results
will also be presented, as they can provide
ideas for future projects and form part of
the information on space. For example,
descriptions of the experiments flown on

esa education on the web

previous Student Parabolic Flight
Campaigns will explain the purpose of
the experiment, why it was impoftant
to do it under microgravity conditions,
and its results.

As many questions are related to
working in the space sector, such as
'How can I become an astronaut?',

\Ntr 2rc inclr rdinn : section about
professions at ESA and in the space
sector in general. lt will give young
people an idea of the studies involved

and the nature of the work. lt will of
course not be limited to astronauts,
but will include engineers and all
their different disciplines, scientists,
lawyers, administrative support, technicians,
translators, and many others. The information
may be purely factual, but may also be in the
form of an interview with someone doinq the
Job.

Organising conferences/courses in universities
and schools, with the emphasis on space.
These can be courses in the schools of the
children of ESA staff, or in the vicinity of ESA
Establishments, and can be given in any

Young people want and need to see in order to

discussions can also be organised remotely

understand. We cannot limit ourselves to
words, drawings and photographs. Sma//

using the video-conferencrng facilities available

Member State language. Courses

videos of or virtual visits to the

most

or

in all ESA Establishments, and could even
include transmissions from the International
q+2+i^n

'diront-frnm-qnraa'

interesting or impressive venues will be included,
such as the ESTEC Test Centre, the ESOC
Control Rooms or the launches in Kourou.

Qnano
vvuvv

Seeing Envisat on a vibrating table or Ademis
inside the Large Space Simulator at ESTEC has
a much greater impact than just an explanation
of the tests.

When ESA staff attend conferences or
congresses, they could contact the local

A Space Qur2 with some 90

questions

is

already available in French and English. lt will be
improved in the coming months and links

added to more detailed answers, so that it will
not be only a game, but also a way of learning
more, The game encourages the young people
to reflect, more than when reading pure
information, to analyse the question and think
about it before answerinq.

2. Projects that ESA offers or sponsors
The ESA education projects listed here, some

of which will have external sponsors, are
directed towards the youth themselves,
teachers, schools, associations

or

any
institution that deals with young people. They
include conferences/courses given by ESA staff
or paftners in the schools, programmes to train

teachers. outreach projects and training
positions within ESA. The goal is to ensure that
whatever good ldeas are put forward are widely
advertised and promoted.

far

be recorded on
videotape and DVD for fudher distribution,
discussions. Courses may

schools to arrange a visit.

Training teachers, and encouraging them to
exchange experiences through initiatives like
'Physics on Stage', held for the first time in
November 2O0O at CERN in Geneva (a similar
event will take place in April 2OO2 aI ESTEC), or

nfforinn

anr rreaa nn

teachers

to

an4na tn

greatly increase

Fr

rrnno:n

the number of

students being reached (multiplier effect).
Support will be given to these teachers after

Ge

rt -Le
Envisa

construit.

. le poids d,une
. d'une t6levisionmaison
.
camion de g tomes
!'un
. d'un
grand piano

eue

The following are examples of existing or
planned projects that might appear in this
chaoter on the web site:
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their courses, in the form of on-

Outreach projects for primary/secondary level

line help. teaching material, etc.

students promote school

Proposing training positions

combining different disciplines to help the
students understand the comolexities of the

with all information needed (and

on-line registration

for

the

positions proposed directly by
ESA) concerning end-of-study

training, fellowships
ESA

or at

(within

universities). the

International Space University

the
European Space

programme, and

future
Policy

or group prolects
so that space is studied more intensively,

subject. On-line courses will be offered in a next
step for easier contact with the experts. These
courses will also be offered on videotape and
DVD. The projects also include integrating
space into school curricula, through a dialogue
with the Ministries of Education and publishers
and providing accurate and attractive elements
to be included in the school books.

Institute.

Co-ordinating the Young
Graduate Trainee (YGT)
programme, which gives
students who have recently
graduated the opportunity to
gain one or two years of
work exoerience, The YGTs
working in the Education Office, for example,
are responsible for many of the Office's
outreach prolects.

3. Publications and Other Material
The broad spectrum of ESA Publications and
material from other sources will be listed here,
including PDF files downloadable via the Web.

Other items, such as the colouring books
prepared by the Technology-Transfer and
Science areas, will also be listed so that
children can easily order them.
We will also be developing supporting material
dissemination either free of charge or
against a nominal charge via ESA Publications
Division or the ESA Space Shops. Some of this
material will be distributed to soace museums
or associations at cost price. This will include

for
Outreach projects for university students,
such as oarticipation in the annual International
Astronautical Federation (lAF) Congress (100 to
400 students depending on the location), the
SSETI initiative (teams of students across
Europe design a complete spacecraft via the

Internet), yearly parabolic-flight

postcards of some of the best ESA images
from the Science and Earth Observation

Programmes,

campaigns (carrying experiments

developed by student teams),
participation in the International

also be prepared

the 'Teach and Track' project
(sending students to developing

ESA in general
Detailed project or subject (XMM, biology, Space Station, environment...)
Occuoations in the soace sector
ESA and its partners

What is a spacecraft and how does it work?
What is soace used for?
Life in soace
Soace and law
Technologies in the space sector
Technology Transfer - benefits on Earth
How to finance international oroanisations

92

ESA

as

be
student experiments),

Conferences/Gourses that can be given by ESA staff in various languages
(non-exhaustive list):

of

the spacecraft and its mission in as
many languages
needed).
Specially tailored video material will

the European resources will

countries with a small, autonomous
satellite receiver in their backpack
to teach young people there about
space and the benefits of space
technology), and many others.

example, and

spacecraft (with an explanation of

Space Station Programme (1% ot
allocated to

for

cardboard mock-ups

to

support

courses and discussions.

4. Contests and exhibitions
Special events like launches

regularly

be accompanied

will

by
contests for children. Although they
cannot be classified directly as 'educative',
such contests are important for attracting many
children. One can then easily add education
information around these contests. The
contests will of course be on the web, together
with information on exhibitions linked to soace

in

Europe. Details about rentable

ESA

exhibitions will also be provided.

5. Paftners

-

External partners
National Space Agencies,
the Directorates for Research and for Education
and Culture of the Eurooean Commission.
associations, school networks will be listed
here, with links and basic information about

-

esa education on the web

what they offer. Links with the youth pages of
the National Space Agencies will be included,
as well as information about the types of
partnerships that ESA has with universities and

space-related associations, such as the
supporl to the International Space University
and Astrorama (training of teachers and classes
for children on space).

6. Ask an expert
An imoortant element will be the new service
'Ask an Exoert'. On-line sessions will be
organised for special occasions (e.9. in the
framework of the EC's lVetd@ys). All questions
posted Io Ihe education@esa.int mailbox will be
answered by experls, and the most interesting
ones will be published, either by integrating the
answers into the 'Learn about Space' or
'Frequently Asked Questions' sections.

Hopefully we will be able to link

to their activities and they to
ours, in order to organise
common/joint activities. Part
of this external network will be
built with the help of the newly
created Advisory Committee
on Education (ACE), formed
by representatives of the
Member States and staff of
the Education Office.

Time-frame
A lot of work has been done
since the creation of the
Education Office, but many
projects still need fufther

development. Some will
take several years to reach

fruition. Basically, what
has been presented forms

7. Friends

of

the basis for a five-year

ESA

plan. The various activities

It is planned to set up a special network of

and networks will be built progressively. The

young European space enthusiasts, who can
serve as ambassadors for ESA in their schools,

number of young people interested in space in
Europe is impressive, and the first ones to join
the 'Friends of ESA' team will have the chance
to help shape the web site and its content.
They will also act as 'guinea pigs', in helping us

universities, etc. Teachers will also be invited to
register and to indicate what they expect from
US.

to be sure that the activities that we are
Older university students will also be able to
register as candidates for the Young Graduate
Trainee programme. Today, only two selections
per year are made and interesting candidates
may be lost because they have been recruited
elsewhere in the meantime. With this new

registration process, the database will be
refreshed and aoolications examined and
followed up much more regularly.

Internal and external networks
The task of co-ordinating the ESA activities
implies the existence of an internal network,
formed by all staff involved directly in education
activities. In addition, a database will be
maintained of all staff volunteering assistance,
indicating the subjects that they can teach, the
languages they speak, the geographical areas
to which they can easily go or where they go
regularly, and the courses they have already
taught.

As ESA is not the only organisation in Europe
dealing with space education, for maximum
imoact it needs to oool its efforts with those of
the other players also. The external network
should therefore include the Member State

proposing are well tailored to their needs and
interests.

Glosing remarks
The final aim is that any young European or
educator who needs information about soace
or wants to starl a project about space will
know that they will find the information and help
that they need on the ESA web site. ESA will be
the place where all information about European

space-education activities will

be

brought

together. This will save time and no impodant
information will oass unnoticed. We will need
the help of all ESA staff and all ESA partners to
build these networks and orovide full
information about what is going on in space in
a comprehensive and easily comprehensible
manner for children and students of all ages.
This is the only way to make sure that we reach

as many young Europeans as possible

and
have the best chance of helping them to learn

about space, science and technology. We will
also be helping to train them to manage the
space projects of tomorrowl

space agencies, space associations, schools,

For fudher information concerning the ESA
Education Office, or to contribute to its
projects, write to education@esa.rnf or visit

Ministries

www. esa. i nt / ed u cati o n.

of

Education

or

Science, the

European Commission, etc. There are also
potential partners outside Europe, for example

the

International Soace Station Partners.
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Bed-Rest Studies for the International
Space Station
D. Schmitt & B. Elmann-Larsen
Life Sciences Unit, ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC. Noordwiik. The Nethedands

Bed rest is a recognised tool for validating
countermeasures on healthy subjects on the

For the first time ESA, together with DLR,
CNES and NASDA, is performing extensive
studies using short- and long-duration bed

ground before applying them to the astronauts

rest. The short-duration study, which involves a

lntroduction

who will live and work on the International
Space Station (lSS). lt also serves to identify
where there are differences between the true
effects of space and those of simulatlon
qiir

ratinnq 2a 2 mo2nq nf enhiovinn a hottar
understanding of the profound mechanisms at
work within the bodv's control functions.

The microgravity experienced during space f light

induces

physiological changes that affect astronauts' health and performance.
Simulations such as prolonged bed rest can mimic some of these
changes and provide study conditions that are more accessible than
during space flight itself. Previous studies, including several long and
short-term bed-rest campaigns supported by ESA, have yielded

significant medical data on the physiological changes induced by
space flight. These data are being used extensively to study the
effects of various countermeasures on those physiological changes.

period of two weeks with 1O subjects, is
of reduced caloric
intake on physiological de-conditioning

examining the importance

(multiple changes resulting in reduced physical

fitness). The long-duration bed-rest study,
lasting three months, undertakes a variety of
investigations involving 28 subjects. lt focuses
on countermeasures, studying the effect of an
anti-osteoporosis drug as a medical countermeasure and resistive exercise as a physical
countermeasure, to determine their suitability
for use during long space journies.

The scale and duration of these studies is
attracting interest from other lnternational
nAdncrq sr rch :s thc USA and China. The
physiological changes recorded during space
flight and bed rest also mimic those observed
as a result of certain diseases and as paft of the

l]l:i:

ageing process. Significant clinical application
ic
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and similar future studies.

Background
Space life-sciences research (both at ESA and
elsewhere) is predominantly focused on the

effects

of the

space environment

on

physiological and biological mechanisms. The
main aim of such research is to develop areas
of basic or fundamental scientific investigation
in nrdar tn imnrnrro iho rrndorctendinn nf lifa

and to apply this knowledge to solve medical
problems and support the development of
biotechnology. The European Research Plan
for Life and Physical Sciences and Applications

o

in Space supports this aim by including
initiatives for both preparatory and supporting
research. such as access to European facilities

for ground-based research and
Figure 1. Tilt Table
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- testing responses to horizontal

and upright exercise

studies.

bed-rest

bed-rest studies

A top-level objective identified in this research
plan is 'lmproving Health', through basic and
applied research related to problems incurred
as a result of ageing. disease or disability.
Within this objective, the first priority is to
understand the body's response to changes in

-

advanced gas sensors for fitness checks
microcomputer tomography for fine bonestructure determination
advanced techniques for measuring the
electrical activity
muscles (electro-

of

myograpny).

load and mobility both in space and in the clinic.

This requires a wide range of studies during

Why bed rest?

space flight and through clinical investigations,
e.g. bed-rest studies. The physiological changes
occurring in microgravity, although differing in
origin, are often similar to those due to certain
diseases and to the ageing process, thereby
providing new insight into the body's regulating
mechanisms. These changes include:

The American and Russian space programmes

-

major changes in the circulatory system,
such as altered blood-pressure and heaft-

-

decreases

normal, healthy subjects stafting as early as
1855. Physicians had used prolonged stays in
bed to immobilise and confine patients for
rehabilitation and restoration of health even
before that time. The horizontal position relieves

the strain of the upright posture, often used

rate control

-

in the 1960's gave significant impetus to bedrest research. Before that, a few studies had
been conducted on bed-rested patients and on

in muscle mass and in

the

neuronal control of muscle activity
differenr:es in nostr rre and locomotion control
altered perception and cognition strategies in
the brain
bone loss, exceeding 1% per month in weight-

in addition to potentially
unrecoverable changes in structure
bearing bones,

in

situations

of

in

acute circulatory

situations
(syncope), bone fractures, muscle injuries or
fatigue. However. adaptive responses occurring
during bed rest proceed concomitantly with the
healing process.

More recently, adaptive

physiological

in normal
healthy subjects in a horizontal or slightly headresoonses have been measured

metabolism such as nutrition
absorption and control of excretion of water

down-tilted supine position during prolonged

and salt.

bed rest as analogues for the

changes

The second priority is

to

adaptive
Figure 2. Micro-neurography
registration of electrical
signals in a single nerve
fibre

develop

counter-measures, often tested using
bed rest as the space-flight analogue,
:nd fLvn adant
thoir USe fOf CliniCal
uvqv
L

rehabilitation on Eadh. Nearly all spaceflight-induced physiological changes

observed

to

date have been

well

documented. This knowledge base

is

supporting specific studies on the
effectiveness of counter-measures in
reducing or eradicating the detrimental
effects of microgravity and the absence
of loading and mobility. Some current
experiments in this area are focussing on
resistive exercise, anti-osteoporosis drug

testing, forcing appropriate blood and fluid

racnnnaae nf :ctrnnarrfc

distribution, and the use of vibration devices to
trigger bone metabolism. These research areas
have a large application potential in rehabilitation

microgravity environment. The recumbent

medicine.

ovnncod
v,\vvvvv

tn tha

position and prolonged continuous bed rest
result in loss of most hydrostatic pressures,
virtual elimination of longitudinal compression
of the spine and long bones of the lower body,

A third priority is the testing of

reduced muscular force and psycho-social

mainly Small and Medium-sized Enterprises

changes. Bed rest is therefore considered a
valid analogue for a number of aspects of
space-induced physiological changes leading
to de-conditioning.

(SMEs)working in the biomedical field. Examples
include:

The 2001/2002 ESA DLR Short-Term Bed-

advanced
instrumentation for monitoring and diagnostics.
ln this area, applied research being
performed in close collaboration with industry,

is

-

portable devices

-

pulmonary monitoring
tele-diagnostics using echocardiography and
other relevant methods

for

non-invasive cardio-

Rest Campaign

Two bed-rest studies have been initiated

in

2001, one short-term described here, and one
long-term described in the next section.
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Stimulated by findings that with few exceptions

The 2001-02 Short-Term Bed Rest study

space crews lose bodyweight during longer
stays onboard an orbiting spacecraft, this

composed of four equally long study periods,
three months or more apaft, investigating the

is

phenomenon has been investigated extensively

same ten subjects in each of them. lt addresses

over the last decade. Initially, even up until

the nutrition-related ouestions raised above.

1993, it was assumed that the weight loss was

due to loss of body water, as its magnitude
could easily be explained in that way. The so-

In a so-called 'crossover randomised study
design' (randomisatron of the sequence in

called 'fluid shift' - whereby a major part of the
fluid in the lower part of the body would move
to the upper body in space due to lack of the
pull normally exerted by gravity - was the basis
for this very plausible assumption, in that the
body would attempt to get rid of the excess
of fluid in the trunk region. This theory
also suooorted the observation that the
circumference of the leqs became smaller
when tn soace.
It has now been shown

which subjects perform the four phases), each
person goes through four phases identical in
duration and type of examination, but varying in
terms of: (a) body position and (b) nutritional
state. Each bed-rest study needs a set of
control values gathered during an upright-body
ohase. while the nutritional state includes both
a normal state and a state of relative under-

via accurate metabolic
not hold. lt appears that
water and also salt are
retained in the body to a

examinations during these four, time-wiseidentical phases, and observing each of the
four possible combinations of body position
and nutritional state. the goal is to describe the
differences in the observed parameters, which
investigate: (a) potential changes in the way in

greater extent than on the
Earth; this observation

which circulation is controlled under these
conditions, (b) changes in the metabolism of

studies, however, that the
water-loss hypothesis does

cannot therefore justify

nutrition.

By performing the same experiment

and

bone, muscle and fat tissue, (c) whether there

s

to the kidney function in
regulating excretion of fluid and salt, (d) stressrelated factors. and (e) general markers for
energy turnover and food intake.
are changes

Overall, this short-term bed-rest study

Figure 3. Measuring food
intake

is

expected to provide very important data on the
effects of body position and nutrition on the
different body functions, based on very
accurate monitoring of the effect of food intake.

The 2001/2002 ESA-NASDA-CNES LongTerm Bed-Rest Campaign
Figure 4. Analysis of

metabolic turn-over

the loss-of-water hypothesis.
Instead, the same metabolic studies show that
less food is being ingested per day on average
during a space flight, and it is speculated that
this relative under-nutrition could be a reason
f or some of the other negative effects
observed, and specifically those related to
muscle and bone metabolism. Nutritional
aspects, coupled with the general unloading in
space, which
the primary parameter
simulated by using bed rest, may be two main
factors causing the weight-loss and tissue
maintaining

is

changes. A potential effect on the manner

in

which the circulatory system maintains its
responsiveness when exposed to gravitational
stress may also be linked with the nutritional
slale.
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Weight loss is one of several adverse effects of
longer space flights. General 'adaptation' to
weightlessness, which takes the form of deconditioning or deterioration of many of the
body's systems, involves a long list of additional
changes, for which a good understanding of
the basic mechanisms involved could help in
developing suitable and effective countermeasures.

Another aspect of oure scientific research is
that the effects of microgravity on humans are
unique in nature. This means that changes, as
an effect of continuous unloading, only occur
with that particular speed (fastl) and with that
particular characteristic when the subject is
'weightless' onboard a spacecraft for a longer
period, i.e, several days or more.

The develooment of countermeasures has
been a major goal since the early days of

bed-rest studies

longer-duration space flight. Large variations

in

the seriousness of the microgravity-induced
symptoms from one crew member to another,

and the fact that in cedain cases very large
losses of bone mass or severe deterioration

in

muscle performance, balance function or
circulation control over a period of three to six
months can be observed, have been the prime
reasons for seekino
understand the
underlying mechanism"s, The goal is to use this
knowledge to develop the most effective
countermeasures, but this has proved be a very
ambitious goal because there are still serious

to
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mechanisms involved. Such countermeasures

are therefore what the 2OO1-02 Long-Term
Bed-Rest Study at the Space Clinic MEDES in
Toulouse is focussing on.

A general serious constraint, which limits the
speed with which progress can be made in this

field, is the small number of observations
oossible due to the limited number of
astronauts flying. In principle, each individual
can only serve once for the observation of a
certain variable, whereas a number of
observations are necessary to draw valid
conclusions. This is why a highly focused

the effects of immobilisation. They will simulate
the situation in space by keeping foudeen
volunteers in a six-degree head-down tilted

selection process is extremely important when
choosing crew-based experiments. A further
complication during the ISS construction phase
is that crews generally have such a heavy work
schedule that time for other research is verv

the last group will receive medication for the

limited.

Some responses can be provoked better by

using the bed-rest simulation model than
others. The focus of the study started in August
2001 at MEDES has been on bone and muscle
tissue. The changes seen in space crews bear
similarities with the effects of being bed-ridden
for long periods. Bone loss in astronauts has
similarities with osteoporosis, which is an ageand to a significant extent also a sex-related
disease, which particularly afflicts women over

Figure 5. The exercise
countermeasure - leg force
pushing a set of flywheels

position for three consecutive months. The
volunteers will be divided into three groups: one
will be the control group, one will undertake a
certain type of exercise three times a week, and

stabilisation of bone tissue.

Bed-rest studies of the sort described are

in

many respects lust as complex a those during
a space flight:
planning begins 1-2 years prior to the start of
the study
experiment selection is very similar to that
for a manned space flight, in terms of
combination of disciplines and relative

-

intardononrlonna
,, ,(v, vvvvl

Figure 6. Regular control of
dynamic exercise capacity

the age of fifty or so. A particularly important
finding is that while osteoporosis normally occurs
later in life and affects persons belonging to a

certain risk-group, astronauts are usually
younger, healthy individuals who suddenly
begin to exhibit bone-mass loss when in the
space environment.

In this co-operative study between the
Japanese Space Agency NASDA, the French
Space Agency CNES and ESA, one Japanese
and nine European teams from five European
countries have been selected. They will look, in
particular, into the effect of bed rest on muscle
and bone tissue, but at the same time will study
whether exercise- and medication-based
countermeasures are effective in counteractinq
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the same constraints as for

a manned
spacecraft apply in terms of general logistics,

apart from their direct importance for manned
space flight, such study activities tend to attract

limited resources, general personal load

the involvement of more and more clinical

estimation. ethical aspects, time and availability
limitations, etc.

experts who have had no prior exposure to the
effects of soace.

Consequently, space-agency personnel with the

relevant experience and research groups who
have experience of manned space flights are
best-suited for managing such an undedaking.

to be bedridden for
long periods have an increased risk of

Older oeoole who have

sustaining bone fractures thereafter. Astronauts
who are otherwise completely healthy can lose
hnna qtrr rntr rro rroni
faqi rrihon
avnncad tn
Yvl
J
'uvl

the study should prove extremely
important. In particular, we expect to make
crucial findings regarding how to maintain
Clinically,

muscle mass while immobilised during long-

term bed rest, which will benefit millions of
patients. The other main focus of the study is to
investigate and carefully describe the migration
of calcium, bone's main building block, by
exploiting a new combination of methods and

tools.

microgravity. Bed rest and the development

of

bone-tissue changes in healthy young
individuals combine these two situations, in a
scientifically, trans-disciplinary and sophisticated
manner. An added quality of such a study is
that the overall effect on the major body
systems

is

investigated, whereas traditional

medical research is not geared to this level of
ambition. This is because clinical research has
the relative luxury, compared to the mannedspace-flight situation, of having a large number
of volunteers available and therefore tends to
address narrower questions, in much smaller
'steos'.
Once this study has been completed, we hope

to be able to contribute valuable new ideas on
how to reduce the risks associated with clinical
bed-rest situations on the ground, and also to

develop more modern techniques for
maintaining healthy bone and muscle tissue
throughout life.

Future work
Following a recent Call for ldeas for simulation
models, the need to continue using bed rest as

an analogue to space flight is clear. Other
analogues will also be looked at in the near
future. The oroblems to be addressed are
numerous and a long-term commitment to
such studies will be put in place.
Figure 7. Localised QCT:
high resolution analysis and
imaging of a slice of the
forearm

In particular, this is the first time that a
combination of nutrition monitoring, X-ray
scanning (Dual X-ray Absorptiometry, DEXA,
the gold standard) and Quantified Computer
Tomography (QCT) have been combined in a
single study, whilst at the same time testing
different countermeasures on parallel groups. lt

In anticipation of future manned space travel
within the Solar System, preparatory activities
are envisaged within the strategic framework
for European space exploration. especially in
the new Aurora programme. Here the use of
'space analogues' other than bed rest, such as

microgravity and then migrates dissolved in the
blood, but the basic mechanisms involved are
not at all well understood.

Antarctic bases for example, is a must.
Analogues for confinement and isolation are
essential to address such scientific and
technical issues as advanced life-suooort
systems, habitability, communications and
medical, physiological and psychological

The study is to be seen firstly as a simulation of
the present-day length of crew visits to the lSS,
and secondly as a first step to investigating the

the ISS only. The use of Antarctic bases for
12-1 6 months of isolation is also the most
suitable analogue for manned missions to

cffects anr-l nossihlc countermeasures when

@esa

is

believed, for instance, that calcium is
released from the bound state in the loaded
part of the skeleton as a result of exposure to

problems, which cannot all be fully tested using

crews will be travelling in space for much longer
periods, for instance to visit Mars. In addition,
9B

Mars.

the european drawer rack

The European Drawer Rack for the ISS
and its Scientific Capabilities
P. Behrmann, H. Koenig
ESA Directorate of Manned Spaceflight and Microgravity,
ESTEC, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

M. Blanchi
Alenia Spazio SpA, Turin, ltaly

The European Drawer Rack (EDR) provides accommodation for small
and modular experiments, as well as distributing Golumbus laboratory
services to the EDR payloads. One of its fundamental goals is to
support the development of smaller sub-rack payloads through the

provision of accommodation and flight opportunities for quickturnaround missions. The EDR's design is oriented towards userfriendliness and flexibility of experiment accommodation and
operation. This article describes its accommodation in the Columbus
laboratory the services that it offers to its payloads, as well as briefly
addressing EDR operations and some of the logistical aspects of
payload integration and exchange.
lSlS Drawers
Utility Panels

The design concept
The European Drawer Rack (EDR) is part of the
initial Columbus laboratory launch configuration.
It incoroorates International Sub-rack lnterface
Specification (lSlS) Drawers and ISS Lockers to
allow the easy accommodation of small- to
medium-size type payloads (so-called'Class-ll'
navloads) This rrse of standard drawers and

lockers will provide

a

rapid-turnaround

capability and hence a greater number of flight
opportunities for the user community. The EDR
will include a first set of drawers and lockers
equipped with experiments selected through
European and international Announcements of
Opportunity.

The EDR is a multi-user facility (Fig.1) that
provides the infrastructure for accommodating

and servicing Class-ll payloads in

an

International Standard Payload Rack (ISPR).

Modularity and standardisation have been
m4or design drivers for the EDR, both to
Figure 1b. Rear of the EDR with major subsystems

LOWET

Utility Panel

Figure 1a. Artist's impression of the EDR with two payloads (PCDF and FAST) integrated
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provide

a

maximum

of

flexibility and inter-

changeability for the payloads, and

optimum use

of

to

make

standardised technology

development for the Space Station. At present

the Rack can accommodate uo to three lSlS
drawers and up to four ISS lockers in parallel.
In order to service a large number of small,
quick-turnaround payloads, its design is
ootimised for the oarallel accommodation of
three to four payloads, i.e. each requiring an
average of two drawers and/or lockers. A larger

number

of small payloads can

always be

accommodated, albeit with the possibility of
resource distribution and utilisation restrictions.

The resource management

at

EDR level
includes the monitoring/supervision of resources

to individual payloads, but not process control
for individual experiments, which are in general
expected to provide their own intelligence and
processing capabilities.

The very limited space available for EDR
subsystems and the constraints imposed by
the standardised support equipment made it
necessary to optimise the allocation of
resources to payloads. lt turned out to be
impossible to route all available resources to all
payload slots in parallel. Safety constraints also
had to be respected. The actual routing of
cabling and piping to payloads itself turned out

to be a

major design constraint. While lSlS

drawers allow most electrical connections to be
routed through self-mating connectors at the
back of the drawer, the operating concept for
ISS lockers necessitates that all resources
except air cooling be connected to the front of
the locker. This leads to a very large number of
connectors - electrical, water, gas and vacuum
- being on the front of the rack. Consequently,
the assessment of resource distribution to EDR
payloads is still on-going.

Accommodation in Golumbus

EDR services and resources

EDR will be accommodated in an International
Standard Payload Rack (ISPR), manufactured

The distribution of centralised resources

by lshikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries

(lHl)

of Japan, which is the current rack standard for

European payloads on Columbus. The ISPR
will be modified to allow locker accommodation

and achieve compatibility with the

is

mainly realised using five EDR subsystems:

lSlS

standard.
The EDR will be launched with Columbus, with
an initial payload complement integrated into
the rack, to respect the 500 kg EDR launchmass allocation. Once in orbit, the overall EDR
mass will be limited by the mass-carrying
capability of the lSlS drawers and ISS lockers
to approximately 650 kg.
Resources provided by Columbus to the EDR

-

Power Distribution Unit (PDU)
Process Control and Command Unit (PCCU)
Ethernet Hub
Video Management Unit C/MU)
Avionics Air Assembly (AAA).

Water, nitrogen and vacuum resources are
simply routed to so-called 'Utility Distribution
Panels' (UDPs) at the front of the rack, but
there are no active control elements in the EDR
carrier for these resources, other than a manual
shut-off valve for the nitrogen line. The

payloads will have

to

provide the necessary

connectors, jumper cables and piping to
access the resources at these interface

include: main and auxiliary power, data

locations, as well as all payload-internal

uplinking and downlinking, thermal control, and
gas and vacuum supplies and venting.

connections between drawers and/or lockers
via the front of the rack. A laptop computer,
which will not be physically integrated into the
EDR rack, provides the main interface for the
crew to monitor, control and command the

Major development challenges'
During the EDR design phase, considerable
effort has been made to maximise the number
of standard containers (lockers and drawers)

available

to

payloads. Simple payload

exchange also requires that payloads be
installed and removed by front access to the
rack. This necessitated the accommodation of
EDR carrier subsystems in the back of the
very crowded
rack, which in turn led

to

arrangements

with serious difficulties

in

servicing and repair. Some design constraints
and ar:ccss recrrirements
standard
equipment to be used by EDR turned out to be

of

incompatible with the access constraints
imposed by a tilted rack, so that finally one
payload drawer 'slot' on the front of the rack
had to be allocated to EDR subsvstems.

EDR system.

Physical accom modation

EDR payloads are to be accommodated in
combinations of standardised 8-Panel Unit
lSlS drawers and/or ISS lockers, the main
mechanical characteristics of which are given in
of drawers

Table 1. The exact combination

and lockers depends on the EDR payload
complement and has to be agreed with the
EDR payload integrator. A first set of drawers
and lockers will be procured as part of the EDR
development effort and may be made available
to users; subsequently, payload developers will
be exoected to orocure their own drawers

and/or lockers.

the european drawer rack

Power distribution
The EDR PDU receives Columbus main power
aI 120 V DC, converts it parlially into 28 V DC

and distributes both voltages to the

EDB

subsystems and drawer/locker interJaces. The
PDU
based on the Remote Power
Distribution Assembly (RPDA), which is an ESA

is

standardised and configurable system. Each

lSlS drawer

will

have

a

12O

V DC power

connection to the PDU. At least one drawer
supply will be rated for 10 A. The 120 V DC
connectors to the drawers are self-matinq at
the back of the drawer.
20 320" wlo internal covel
(lnside)
20 19" with internal cover

There will be four 28V DC/10A outlets at the
front of the rack, which are primarily intended to
supply the ISS lockers. Three of these outlets

are branched in parallel

to self-mating
connectors at the back of the lSlS drawers,

Figure 2a. ISS locker

However, for each outlet only one branch of the
28 V DC supply may be used at any trme. The
28 V power supply thus becomes a time-lined
resource.

Table 1. Mechanical characteristics of /S/S drawers and
/SS /ockers
lSlS Drawer Characteristics
Number

of

lSlS drawers in EDR

Volume per drawer available to users

(LxWxH)

3
(B PU size)

72 litres
574 x 3B7x 327 mm3

Nett mass available to users

39.5 kg

ISS Locker Characteristics

Number

of

ISS lockers in EDR

Volume per locker available to users

(LxWxH)

4

57 litres
516 x 440 x 253 mm3

Nett mass available to users

to

27 kg

The 28 V DC power supply is limited to 280 W
per outlet. In principle, it will be possible to
route more than one outlet to any given locker

or drawer, but payloads wishing to use this
feature would have to observe very stringent

power can be made available to EDB
payloads via a manual switch-over. Use
of auxiliary power will usually be limited

thermally controlled storage. and

must not be proposed for safety-critical
operations.
Data handling and commanding

The central data processing system of the
EDR, the PCCU, is a standardised system
based on the Standard Payload Computer
(SPLC). The PCCU software allows reconfig-

grounding requirements to avoid ground loops
and cross-talk between power supplies.
Similar considerations hold for the possible
combination of 12O and 28 V DC suoolies in

uration in orbit for each new payload increment
by uplinking the necessary changes to the
system and payload application software.

any given ISS drawer. The overall power

The main functions of the PCCU include:
management of the communication interface
with Columbus
management of the laptop inter{ace
management of the communication interface

consumption of the EDR payload complement
will be limited Io 22OO W. Constraints imposed

by the EDR thermal-control system

may,
however, limit the usable power to lower values
under ceftain circumstances. In case of main
power loss, approximately 600 W of auxiliary

Figure 2b. 8-Panel Unit lSlS
drawer

-

with EDR payloads

-

EDR monitoring and control at system level
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monitoring and control

of EDR payload

TESOUTCES

-

EDR subsystem management and control

downlinking of EDR payload data (except
high-data-rate connection, which uses the

-

distribution of external commands (ground
and/or crew) to payloads
distribution of Columbus time and ancillary
data to payloads.

The communication protocol to be used

the user can identify particular

frames,

sequences, etc. for offline downlinking.

VMU described below)

-

expected to be the on-line storage of highspeed or high-resolution video, which cannot
be transmitted directly to ground due to
downlink limitations. After an experiment run,

in

between the EDR PCCU and the EDR payloads
will be the NASA Express Rack protocol. The
payload side of this interface has been
developed as part of the SPLC industrial

Thermal control
The EDR provides both air cooling and water
cooling to payloads. The air-cooling concept is
based on the AAA heat exchanger interacting
with the Columbus primary water loop, while
for the water cooling the primary water loop is
directly routed to payloads. The overall thermal

load

to be dissipated from the EDR payload

comolement is limited to 2200 W.

contract, and the relevant software will be
The preliminary concept for EDR air cooling

available directly from the SPLC developer.

foresees that cold air exiting from the AAA heat

housekeeping and scientific data is selectable
up to 1Hz. As EDR will in general accommodate autonomously operating payloads,
only very limited processing capabilities will be
provided for simple payloads that do not
possess any dedicated intelligence. On the

exchanger will be blown into the back part of
the EDR rack and will be routed to lSlS drawers
through the gap between the drawers and ihe
ISPR side walls. Each drawer requiring air will
have air inlet grids on its side walls near the
front of the drawer. For lockers, the air inlet will
be at the back of the locker ('rear breather'

EDR Utility Distribution Panel there are
connectors for the direct acquisition of four
temperatures (thermistor voltages) and four

conceot). An air outlet at the back of each
drawer/locker will be connected by tubing to
the AAA fan, which will suck the exhaust air

discrete status signals. The EDR will also be
able to send up to four discrete commands to

from each air-cooled box.

such payloads.

The amount of air cooling made available to

The EDR PCCU receives Columbus ancillary

EDR payloads will depend on the sharing with
water cooling for each payload configuration.
However, the maximum amount of air cooling

The sampling rate of the PCCU for payload

data (e.9. loss-of-signal, GPS, microgravity

values) and orovides these data to EDR
payloads as required. lt also provides at least
50 Mbytes of memory for temporary storage of
EDR housekeeping and payload scientific data,
mainly intended for bridging communication
outages.
Video Management Unit UMU)

The EDR VMU is intended to handle a wide
range of high-data-rate information from the
EDR payloads, be it analogue video, digital
video or any other high-rate digital data stream.
it provides NTSC interfaces
and IEEE 1355 high-speed serial lines. To limit
the volume of downlinked data, the VMU allows
one to select a reduced field of view (for digital

To support this,

that can be made available to the EDR payload
complement is presently limited to 700 W. The
maximum cooling-air flow rate available to a
single EDR drawer/locker is 1500 litres/min.
There are two sets of water connections (two
inlets and two outlets) at the Utility Distribution
Panel on the front of the rack. The water from

the Columbus ISPR interface will be routed
directly to these interfaces. Payloads utilising
water cooling will have to regulate their
throughput to a 0.4 bar pressure difference

(both digital and digitised analogue images)
using the JPEG standard. The VMU can also

between inlet and outlet for the maximum water
requiring
water
will have
flow
of
cooling
dynamic
control
provide this capability internally. The
maximum cumulative heat load that may be
dissipated on both sets of water interfaces is
2000 w.

support uncompressed data transmission and
video storage using any format, including 12and 16-bit pixel depths. S-video compatible

The EDR laptop will serve as the

inputs may be displayed on the laptop computer

interlace between the flight crew and the EDR

connected to the EDR.
The VMU provides a mass storage capability of

with its integrated payloads. The laptop
supports all functions necessary to monitor
and control the EDR, its operation and its

72 Gbytes, the main application of which

resource-usage envelopes, including the ability

images) and

to

perform data compression

is

flow rate anticipated. Payloads

to

EDR control via the laptop
primary

the european drawer rao".

to

control and command

experiments.

Although under nominal conditions the EDR
should not require crew support, the laptop
provides a standardised'look-and-feel' Human
Computer Interface (HCl) for facility control as

possible to exchange complete drawers or
lockers (while EDR is powered down) without
requiring modification to existing payloads or to

the core facility. Such flexibility requires

of the

commonly defined for the Space Station.

an

implementation approach whereby the majority

intelligence

for payload operation is

delegated to the individual payloads, with the

to

Fire detection and warning

EDR dedicated

The EDR will incorporate a smoke-detector
assembly, which will serve as the primary firedetection tool for the EDR system and all air-

initiation and monitoring

cooled payloads within it. In addition, the EDR
payloads are advised to include parameter

monitoring

to give advance

warning

of

a

potential fire condition.

EDR payloads that do not make use of air
cooling and do not provide adequate air
exchange with the AAA will have to base their
own fire detection exclusively on parameter
monitoring. The payload providers will be

resource allocation and

of

experiment

execution.

The software and communications architecture

allows in-orbit uploading and reconfiguration
of both the EDR and experiment-container
software. The main element of the carner
software is the EDR timeline, responsible for
the overall scheduling of experiment- and
EDR-related software sequences dedicated to

the control of

individual subsvstems and

experiments.

responsible for verifying the adequacy of such

parameter monitoring via their own safetyrevrew process.

ISS

EDR fire suppression will be accomplished
through the interface for the Portable Fire
Extinguisher on the Fire Detection and Suppression Panel installed on the front of the EDR.

ISS Elements

EDR operations
The key to efficient payload operations onboard
the ISS will be optimum use of available
resources, including power, cooling, telemetry,

Columbus
Facilities

commanding, crew support, etc. all of which
must be shared. As indicated in Figure 3,

resources

will be allocated

hierarchically,

stafting at the overall ISS level, then to each

partner's module, and finally

to

EDR

individual
payload facilities. As one of the main drivers for
EDR is
allow concurrent experiment

to

operation, resources must be further shared
among individual instruments resident in the
EDR drawers and lockers. While at the ISS level

resources will be relatively firm, a certain
flexibility may be expected in the allocation
available to a particular facility at any given
time.

The master timeline element will be established
according to a given EDR operations plan. The
latter, which will be verified on the ground, will
provide the best match between available EDR
resources and those required for experiment
execution, the goal being to maximise the

number

of

experiments

in

Figure 3. Space Station
resource distribution

concurrent

ooeration.
The EDR utilisation scenario relies on close cooperation between the supporting ground
facilities. These include the Facility Responsible
Centre (FRC), which is in charge of the overall
EDR, and the User Home Bases (UHBs), which

A key EDR feature will be the ability to control
experiments from the ground, allowing any
combination of automatic and interactive
(telescience) modes of execution.

are dedicated to the support of individual
payloads or experiments. These centres will

EDR logistics

together be responsible for preparing the EDR

The EDR and its initial payload will

operations plan, and controlling and processing
housekeeping and science return data.

be
integrated into the Columbus laboratory as part
of the initial payload complement, termed the

'EDR 1st Mission'. In parallel with this first

The EDR is intended to support a relatively
quick turnaround for 'small' payloads. lt will be

mission, the preparation and ground testing of
new payloads/experiments will result in new
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Outlook for the EDR
At the time of writing, the EDR Preliminary

drawers and lockers to be transported to orbit.
Transportation of lSlS drawers will nominally be
in a NASA Express Transport Rack (ETR) in the

Design Review (PDR) is being prepared. The
EDR flight unit is expected to be delivered for

Multi-Purpose Logistics Module (MPLM). For
the ISS lockers, the nominal means of transpotl
will be the MPLM for unpowered lockers and
the Space Shuttle mid-deck for those requiring

initial payload integration in early 2003.

The EDR's flexible design will allow shorter
mission-oreoaration times than the'classical'
multi-user facilities and provide quick return
and delivery of mission products. The payload

power during transport,
Drawers and lockers will be exchanged in orbit
and payloads/experiments will be processed as
parl of so-called 'EDR Follow-on Flights'. This

testing and integration process is expected to
be both fast and easy, and payload processing

onboard of the Columbus laboratory should
make optimum use of the resources allocated

implies an on-board configuration evolution,
and maintenance of the subsystems and

components. A payload utilisation plan will
define and schedule the uploading/downloading of EDR payloads and reconfiguration

to the

activities.

resources, and flexibility of operation in order to
fully exploit the EDR principles of payload
exchange and parallel operation of small- and
medium-sized payloads.

at

payloads

freouent turnaround. moderate use

EDR payloads will be tested on the ground at

various sites

scientific users. The

themselves are being designed for fast and

drawer/locker level, using

of

dedicated support equipment to emulate the

EDR interfaces. Payload developers
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.
reinforce ou Laboratory Support Team working
under a service contract with the European Space
Agency (ESA) we are looking for a:
To

ponent Engineer (m/f)
Your Job
Your job will be to support the team and bring
specialist knowledge of RF and microwave
components (discretes, lCs, hybrids) into the
laboratory. Using both your theoretical and practical
skills you will complement and enhance the team's
existing expertise.

.
.
.

University degree (or higher) in Electrical/Electronics
Engineering or Physics,
General background in active components and
in-depth knowledge of microwave lCs and Discrete
RF components
Knowledge of manufacturing and assembly (hybrid)
technologies, and relevant failure modes.
Relevant practical experience in performing electrical
tests, reverse engineering and failure analysis of EEE
components, using mechanical and chemical
deprocessing techniques and advanced laboratory
equipment (e g 5EM, FlB, 5AM, lRM, etc ),
Good command of English (working language)
and in technical reporting
Good practical knowledge of MS office suite
of programmes and HP VEE
Experience in the use of sw-tools for engineering and
programming is an advantage
Previous experience in the design of electronic
applications, custom test boards and test set-ups
is desirable.
Ability to communicate with Component Engineering
Experts, project teams and other laboratories, will be
a valuable asset in this dynamic international work
envlron ment

Further Information
lf you are interested in this position or would like
to receive further information please contact:
Name: Gillian Shedden
Direct Tel: +3 1 (0) 40 294 8662
Fax: +31 (0) 40 2948662

This position is located in Noordwijk,
The Netherlands, and will require occasional

travel to mostly European destinations

ivfffi8;
ModR ElroF Lrnftd ir a wtully @ned
subsidiary
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Programmes under Development and Operations
(status end-September 2001
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Integral

Mars Express

The f ight model env ronmental test
carodig- has sta.ted al ES tC (N-) Tre
soacecraft contairirg lhe Spectron ete.
(SPl) and Optical Monitoring Camera
(OMC) flight models has successfully
pclssed t^e s ne vibration and shock tesrs,
After integration and functiona verfication
of the remaining flight model nstruments,
the test campaign will continue at the
beginn ng oI 2aA2 w th electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC), acoustc and thermal
testing.

Three main activities took place during
the third quarter of the year. F rsty. the
structural model, consist ng of f ght
structure, flight propulsion system and
subsysten mass d;nnies. wds shipped
fro'n Alenia in I;rir (17 to rhe lrtespace
test facility in Toulouse (F). n September
and October, the entire mecnanrca
qua i'icatior p'og a'rra was success+;lly
completed, Th s campagn inc uded the
v bratron, acoustic, shock and c amph rnrl-.prp.-;qp lpq'c tc ',ell aS otaer
activities, Meanwh e, the structura model
is already back at Alenia. and the start of
the flight-model programme ls awated,

The mager (lBlS) and X-ray Monitor
(JEN/ X) instrument teams have made

good progress n assemb ng their flight
modes JEM X FMl has aready been

lr paralle wilh t-e acrivt es at InLespace,

rntccra,eel nr- -ho sn:r-pafaft

e

ard

lhe

delivery of FM2 is planned for December
lBlS has suc.e\ctL lv con-pleteo ils

acceptance campa gn and is undergoing
calibration, with delivery to ESTEC expected,
on schedu e, in November, The currently
foreseen lBlS and JEN/-X FM2 delivery
dates are fu y compatibie with ntegra's
planned October 2OO2 launch date
The mission ana ysis l-as bee.r updared
to matcb this new aunch date. Good
progress nas been made regardrng
g'orrd-stal 01 coverage d;r'rg the
transfer-orbit inlectron The groundsegment verfication activties are
progressing as planned
The Proton auncher manufacturng and
adaptation acl virie\ are d so p'og'essing
satis'acto'ilV The Rr-,:siar- Sooce Agency
has confirmed that it can provide a
launcher to suit the recently rev sed
Integral comp etion schedule A detailed
launch svsLem developmerl and la;rr-hcampaigr schedule has been agreed wilh
our Russian partners
The m ss on's Time Al ocation Comm ttee
(TAC) has finalised ts work concerning the
observat on proposals in response to the
Announcement of Opporlunity (AO-1) The
observation programme for the first year
of the nominal mission s now defined

lnlpgral srne-rtbratton LeSl berng sue. -.5fy//1
eomplpled
'n !he ESll-C tactlttes in Noordr,tir
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ecl'cal testing o'

a

subsysre'ns

cont nued on the Electrlcal and Functional
Verficaton Bench at Astrium SAS in
To; ouse Also lr s Tas^ is r-ow rea'ing
completion with the preparations for the
frnal

lrtegrar.d System lcs'. 1o'eseen for

late-October/ear y- November, hav ng
been comp eted Lmn-ediaLely after lhe
successful conclusion of th s test, the
bench will be dismantled and the
hardware transpoded to Turln for the
flight model programme
Last but not least, the Mission Critical
Design Review was held in early Ju y,
Chaired by two senior ESA managers,
Lhe Revew Boa'o looked at d' ?SQeclc
of the missior. e, spacecrdfl. p.ry oao.
ground segment, auncher and science
nncra inns Thp R ,:rr-l made Sevefal
recommendations to the Prolect and
concluded that the review was
SUCCESSfUI,

In close collaboration with

senrir-e nro\,'.lpr tho

the launch

l:rrngl and

CrJiSe

phase to Mars has been optimised,
allowing an extens on of the launch
window lts opening, and thus the most
/ikey launch date for Mars Express, is
now 23 May instead of 2 June 2OO3

programmes & operations

Herschel/Planck
The technical work within the industrial
core team, with Alcatel Space Industries
as Prime Contractor, which initiated the
industrial development and implementation
phase for Herschel and Planck, continued
throughout the summer period. The focus
now is on the consolidation of the
conceptual designs for both spacecraft,
taking due account of the challenging
technical needs and the review of the
requirements to be placed on the lower
level subcontractors. The major
achievement within the last few months
was the successful completion of the first
system-level review, namely the
Herschel/Planck Requirements Review.
Started on 1 August with the distribution
of the documentation, it was successfully
completed wlth the Review Board meeting

on I2 October.
The second main activity. the build-up of
the complete industrial consortium up to
mid-2OO2, has staded well with the
selection of the subcontractors for the first
of the four procurement batches. The
procurement process, from preparation of
the ITT documentation all the way through
to the archiving of the winning bid once
the contract is kicked-off, is being
conducted by Industry under rigorous
guidelines set by the ESA Project Team in
order to guarantee a fair and competitive
procurement process.

release the start of manufacture of the first
hardware-development models. The
critical development issues identified in the
recent instrument reviews are being
followed up and closed out one by one,

The consolidation of the instrument
interfaces with the spacecraft will be
completed by year's end
The co-ordinated parts procurement for
Herschel and Planck, originally initiated by
ESA to suppod the scientific-instrument
development, has now been handed over
to the Prime Contractor and will also
include the other parts procurement for
iho irnrn qnenonrqft

Outside the main development contract
lor the Herschel/Planck spacecraft with
Alcatel Space Industries, it is worth noting
that the evaluation of the otfer for the
3.5 m silicon-carbide telescope for
Herschel, a direct delivery from ESA to
the Prime Contractor, was also completed
in this period. Following the successful
contractual negotiations between ESA and
Astrium SAS, the development work for
this activity has started.

The activities initiated with CSL (Liege)for
the development of a facility to allow
vibration testing of the Herschel instruments
focal-plane units at cryogenic temperatures
is approaching the Critical Design Review
The facility will be ready for instrument-unit
testing by the end of 2002.

On thp toloqnnno nf tho 9g69pl
spacecraft, where the telescope reflectors
are provided via a collaboration with the
Danish Space Research Institute (DSRI),
progress has also been made and a
development contract has been awarded
to Astrium GmbH (Germany) after a
competitive tender action.

The spacecraft is still in its parking orbit
at an altitude of 31 000 km. The stad of
the orbit-raising phase, using the ionpropulsion system on board has been
postponed until about mid-December. The
new software that has to be written to
support the revised operating modes has
turned out to be more complicated, and is
consequently taking more time to prepare,
than expected.

With respect to the scientific instruments,
progress is according to plan and the
instrument teams are heading towards
their major next formal review, which will

Artemis

However, whilst in parking orbit, the
sspacecraft bus subsystems have been

fully commissioned and the satellite's good
health has been confirmed. Also, the ionpropulsion elements have been tested and

operated for some time, demonstrating
their ability to function over longer periods
than planned, which will be required for
the orbit-raising manoeuvres.
In the course of November, preliminary
payload check-outs will be conducted.
Thcsc tcsts can he nerformed for shorl
periods only (a few hours every five days),
because the frequencies allocated can
only be used from the satellite's nominal
position. At other times, when the satellite
is drifting along its orbit, the transmitters
have to be off to avoid interfering with
other satellites in the geostationary arc.

In its parking orbit, Artemis is drifting
around the Earth at a rate of 3 deg/hour.
To maintain contact with the satellite,
therefore, a network of tracking stations
has had to be set up around the world in Fucino (ltaly), Dongara (Aus.), South
Point (Hawaii) and Santiago (Chile) - to
ensure full satellite control at all times. This
network will have to be maintained until
Artemis reaches its nominal operating
position, This major milestone should be
achieved in June 2002, provided the
planned orbit-raising manoeuvres can
indeed be initiated in December.

Earth Observation
Envelope Programme
(EOEP)
During the last months, Astrium GmbH,
the Prime Contractor for the CryoSat

project, has concentrated its activities on
107
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In response to the Call for Proposals for
tho qor:nnd crir:lo nf Fartl-1

consolidation of the satellite
design resulting from Phase-B
Thanks to the technical
contributions provided by some
25 industrial partners, the design
has now reached a level of maturity
that will form the baseline for the main
development phase (Phase-C/D).
Concerning SIRAL, the CryoSat Radar
Altimeter, Alcatel (F) has successfully
demonstrated the performance of the
Solid-State Power Amplifier on a
dedicated breadboard. This important
milestone validates the technology of one
of the most critical elements of the SIRAL
instrument.
The GOCE space-segment industrial
activities have continued to focus on the
consolidation of the satellite configuration
and associated budgets and on the
competitive selection process for the
various equipment suppliers. The efforts
spent on the satellite configuration have
allowed an overall configuration to be
identified in terms of volume, shape,
dimensions, etc., capable of accommodating either a micropopulsion
assembly based on cold gas or one
based on Field-Emission Electric
Propulsion (FEEP). However, it will only be
possible to complete the satellite design
activities to the level of detail necessary for
holding the GOCE Preliminary Design
Review (PDR) after the final selection of
the micro-propulsion technology, which is
still pending. The GOCE PDR will therefore
have to be shifted to the first quarter of

2002.
Tho Prncoodinnq
nf
,vu
,l
InternatiOnal
v, tho
L, ,v firSt
GOCE User Workshop at ESTEC have
been distributed to the participants and
individual papers have also been made
available publicly on the GOCE Explorer

web site.
The preparations for Earth Watch led
to the adoption of the Earth Watch
Declaration and lmplementing Rules by
the Earth Observation Programme Board
(PB-EO) on 20 September.

Supporl to Eumetsat has continued within
the post-MSG consultation activities. In
particular, ESA experts are reviewing the
observation requirements established by
the user application expeds.
After evaluation of the two proposals for
the Aladin instrument second phase
108

Explorer Opportunity
Missions, 29 outline
proposals were recerved by

the deadline. These proposals address
Cryosat

(manufacturing and testing of predevelopment model), Astrium SAS has
been selected as the contractor for this
phase, with the kick-off taking place on
8 October. The PDM development and
test contract should last two years.
The Invitation to Tender (lff for the APEX
instrument's Phase-C/D was issued in
August, with a submission deadline of 25
October. To ensure optimum coordination
with the EOEP-funded elements, ESA will
pedorm the technical management of
Phase-C/D.
In the market-development area, five new
shorl-term contracts and five new longerterm contract opportunities have been
selected as a result of two lTTs issued in
May and in July All of these activities
target the exploitation of the new
capabilities otfered by Envisat.

Earth Observation
Preparatory
Programme (EOPP)
Step 2 of the implementation mechanism
for the second cycle of Earth Explorer
Core Missions (mission assessment) has
been completed. The five ESA Repofts for
Mission Assessment (ESA SP-1257) have
been published and will be presented at
the Third Earth Explorer Consultation
Meeting in Granada, in Spain, in
October. After this Consultation Meeting,
the Eadh Science Advisory Group (ESAC)
will make its recommendation for the
selection of the three missions for which
Phase-A activities should be staded.
Following the ESAC recommendation, the
Executive will submit an implementation
proposal to the Agencys Eadh-Observation
Programme Board (PB-EO) for discussion
at its November meeting.
Coordination with NASDA on EarthCARE
has continued in the context of the recent
ESA - Japan Meeting held in Tokyo in
September.

all themes of ESAs Living Planet
Programme and use a variety of active

and passive remote-sensing techniques,
exploiting the full electromagnetic
spectrum. They are backed by hundreds
of scientists from Europe, Canada and
elsewhere. The proposed missions require
single-satellite, satellite-formation or
satellite-constellation implementations, in
low Eadh orbit and in geostationary orbit.
The massive response illustrates the very
high interest in the programme.
The Phase-A for SMOS is proceeding
according to plan. A Preliminary
Requirements Review is planned in
October. The scientific review will proceed
in parallel, After these two reviews, the
proposal for full implementation will be
submitted to the PB-EO in November,

International Space
Station
ISS Overall Assembly Sequence
Three assembly flights have taken place
in the third quarter of 2001 . The Airlock
'Quest', the third MPLM logistics flight
(which included ESA's Advanced Protein
Crystallisation Facility) and the Russian
Docking Compartment 1 'Pirs'. The third
crew, Expedition-3, is already in orbit. In
addition, two Russian 'Progress' logistics
flights have been launched. To date, 15
of the planned 49 assembly flights have
been completed.
The first scientific experiments have been
operated, principally after the MPLM flight
in August, and the ESA Global Time
System (GTS). which was successfully
installed on the Russian Service Module
'Zvezda', should be switched-on later this
year,

The ISS Assembly Sequence was updated
in June to include some detailed changes
to flights up to early 2OO4 and the deletion
of the Propulsion Module from the
configuration. The Columbus launch
remains scheduled in October 2004.
An independent high-level task force, the
ISS Cost and Management Evaluation

programmes & operations

Parel. has beer appoinred lo evaluate tre
9f [flg
NASA paft of the Space Station and to

qorinr rq n.nianlen ens- nrTg;1.]p

nronnse corrcctirrc

ft ttt ,rp

actions,

Golumbus Laboratory
The integrated mechan cal flight unit
asse'nbly (the so called 'PICA) has been
transporled from Turin (l) to the Prme
Contractor n Bremen in an Airbus Beluga,
There. the 'lighL unil will be eou.pped witlil-e functioral boxes and [he acceptarce
testing wil commence next year
Meanwhile, the electrical test model is
undergoing functronal qualif cation testng,
ilclr,ding Colur.ror-,s rSS rlerface tests
with NASA, Quaiification tests should be
comp eted in the first quarter oI 2002.

Columbus Launch Bafter
Nodes-2 and -3
Th^
t^.,^t rruuq -Dur
-.,^r^- rr-ruvur
-, ^,^,,
I rrs JyJru
vvy +^^l
Lg)t h^^
|d)
-^i^

hpon

<,r

rr:.aeclr llii nnnelr rcted and lne

f gl-t-ur;t inreg.ation oi Node-2 has oeen
inifiated The ha'nesses iave all beer
del vered, as has much of the secondary

structure The Node-3 Critical Des gn
Review (CDR) s planned for Spring 2002
and preparation for this is now underway.

PICA ariving tn Bremen, Germany

Crew Refrigerator / Freezer (RFR)
The Preliminary Design Review (PDB) has
hcor- sr rccpqqfr rlhi nnnnlglgl,

Arrivd of the AW at the ESIFC test faciltes for
environmental testing

Cryogenic Freezer (C RYOS)
The System Requirements Document
(SRD) agreement with NASA should be
final sed n November
Cupola
The Neutral Buoyancy Test in the
NASA/JSC pool has been successfully
conducted and the few minor
recorrnended changes are be rg
nco'po.ated 'rlo the design The CDR
has hpcn r-nmnlpled u,i h nO Ser.OUS
r^liqnron:nnioq hoinn fnr rfO ManUfaCL;fe
of the flight-unit cylindrical and dome
sect ons is underway, as is that of the
window frames.

Automated Transfer Vehicle

(ATV)

TA^
pressul-i^^A
| | re ^.^^^,
rseu ^^.^^
cdrgo ^,
car|er

structural/thermal model (STM) has been
delivered to ESTEC in Noordwijk (NL) in
p'eparation for environmenral tests The
STM's electrical and propulsion bays are
nearirg complelion and will be rrtegraLed
w li the cargo carrie. at ESTEC, betore
testing begins at Lhe end o'the year.
Equipment and subsystem CDB
campaigns have been initiated.

X-38/CRV and Applied Re-entry
Technology (ART)
The X-38 deliveries are continu ng and the
integrarion ot the o.bital f,ight tesL vehic e
(V2Ol) s well underway at the integration
site at NASA/JSC
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Negotiations have been advanced with
industry for the initial CRV activities, and
the PATP contract has been agreed with
the new loint prime contractors,

global AO converged on a shorllist of
projects that will require definition studies
Bilaterally with ESA, NASA indicated a
clear intention to co-operate in the joint

ESA Astronauts R. Vittori and F. De Winne

(backup) staded training on 6 August in
Star City for a Soyuz Taxi Flight to the
International Space Station in April 2002.

utilisation of ESA-developed facilities.
Following up a request from NASA,
discussions have taken place on a
potentially expanded role for Europe in
the overall CRV programme. This would
change the basis of ESA's participation
from that of supplier of interesting
technology elements for the vehicle to
fundamental parlicipation in the system
design, system functions and the delivery
of major assemblies (which would still
include the technological items)

Ground-segment development and
operations preparation
In response to the Request for Quotation
(RFQ) for the Columbus Control Centre,

Dl R lD\ has rclcaqcd thc lOWer-level
subsystem RFQs. After their evaluation,
an integrated offer for the Control Centre
will be submitted
The RFQ for the AW Control Centre is
being prepared for release in the last
quarter of this year and the offer for the
AW Control Centre Operations
Preparation Definitlon Phase has been
received from CNES (F). The RFQ for the
equivalent contract with DLR (D) was
released in July and the offer is expected
in October.

Utilisation
Preparation
Meeting on 13 September. the European
Utilisation Board (EUB) focussed on the
issue of access policy for the Space
Station There remained some open
points, mainly related to revenue policy
.i^h+^^i,.+ili^-+i^rLD.
tu uLiltJqLrur I rvr
dt

Later in the month. the Space Station
User Panel (SSUP) advised on how an
Announcement of Opporlunity (AO) for
technology payloads on the ISS could be
formulated, emphasising innovation and
technology topical teams
On 27 /28 September, the International
Microgravity Strategic Planning Group met
and the Agencies involved in the recent

Preparatians tn progress for the Andromdde
miccinn r21 .3O Oetoherl vtith ESA ASlronaut
Claudie Haigner1 and the two Russian crew
members

110

Hardware development
A study has shown that relocation of the
Atomic Clock Ensemble in Space (ACES)
to the Columbus External Payload Facility
is feasible and a proposal for the Microwave Link is now under evaluation.
The System Requirements Beview for the
SOLAB/EXPORT facility was successfully
completed in September
Phase-C/D of the European Technology
Exposure Facility (EuTEF) was kicked-off
in August and the PDB for the European
Drawer Rack (EDR) is planned for
December.

The Requirements Definition Phase for
the User Support and Operation Centres
(USOCS) is nearing completion and an
ESA-led review is planned for end-2001.

For the second period of ISS Advanced
Training at Johnson Space Center (JSC),
P Nespoli was proposed to replace
R. Vittori. Due to severe NASA security
restrictions, the start of his training period

was delayed until October.
Preparations for the Andromede mission,
with Claudie Haignere on board, are on
tr:ck /qcc 'ln Rricf' elscrryhere in this
issue, for the latest news), The crew has
passed all tests and examinations and
is ready to fly the mission, which is

scheduled to take place from 21 to

30 October.
Early deliveries
Data Management System for the
,9ussran Service Module (DMS-R)
The in-orblt operation of DMS-R is
proceeding nominally.

covering increment and visiting crews
including non-professional visitors, have
been presented by the Multilateral Crew
Operations Panel to the Multilateral

European Robotic Arm (ERA)
The ERA flight model is undergoing
functional qualification testing at the
Prime Contractor, The work on the
Mission Preparation and Training
Equipment is experiencing fudher delays,
which will have an impact on the ERA
system-level schedule. A credible ERA
launch date is not expected before next

Contro Board.

Spring,

Astronaut activities
'Principles regarding Processes and

Criteia for Selection, Assignment, Training
and Certification of ISS Crew Members',

programmes & operations

Laboratory Support Equipment (LSE)
The first flight unit of the -80'C Freezer
(N/ELFI) is undergoing final verification, and
shipment in October of the Microgravity
Science Glovebox (MSG) to NASA is
being prepared.
The engineering unit of the Hexapod
pointing system is currently under test,

The Advanced Protein Crystallisation
Facility (APCF) was flown to the ISS's
Destiny module in August and has
operated well since then.
In discussions with representatives of the
NASA Office of Biological and Physical
Research, an Agreement has been
reached on enhanced co-operation in
the Life Sciences area.

ISS Exploitation Programme

A Multilateral Commercialisation Group
has been set-up and is currently
establishing the programme guidelines for
commercial utilisation of the lSS. NASA
has provided their draft Commercialisation
Policy as an input to this activity.
The approach for a Public-Private
Padnership between ESA and private or
institutional investors has been agreed and
industry has offered the Agency their
possible contributions in kind and/or cash,
which are in excess of 30 MEuro. The
Exploitation Contract RFQ has been
released to industry. Due to changes in
content established during the elaboration
of the Exploitation Programme Proposal
for the Ministerial Council, it was agreed
that industry would provide, in October,
a binding offer only for Period-1 of the
exploitation phase, At the same time, a
high-level commitment for the entire
programme, in line with the approved
Programme Proposal, will be provided
and a formal binding offer will follow early
in 2002.

Microgravity Facilities for Columbus
(MFc)
Manufacturing and assembly of the
engineering models of Biolab, the FluidScience Laboratory (FSL) and the
Materials Science Laboratory (MSL) are
well advanced. Manufacturing of the flight
models of these facilities has started and
closeout of the Critical Design Review
(CDR) for MSL was successfully
completed

The results of a study of the feasibility of
accommodating the Biolab in the US
Destiny module, as a possible early flight
opportunity in co-operation with NASA,
are positive and further assessment is
continuing.
Mechanical qualification of the Standard
Active Containers for the European
Physiology Module (EPM) has been
completed and early work on the
Electromagnetic Levitation Furnace for
the MSL has stafted.

Ariane-S Plus
ESC-A
The modal-survey test campaign for the
upper composite, including the ESC-A
staqe's full-scale mechanical model

Microgravity
EMIR programmes
Preparations have continued for ESAs
pafticipation in the STS-107 Spacehab
mission, which has been delayed until
June 2002.
Discussions with NASA have continued
regarding the uncertain status of the future
R-2 Spacehab mission, which would be a
major flight oppodunity for ESA payloads.
At the same trme, investigation of other
flight opporlunities has begun.
An Inquiry Board has repoded on the
parachute failure during the re-entry of
the Maxus-4 sounding-rocket flight and
preparations have continued for the
Foton-M1 mission.
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(known as the 'Maquette Dynamique', or
MD) was completed in July. The results
were generally close to the predictions,
After re'urbishment, the MD stage model
alone will be submitted to the vibration

The conclusions reached by the Review
Board recognised that very s gnificant
effons have been made by lndustry and
the ESA Project Team dulrg lhis iniLal

test campaign In parallel, integration
began of the 'Maquette Ergols' full scale

The preliminary system definition, the
develoomert plan ar-d design-to-cost and
organisation aspects were among the
main technical and programmatic issues
that were reviewed The Board assessed
tho docinn nf iho \/one la
,-unc'ler as Oerng
sound and largey based on proven
technology, and it concluded that it provides
a correct basis for the Bequest for
Or rn-:tinn fnr lho l-)pvolnoment Contract.

model dedicated to testing all of the
electrical and fluid systems, as well as
the ground-handling procedures at CSG.
Manufacture of the first flight hardware
items has started Besides some small
tems, which are sti I in the fina design
nheqa

iha ma n eiiontinn

ic nn iho r-loc nn

lustification, considering the final load data
set The re-use of existing equipment, in
[h s case developed +or Ariane-4 and re
used on A.iane 5, is again proving to be
less sirrple lrran expecled. espec,ally
when trying to justify the deslgn and
identily the margins with n the new
environment. The cycle of qualification
reviews will stad during the last quarler
of 2001.

ESC-B, Vinci
I-nr trSC-R lha dovolnnrqenL aCtiViLieS
aro'net rsinn nn snmc 'r Inoameftal
ernhilantr val anel a\/aiom, CNOICES. SUCT

AS

tle attitude control system,

In parallel. the
main launcher system inputs are being
elaborated, and they are to be reviewed
during the system concept review later
this year. The development of the ESC-B
Vinci engine has now completed a first
impoftant phase, which involved the

successful achievement of al of the major
subsystem Preliminary Design Reviews
(PDRs) This has allowed the development
logistrcs and the associared planning
to be harmonised Currently, more
.^mnnnonf

ioa+a .ra ho na roalicael /i o

powder metallurgy i.npeller. ceramic
bearings. casl ng p'ocess, etc,) in order to
prepare for the subsystem development
tests. which represent the next majo'
milestone

Vega
Tho marnr milcstnnc hrcseen fOr 2002

\ /^^pl
lO)V Ul
tl lU VUqd l-nnhpl
ldul lul lu rq rlotrolnnmoni
uuvurv|.,r rrur r'.
^h^^^
^f rh^

As'ar

as the Vega ground segmenl
concerned, a Joint Work ng Group

is

conposed o' represeltalives frorr fSA.
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Fron the P8O perspective. the Vega
System Preliminary Design Review has
been positive insofa. as no major
incompat bility has been identified
hc'\^/pcr thp firql ql2no mOtor and Lhe
overal launcher system,

Cl\lfS Ari:npqn2.tr 2nd ELV was tasxed
with reassessing the choice of a launch
site for Vega in Ko;rou. r the light of the
new schedule and on addlt onal technical
and operational 'aclors, The Group
completed ls acrivity at tl.e end of Jrne,
Bolh tl^e ELA-1 and fLA-2 sites (the latter
becoming available for Vega after the
conciusion of Ariane-4 launches) were
considered, in combination with various
options for the implementation of the
flnnlrnl flontro ronr rirad f,or vega.
-Although the ELA-3 solution had the
advantage of neet rg the requirements of
The programme better in terms of syne.gy
and of facilitv sharing with Ar.ane-S. it was
felt that it would be difficuI to opt,mise
without putting a strain on investment
costs The r-nnhincd nneratiOnS Of Arrane5 and Vega would have made ELA-3 a
single point lailure within tne turopean
space rranspodation system. The ELA-2
so ution was felt to be too expensive in
terms of inrtial investment, in association
with the costs of dismantling Ariane 4
infrastructure. A schedule conflict was also
identified, which would lead to a shift of
1B months in the timing of Vega's first
flight. The Working Group therefore
concluded that. for the rntegration and
l:r rnch of \/ona lho trl A- I SOluLiOn iS the
cheapest option and the only one that fits
within the programme budget allocations
for this segment.

ic iho nleninn nf tho \/ane F)orralnnmoni

Contract with lhe company ELV a 1o'nt
ve.rture between the ltalian Soace Agency
and Fiat Avio Before committing to the
full development activities, an intense
launcher System Preliminary Design
Review was conducted in June and July
2001

Finaly, the PBO (Vega's first stage)
management scheme assigning projectmanagement responsibility to CNES in
Evry (F) has been agreed in detail. and it
has already been adopted at working level
pending its formalisation, The Request for
Quotation for the full PBO Development
Conlract was prepared according to the
FSA nrnnr rromonf,. nrnnar
| ---JUre. ano was
ssued to Fiat Avio on 9 July, resulting in
the industrial proposal being under
evaluation during the month of October

The build up of the management team
both at ESRIN in Frascat (l) and at CNES
in Evry (for the P8O) has progressed
significantly, with the recruitment of ESA
internal and external staff, with the ltalian
Space Agency (ASl) and CNES
contributing three and one additional staff
.^^^^^+i,,^t.,
I rEr I uut, luJpuuLtvuty,
-^-h^"

PROBA
Following a three-week launch campaign

at Shar in India. PROBA was successfully
placed in orb,t on 22 Oclober by a PSLV
launcher provided by ISBO/Antrix

Contacl witl lhe spacecraft was
established during
the first orbit,
Following

verification of the
^^^^^^.^+'^ L) h^^l+A
)pouvuro
|udtLtr,

the commissioning
activit es were

started from a
dedicated ground
segment located at
ESA's Redu statlon
in Belgium
Commissioning
should be
nnmnlotonl hrr tha

end of the year,
As far as the launch Control Centre is
nnnnarna^ rha vr
arn
vuv,^ vv
^^ncluded LhaL
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the use for Vega of a dedicated centre
accommodated within the existing CDL 3
would allow substantial nvestment
savings without incurrlng additional
exploitation costs.

Launch of PRaBA
on 22 October

in brief

First European woman
on ISS

In Brief

Mission accomplished: The crew of the
Russian-French Andromede mission
returned safely to Earth on 31 October
after a ten-day trip to the International
Space Station (lSS). The taxi flight to
exchange the Soyuz "lifeboat" on the ISS
brought the first European woman to the
Station: ESA's Claudie Haignere described
the misslon as a "challenging and
intensely fulfilling experience" She was
also the first non-Russian woman to fly as
flight engineer on a Soyuz spacecratt.
Claudie and her fellow crew members
Victor Afanassiev and Konstantin Kozeev
spent eight days on board the Station and
pedormed a number of experiments in life
sciences. biology. material science and
earlh observation. Their main task was to
deliver a new Soyuz vehicle, the Station's
lifeboat, and take the one that had been
attached to the Station for six months for
their return flight to Baikonur in Kazakhstan.
Since August the ISS has hosted the first
European experiments. First to arrive was
the Advanced Protein Crystallisation Facility
(APCF); shorlly after followed the Granada

Crystal Box Experiment. The ESA funded
Granada Crystallisation Facility, in which
protein crystals had been growing since
the arrival of the mission, has returned to
Eadh with Claudie, just like some
extraordinary passengers on the Soyuz
spacecraft: frog and salamander larvae in
the Aquarius containers.
But the ESA astronaut was not only busy
with scientific experiments, she also had a
lot of PR to do. During her stay on the ISS

Claudie spoke to the French Minister for
Research Schwartzenberg, participated in
the ceremony for the Prince of Asturias
award via an in-flight call to Spain,
answered questions from young students
in the Cite de I'Espace in Toulouse durrng
a W downlink, and gave several interviews
to W radio and newspapers.
"The Space Station is a remarkable feat of
engineering. and is taking shape day by
day We were able to set up experiments
and carry out a series of medical tests,"
said Claudie after her return. "Europe is
playing a significant role in the development of the Space Station, which will be a
key facility for space-based science and
technology development in the coming
years"

@esa
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Artemis and Spot-4 chat
with laser light
During the night of 2l November, two
satellites communicated with each other
for the first time through a laser beam.
ESA's Artemis satellite, currently in a
parking orbit at 31 000 kilometres altitude,
and the CNES Eadh observation satellite
Spot-4, in an orbit at an altitude of 832
kilometres, are the first satellites to
exchange data using an optical data
transmission link. The Astrium-built SILEX
system, with terminals on both spacecraft.
is responsible for this novel event.

Through the laser data link, images taken
by Spot-4 can be transmitted in real time
to the image processing centre at Spot
lmage in Toulouse, France, via Ademis.
This drastcally reduces the time between
taking the picture and its delivery to the
centre The transmission is possible
whenever the two satellites are in line of
sight, Without the Artemis relay the images
are stored on board in Spot-4's memory
and dumped to the ground stations

Spot was expected to be, As soon as
contact was made, Spot-4 responded by
sending its own laser beam to Ademis,
On receiving the Spot-a beam. Artemis
stopped scanning and the optical link was
maintained for a pre-programmed period
lasting from 4lo 20 minutes.
During the period when the two satellites

The experiment pedormed in the night of
2I November consisted of establishing
the link four times: in the course of four
successive Spot-4 orbits, the SILEX
terminal on board Artemis activated its
optical beacon to scan the area where

ESA stimulates scientific

and industrial relations
with four East European
countries
The Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and
Romania are going to padicjpate more
closely in ESA programmes, The aim of
the new agreement between ESA and the
four States is to stimulate relations with
interested European countries, to expand
the overall Eurooean scientific and
industrial base and to enrich ESA as a
research and development organisation.
In September the Agency held a

workshop in Paris with representatives
from the four European Cooperating
States (ECS)with the objective of
presenting the possibilities of the ECS
status and understanding the different
views and possible concerns of the
countries To be a candidate for this new
agreement. a country must be European
and must already have signed a
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transmitted from Spot-4 to the ground via
Ademis at a rate of 50 0OO OOO bits per
second (50 Mbps) ESA's test station in
Redu (Belgium) and the Spot-4 receive
station in Toulouse confirmed the extremely

Framework Agreement with ESA. The new
ECS Agreement is a bilateral engagement
between that country and ESA, and it
allows the padner country to padicipate
indirectly in all ESA procurements and
activities. In each case. lhe participation
is to be defined in a five-year Plan for a
European Cooperating State (PECS) to
be jointly agreed by ESA and the country
concerned
Henk Olthof, ESA programme manager,
explains. "this new Agreement opens up
the possibility to increase the potential
synergy between ESA programmes and
the future plans in the space field for our
four European parlners, the Czech
Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania
Thc FCS Anrcomcnt qr rits their CUrrent
industrial and financial capacities better
than the closer Associate Membership. lt
creates a natural extension of the existing
very fruitful collaboration and allows the
four countries to padicipate in all Agency
programmes and enables ESA to benefit
from their expertise".
@esa

high accuracy of the dala stream.
The main challenge in establishing an
optical link between satellites is to point a
very narrow beam with extreme accuracy
to illuminate the parlner spacecraft tlying
at a speed of TOOO miles per second.
Before Christmas, the ion-propulsion
phase is expected to staft moving Artemis
to its final geostationary orbit at an altitude
ot 36 000 km Once the spacecratt has
reached that orbit, in the middle of next
year, the operational phase will begin and
the link between the two satellites will be
established at least five times a day. 6esa

in brief

World record for ESA
The Dutch solar car Nuna won the World
Solar Challenge, a 3010 km race right
across Australia for cars powered by solar
energy. Having set off from Darwin on
Sunday 18 November, Nuna crossed the
finish line in Adelaide on Wednesday
21 November in a record-breaking time
of 32 hours and 39 minutes.
The average speed of the car was 91.7
kilometres per hour, also a new record. On
the fourlh day Nuna had to travel 830 km
- the longest distance ever accomplished
by a solar car in one day. Nuna pushed the
limits by driving at a top speed of more
than 100 km per hour, setting a new
record by finishing in well under 4 days.

43 racing cars were at the start of the 6th
World Solar Challenge in Darwin, Australia.
The streamlined Nuna verhicle was built by
eight Dutch students from the universities of
Delft and Amsterdam. lt uses advanced
space technology, provided to the team
via ESA's Technology Transfer Programme,
enabling the car to reach a theoretical top
speed of over 160 km per hour.
The aerodynamically optimised outer shell
consists of space-age plastics to keep it
light and strong. The main body is made
from carbon fibre, reinforced with Kevlat a
material used in satellites, but nowadays

Preparing for the staft

also in high performance

equipment like
hr rllotnrnnf rroctc

The car's shell is
covered with the best
dual junction and triple
junction gallium-

(

arsenide solar cells,
developed for satellites.
Th^^^
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efficiency of aboui 24o/o.
ESA will test these cells
in space in early 2003,
when the technology-demonstrating
SN/ART-1 mission is launched to the Moon.
Nuna also carries Maximum Power Point
Trackers, small devices that guarantee an
optimal balance between power from the
batteries and the solar cells, even in less
favourable situations like
shade and cloud. Many
satellites carry these
devices, for instance
ESA's Rosetta mission to
Comet Wirtanen.
A small strip of solar cells
on the side of the car is
very special for a different
reason: the communication
equipment is powered by
this strip of cells that were
odgindly on the NAStuESA
Hubble Space Telescope.
These cells were part of a
large ESA-provided solar
array, retrieved by ESA
astronaut Claude Nicollier
and brought back to Eadh
in 1993 on a Space
Shuttle.

"lf Nuna wins the race, it
will be due in part to the
use of space technology"
Ramon Martinez, a

mechanical engineering student at the
Technical University of Delft and leader of
the Alpha Centauri Team, explained

beforehand. "But much more impodant,
due to the hard work and dedication of a
group of students, it will make a dream
come true!"

the student team
collected an impressive line-up of
supporters. ESA not only provided them
with engineering support via its Technology
Transfer Programme, but also with general
support via the Education Office, headed
by former ESA astronaut Wubbo Ockels,
who was also adviser to the team. Eric
Trottemant, from the Education Office,
who developed the strategy software, also
ioined the team. Dutch energy company
Nuon was the main sponsor, and the
association of plastic producers APME
and the Technical University of Delft
strongly suppoded the team.
To fulfil their mission,

After this success, an extensive tour is
planned to visit schools in the ESA
Member States. This educational
programme will emphasise the value of
space technology for a more sustainable
world and show in a tangible manner how
the dreams of youngsters can become
reality.

ttc
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Royal visit to ESTEC,
royal award for the ISS
Krng Juan Carlos and Oueen Sofia of
Spain, on a state visit to The Netherlands,
came to ESTEC on 25 October with their
host Queen Beatrix to see Europe's space
agency in action. The royal visitors listened
with interest as Antonio Rodota, ESA's
Director General, explained the Agency's
role, and watched a wtde-screen video
presentation summarising current ESA
projects. Then the royal pady was taken
around a life-size replica of Europe's
Columbus module, due for launch in 2004.

Three ESA astronauts currently based in
Noordwijk - ltaly's Umbedo Guidoni,
Spain's Pedro Duque and Andre Kuipers
from the Netherlands - were on hand to
explain from first-hand experience just
how things worked. "They were all very
enthusiastic. I was surprised how much
they were interested in the technology as
well as the business of living in space",

Royal visit to the Columbus module at FSIFC

said Kuioers.
Pedro Duque, who has met King Juan
Carlos three times before, was less taken
by surprise. "He always asks intelligent
questions. He's very enthusiastic about
space." ESA's Director General and the
astronauts met the King again the next
day in Oviedo in Spain to receive the 2001
Prince of Asturias Award for International
Cooperation together with representatives
of the other ISS partner space agencies,
from the United States, Russia, Canada
ano Japan

The Prince of Asturias Foundation granted
this Award in recognition of the efforts
made "to achieve international cooperation
that have been necessary to turn this
enormous orbiting laboratory for scientific
research for a greater understanding of
our planet into a reality".
@esa

King Juan Carlos and Queen Beatrtx chatting
with astronauts Pedro Duque and Andre
Kuipers

ERS-2 goes gyro-less
ESA engineers have developed a new
technique to navigate satellites without the
help of gyroscopes and saved the life of
ERS-2, the European Remote Sensing
Spacecraft launched in 1995 This mode
allows ERS-2 to measure the satellite's
pointing through the digital earth sensors
and payload data, and has led to a
considerable improvement on the yaw
pointing of the satellite. By January 2000,
the spacecraft's gyroscopes - needed to
keep the satellite steady in all three axes had lost their spin; only one still functioned
correctly. A team from ESA and Astrium
wrote new software to make the new
"zero gyro mode" method work: they also
had to rearrange onboard memory to free
space for the new software, written in an
antiquated language from 15 years ago,
when ERS-2 was first designed.

The software was exhaustively tested on
simulators before oeing uplinked to the
satellite. Even then, they only dared run it
in pieces, over the course of a week. Pad
of their design involved a device called the
Digital Eafth Sensor (DES), set to our
planet's horizon for extremely basic
positioning checks But the engineers
knew they could get a lot more precise
data out of the DES than iust the horizon
line. The DES signal was cleaned up to
filter out noise, and then used to estimate
pitch and roll errors.
.1

18

in brief

That still left the final yaw (or downward)
pointing error, which could no longer be
marcr rrorl uy
hrr iho
-^^^^^r^frOlL,
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The team realised they could check yaw
drift themselves, by analysing Doppler
frcnrrcncv qhiftq in lhp trRS-2 radar
instrument signals. They monitored ERS-2
nvor r 1C)6-darr 'chelzodn
,-,.--Jwn crutse
totalling three 35-day repeat tracks over
the Eadh's surface. Recurring patterns of
spacecraft 'depointing', caused mainly by
terrestrial magnetic field variations as well
as pressure from the Solar wind, were
rendered into a detailed model uplinked to
the satellite. This enables depointing to be
anticipated and compensated for.
.

The gyro-less technique should extend the
lifespan of numerous other ESA missions,
and preserves ERS-2 to operate with its
scheduled successor Envisat and to
provide wind measurement until Metop-1
takes over in 2003
@esa

lreland; Dublin Bay
lmage taken by ERS-2 on 1a September 2001
at 11:19 GMT

Future engineers fly to
Kourou
Life in the Universe, an event planned
by the same organisations as last year's
Physics on Stage, was another huge
success Students from all across
Europe designed websites, wrote
essays. performed scientific studies,
created anwork, theatre plays and even
musical compositions - all about life in
the Universe in the widest sense. The
final event, held at CERN in Geneva
Irom 7 to 10 November, brought together
the more than 2OO finalists from 23
padicipating countries and science
ovnorfq
caarnh
il | ouor
u^VUr Lo in
ur I 6{
ur ayfra+arrnn+ri-l
un Ll dtUl IUJLI ldl li{^
lllU.

In a fair, in presentations and workshops

the 14 to 1B vear-olcls oresented their
ideas and opinions - all of them extremely
impressive and often innovative. The
organisers CERN, ESA and ESO had
originally planned to sponsor two first
prizes for the best projects. but were so
impressed with the quality and originality
of the students' ideas that they
spontaneously decided to offer four
additional second prizes.

The winners are the Austrian team of
Jan Stuller and Felix Ferdinand Mikl,

The parlicipants from
Portugal who won a second
nriza far lhair narfarmnnra
"Science Please!"

who won a trip to ESA's
Kourou Spaceporl in French
Guiana to see an Ariane-S
launch. Their project was a
design proposal for a selfsustainable human settlement
in snacc r:allor-l "CnI rmbiat
The winners of the artistic
category were Mihaly Kristof,
Katalin Lovei and Addm
Orbdn from Hungary, with
their imaginative board game
"Entropoly", They won a trip
to the European Southern
.

Observatory s Paranal facility
in Chile.

Second prizes were awarded to:
Ricardo Moreno Luquero, Alberto
Orejana Marlin and Roberto Sanchez
Garvin from Spain, for their project.
'Meteorites, Craters and Life in the
Universe': Edwin Kite from the United

,&eb'
Kingdom for his investigation, 'Could
Mars support advanced Life?'; Vitor
Ferreira. Joao Dias, Cristiana Azevedo
and Catia Lopes from Portugal for their
theatrical performance,'Science
Please!', and lvar Marthinusen from
Norway for his essay 'The Caricon from
Oxium'
@esa
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Glovebox to the States
The Microgravity Science Glovebox (MSG),
one of the first ESA elements for conducting
science on the International Space Station,
has been shipped from the European
Astium consodium in Bremen to NASA's
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) in Florida
The MSG will enable astronauts on board
the ISS to perform a wide variety of
materials, combustion, fluids and biotechnology experiments and investigations
in the microgravity environment. lt is slated
for launch in the mini pressurised logistic
module in May 2002.
This science facility provides an enclosed
and sealed work volume fitted with
lighting. mechanical, electrical, data. gas
and vacuum connections, and thermal
control for the operation of experiments.
The work volume is accessible through
built-in gloves which isolate the
experiment from the environment and the
operator. The MSG is integrated into an
International Standard Rack (ISPR) and
can operate in open mode, with air
circulating from the work volume to the
Space Station cabin, or in closed mode,
with air circulating within the MSG only,
In addition, the MSG has the capability to
maintain an ined atmosphere with dry
nitrogen such that the oxygen volume is
kept equal to or less than 1O%,
The MSG facility was built for NASA for a
projected operational use of ten years.
It will be accommodated initially in the
United States Laboratory (USLab) but
could be moved later to ESAs Columbus
Laboratory. ESA will have utilisation rights
over this facility and will pre-screen
European proposed experiments that
could be accommodated by it.
After arrival at KSC, the MSG will undergo
a Innn qorioq nf tcsts nn intedaCeS with
the Space Station lf all goes according to
plan, on 1B February 2OO2 Ihe MSG will
be installed in the mini pressurised logistic
module and will be
ready for its long
operational life
on Doaro

lSS.
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Space research could
save babies' lives
Technology used in space could help to
prevent Sudden Infant Death Syndrome
(SIDS), commonly known as 'cot death'.
The Belgian company Verhaed Design
and Development and the University of
Brussels (ULB) have developed a new
type of pyamas that monitor babies
during sleep
In the United Kingdom, cot death atfects
around four out of every 10 000 healthy
babies, 8606 of whom are less than six
months old, while in the United States
more than 25OO babies die each year
within the first 12 months of life from
suspected SIDS,

The new pyjamas are very aptly called
"Mamagoose", and they draw on
technology used in two space
applications: the analogue
biomechanics recorder
experiment and the

The control unit with alarm system is
connected to the pylamas and

continuously monitors and processes lhe
signals received from the five sensors, lt
is programmed with an alarm algorithm
which scans the respiration pattern to
detect unexpected and possibly
dangerous situations. lf found, an alarm
system is activated In addition. the
selective memory records data for a
certain period before and after the alarm
to help physicians to make a diagnosis.
Mamagoose prototypes have been tested
on many babies in different hospitals,
environments and conditions. These
include babies of various weights and
sizes urhcn thcri arc in r^lifferent 'mOOdS'
such as calm, nervous or upset, and when
they are sleeping in different positions, To
date, the results have been exlremely
promrsrng.

rocniretnnr inrir rntirro

plethysmograph suit This
transfer of technology
doqinnpr^l fnr snece tn Fadh
application is paft of the ESA
Technology Transfer
Programme. The Mamagoose
prolect is also partially
financed by the German
Space Agency and lWT, the
Belgian institute for the
promotion of scientific and
technological research in
industry.

The Mamagoose pyjamas have five
special sensors positioned over the breast
and stomach: three to monitor the infant's
heart beat and two to monitor respiration.
This double sensor system guarantees a
high level of measuring precision. The
special sensors are actually built into the
cloth and have no direct contact with the
body, thus creating no discomfod for the

Verhaert will be responsible for producing

040y.

According to Stefaan Devolder from
Verhaed Design, the plan is to have the
first Mamagoose products on the market
within the next year, and Verhaert and
ULB are already in negotiation with
potential distributors interested in
commercialising the product, Once in
production, Mamagoose will be an
impodant tool in increasing understanding
of the cause of and in preventing cot

The pyjamas are made of two parts: the
first, which comes into direct contact with
the baby. can be machine-washed and
the second, which contains the sensor
system, can be washed by hand. The
pyjamas come in three sizes. are made of
non-allergic material and have been
especially designed to keep lhe sensors
in place during use,

Mamagoose clothing once the tests
currently being carried out in Germany
have been completed. The biomedical
physics laboratory of ULB will be
responsible for improving the processing
algorithm and for providing paediatricians
with feedback on the research results

deaths.
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Simulation of a Manned
Martian Mission in the
Arctic Circle
The closest you can get to a Mars
landscape down on Earth is on Devon
lsland in Canada, lt isn't exactly a holiday
resort, but a group of six scientists,
engineers, space enthusiasts and lournalists

neverlheless decided to spend a week in
the cold to simulate a Mars mission,
Author Vladimir Pletser was one of them,
Devon lsland is an uninhabited island in
the Canadian province of Nunavut, at a
latitude of 75 degrees North in the Arctic
Circle. Th s island is as large as Sicily, and
the Haughton Crater, a geological structure
about 20 km in diameter, formed
by the impact of a meteorite 23
millions of years ago, is its most
impressive landmark Devon
lsland's strange geology and
ecosystem and the harsh
climatic conditions make you
think of a Martian environment,
ovr:ont fnr thc nroconno 9f 3
breathable atmosphere, Polar
bears and a few other arctic
animals are the only sign of life
on this island
NASA took an interest in using
this Mars analogy on Earth
several years ago, Besearch
programmes have been initiated
by the NASA Ames Center and the SETI
Institute under the umbrella of the NASAHaughton Mars Project (HMP). Last year,
The Mars Society, a privately funded nonprofit organisation, joined the NASA-HMP
to establish a Madian Habitat, the Flashline
Mars Arctic Research Station (MABS), on
the rim of the Haughton Crater.
In this framework,

the Mars Society

organised this summer an international
simulation campaign of a Madian mission
consisting of several human crews living
and working in a confined environment.
International crews of mixed gender and
professional qualifications had the same
tasks that would be on the to-do list of a
Martian crew, including scientific field

experiments. Operations were performed

possibly in a bacterial form somehow

just like during a real mission to Mars,

similar to terrestrial extremophile bacteria.
Second, water sources close to the first

including delays in radio communications
with the Mission Control Center (located in
Denver, Colorado) and Extra-Vehicular
Activities (EVA) with specially designed

Martian human settlements would help to
sustain the presence and operations of
human crews in terms of consumption

rnnrpqqr rriqod cr riic

end

Some 250 scientists, engineers and space
enthusiasts answered the call for volunteer
candidates issued in November 2000.
Only ten candidates, including three
Europeans. were selected to loin scientists
and engineers from The Mars Society,
NASA-HN/P and the SETI Institute, The
author was selected to be a crew member
in the second rotation from 10 to 17 July

One of the experiments during this
simulatron campaign was proposed by
Dr Philippe Lognonne (lnstitut de Physique
du Globe de Paris, IPGP, Institute of
Geophysics of Paris), Dr Veronique Dehant
(Royal Observatory of Belgium, BOB) and
the author: "Subsurface Water Detection
by Seismic Refraction", lt aimed at
assessing the feasibility of a human crew
conducting an active seismology
experiment to detect the presence
of subsurface water, A line of 24
sersmomeler sensors was
deployed in several directions on
thc sr rrfar:e nf tho odno qf lhg
Haughton Crater to record
seismic signals generated by a
mini-quake, similar to experiments
conducted in the past on the
Moon The seismic instrumentation
was provided by the IPGP This
experiment can be seen as a
possible continuation of the future
automatic Seismology and
Gravimetry Experiment (SEIS)
aiming at characterising the deep
internal structure of Mars and its
subsudace and searching for the
nroqon.o nf rnratar Tho Strla ovnarimant

2001.

The Flashline MARS Habitat with the ESA flag
(Photo V. Pletser).

One of the objectives of future Mars
missions is the search for water. Water on
the surface of Mars exists as ice in the
polar caps, brut cannot exist in its liquid
form due to the low atmospheric pressure
However. liquid water is suspected to
exist under the surface, possibly in
underground pockets or trapped in rocks
Detecting liquid water under the Maftian
surface at a depth accessible to a human
crew would be important for two reasons.
First, under the adage "Find the water,
and you may find life", detecting liquid
water would increase the chances of
finding evidence of past or present life,

fr rol

nanoratinn

will be conducted by teams from IPGP,
ETHZ (Switzerland), JPL (USA) and ROB
scientists duing the Netlander mission, a
cooperative programme between France,
Germany, Finland, Belgium and the USA,
to be launched in 2007
.

It Look us two and a half days to .each the
Canadian Arctic. The distance travelled
within Canada from Edmonton to
Resolute, the most northern Canadian city
frequented by regular airlines, was greater
than the transatlantic crossing. Upon
arrival in Resolute on Wednesday 5 July in
the early morning, we were amazed by the
constant daylight and the apparent
absence of vegetation and fauna. All
human activities in the Arctic, also
travelling, are very much conditioned by
the ever-changing weather. The warm (5
to 1O degrees) sunny summer weather
changed to snow, sleet and rain for the
next three days. grounding the one plane
that could fly to Devon lsland The
weather eventually cleared up on Sunday
121
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morning, allowing the crew gathered in
Resolute to fly to Devon lsland. After
landing on a muddy track in front of the
NASA-HN/P base camp, one of the first
things we learned was the use of the
camp shotguns, handy to know in case
polar bears get too close, and riding the
four wheel ATVs (All Terrain Vehicles) used
for transportation and expeditions outside
the base camp. The base camp consisted
of three large tents and the "tented
village", made of individual sleeping tents
where thick sleeping bags provided a
warm welcome. One of the large tents
was used as kitchen, mess and warm
gathering place; the second was used as
a working areaby Mars Project
researchers involved in field work, The
third large tent served as a TV studio for
Discovery Channel crews following the
simulation campaign. All waste was
collected and returned by plane to
Resolute in order to oreserve as far as
possible the pristine conditions of this

deseft island.
After two days of exploing the area,
verifying the scientific equipment and
conducting a dry run with the seismic
experiment, the second rotation crew was
ready to enter the Flashline MARS Habitat,
on which the ESA flag was mounted. The
Habitat is a cylindrical building with two
floors, approximately 6 m in diameter and
6 m high, with two doors, The first floor
accommodates the working and living
area, with a kitchen and six small rooms
just large enough for a sleeping bag. The
ground floor is made up of a laboratory
and working area, an EVA preparation
room, two unpressurised airlocks, a small
bathroom, and an incinerator toilet.
Problems in the setting-up of satellite links

did not allow the delayed communications
with the Mission Control Center in Denver.
Contact with the outside world was only
possible by radio with the base camp and
by e-mail with the Control Center and the
rest of the world.
Our crew of six consisted of Robert Zubrin
(Mars Society President and Simulation
Commander), William Clancey (Computer
Scientist, NASA-Ames), Charles Cockel
(Biologist, British Antarctic Survey),
Stephen Braham (Simulation Chief Engineer,
Simon Fraser University, Canada), Katy
Quinn (Geologist, MlT, Boston), and myself.
The scientific programme included several
field expeditions under simulated EVA
conditions for biology and geophysics
experiments and participation as sublects
in various psychology and human factors
investigations.

We conducted our first, two-hour EVA on
Wednesday, 11 July, to collect rocks in
search of fossils and other biological
evidence of past life. During the second,
four-hour EVA on Thursday, 12 July, a
three-member crew conducted the
seismic experiment in rough rain and wind
conditions. fhe 24 sensor line was
deployed in the Haynes Ridge plain in
front of the Flashline MARS Habitat and
we made three tests with mini-quakes
generated by sledge hammer blows, The
third, three-hour EVA took place on
Saturday, 14 July, to deploy radio-biology
dosimeters inside the Haughton Crater.
During the EVA we also visited other
potential locations for deployment of the
seismic experiment inside the crater. The
fourth, two-and a half-hour EVA expedition
on Sunday, 15 July, was a scouting EVA
to find other locations to deploy the seismic

experiment in the Von Braun Planitia, a

few kilometres away from the Mars
Habitat and the NASA-HMP base camp.
After assessing the merits and
disadvantages of several locations visited,
taking into account the seismic interest,
the access possibilities by ATVs and the
terrain conditions - which were rather
muddy in some places due to the severe
rains of previous days - we decided that
the fifth EVA of Monday, 16 July, would
take place in the Haughton Crater. lt
would be the most ambitious EVA
planned, with deployment of the sensor
line in two perpendicular directions and stx
tests, including sledge hammer blows and
thumper gun shots at each of the test
locations. The four-member EVA crew left
for the crater in the morning. When we
were inside the Haughton crater, the trailer
with the 130 kg instrumentation got stuck
in the Arctic mud to a depth of half a
metre. We lost more than one hour trying
to pull the trailer out. After this, we were
exhausted and the terrain conditions had
become even worse, so we decided to
abort the EVA and to return to the Habitat.
On the way back, the instrumentation
trailer got stuck a second time in the mud
and was salvaged again only after quite
some time. This EVA eventually lasted
three and a half hours and was
concluded, alas, without any results. The
sixth and last EVA took place on Tuesday,
17 July, and lasted two and a half hours.
A three-person crew deployed the seismic
experiment in the Haynes Ridge plain, at
the same location as the second EVA,
allowing a complete three-dimensional
characterisation of its underground
structure.
We could not find any water under the
Haynes Ridge ground despite the humid
conditions at the surface. However, a first
result analysis showed that the average
signal velocity was 2600 m/s, consistent
with Calcium Carbonate and Dolomite,
commonly found in this area. Other results
of this campaign simulation concerned the
ergonomics of the equipment used, which
was not initially adapted for use with EVA
suits and required the use of extra tools
like screwdrivers and pliers to activate
switches, turn knobs and push on
computer keyboards. We noticed as well
Geologist K. Quinn using the sledge hammer tn
the rain during the second EVA on 12 July,
while V Pletser operates the IPGP acqutsition
system under the supervision of R. Zubrin; the
MARS Habrtat ls vrrslb/e in the backqround
(Photo V. Pletsefl.
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that conducting the seismic experiment
under EVA conditions was physically
very demanding. This has a direct
.^nqonr ran^a
fho nhni6g Of COnditiOnS

^n

for the interplanetary travel between Earth
and Mars that would last several months.
An interplanetary flight under microgravity
conditions would have well-known
debilitating effects on the musculo-skeletal

system to a point where a crew, after
landing on Mars, could no longer carry
out physically demanding activities.
Therefore, an Eadh-Mars mission would
benefit from either effective countermeasures during a 0g flight or an artificial
gravity system in the design of the
interplanetary spacecraft
ln view of the success of this first

simulation campaign, the Mars Society
intends to conduct further simulation
campaigns in the coming years and to
install other Mars Habitats in remote
locations on Earth, one of them also
planned in Europe (lceland or Greenland).
Several ESA project teams have also
expressed their interest in conducting
tests in similar extreme polar environments,
So in small steps, Mars is getting closer.
Vladimir Pletser

Microgravity Projects Division,
ESA Directorate of Manned Space and
Microgravity
Further information can be found at:
http / / www. arcti c - mars. o rg
htt p / / arcti c. m arssoc i ety. o rg
:

:

http://www.arctic-

mars.org/team/2000/index.htm

@esa

R, Zubrin and V. Pletser pushrng the
instrumentation tratler out of the mud tn the
Haughton Crater during the fifth EVA on 16 July
(Photo Discovery Channel)
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Mechanical Requirements - Copy dates

Albania

Germany

Philippines

Algeria

Gibraltar

Poland

Andorra
Argentina
Australia
Austria

Greece

Portugal

Ready for printing: 30 days before publication
Any difficulty in observing these deadlines
after reservation should be notified immediatelv.

Bahrain
Rannladeqh

HUngary

Qatar
Romania
Rwanda

lceland

Sao Tome

Barbados

lndia

Belgium

lndonesia

& Principe
Saudi Arabia

fax: (+31) (0)71 -565-5433
tel: (+31) (0)71 -565-3794

Belize

lran

Senegal

Benin

lraq

Bhutan

lreland

Serbia
Singapore

Bolivia

tsrael

Slovakia

Bosnia and

Italy

Slovenia

South Africa

Bulgaria

lvory Coast
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan

Burkina Faso

Kenya

Surinam

KOrea

Printing material: 1 positive offset film (right reading, emulsion
sloe oown)
Usable Material: Negative, artwork ready for reproduction.
All production charges are invoiced separately.
Copy
(in

date:

Noordwijk)

Type area

1/1 page 185/265 mm high
1/2 page 1 85/131 mm high
1/4 page 185/65 mm high

Herzegovina

Botswana
Brazil

Screen:

60/cm - 1SO/inch

Page size:

297 mm x 210 mm

Bleed

lssue dates:
ESA Bulletin: February, May, August and November

Rates in Euros
1X

112 page
114

page

€

1.000.-

€
€

600.400.-

4x

€ 800.-

€ 500.€ 350.-

8x

€ 600.€ 400.-

€ 300.-

Extra charge for 4 colour processing € 750.Loose inserts (by application only):one 44 sheet € 1500.- plus
the binder's handling charge of (currently) €75.- per thousand.

Guatamala
Honduras
Hong Kong

Puefto Bico

Spain

Sri Lanka
Sudan

Burma
Burundi
Cameroon
Canada

Kuwait

Swaziland
Sweden

Latvia

Swrtzerland

Leoanon
Liechtenstein

Tahiti

Chile

Libya

Taiwan

China

Lithuania

Tanzania

Colombia
Commonwealth of
Independent
States
Congo
Costa Rica
Croatia
Cuba
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominican Republic

LUXemOOUTg

Thailand

Macedonia

Togo

r^!^^^^^^rvrdud9ooudl

Trinidad

(Upper Volta)

amount: 3 mm

1/1 page

Girculation

Dubai

I

Mali

Syria

^^itu
dr

Malta

Tunisra

Mauritania

Turkey

Mauritius

Uganda

Mexico
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Morocco
Mozambique

UAE

USA
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen

Zaie

Faroe lslands

Netherlands
Netherlands Antilles
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua

Fiji

Niger

Finland

Nigeria

France

Norway

French Guiana

Pakistan

Gabon
Gambia

Papua New Guinea

Estonia
Ethiopia

Peru

I

United Kingdom
uruguay

Nepal

Ecuador
Egvpt
El Salvador

T^h^^^
uuogv

Zambia
Zimbabwe

